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CHARACTERIZATION OF FUEL SWELLING

IN HELIUM-BONDED CARBIDE FUEL PINS

by

David Lok Yin Louie

ABSTRACT

This work is not only Che first attempt at characterizing the

swelling of (U,Pu)C fuel pellets, but it also represents the on.7"

detailed examinations on carbide fuel swelling at high fuel burnups

(4 Co 16 aC.S). This characterization includes the contributions of

fission gases, cracks and solid fission products to fuel swelling.

Significantly, the contributions of fission gases and cracks were

determined . by using the image analysis technique (IAT) which allows

researchers to take areal measurements of the irradiated fuel

porosity and cracks from the photographs of metallographic fuel

samples. However, because areal measurements for varying depths in

the fuel pellet could not be obtained, the crack area! measurements

could not be converted into volumetric quantities. Consequently, in

this situation, an areal fuel swelling analysis was used. The

macroscopic fission-gas induced fuel swelling (MAS) caused by

fission-gas bubbles and pores >1 urn was determined using the

measured irradiated fuel porosity because the measuring range of IAT

is limited to bubbles and pores >1 nm. Conversely, for fuel swelling

XIX



induced by fission-gas bubbles <1 urn, the microscopic fission-gas

induced fuel swelling (MIS) was estimated using an areal fuel

swelling model.

Results showed that MAS generally increased with fuel burnup to

about 9 at.%; then, it decreased with increasing burnup. Conversely,

although MIS initially decreased with fuel burnup, it subsequently

increased with fuel burnup beyond 9 at.%. In addition to fuel

burnup, the fuel swelling analysis also demonstrated that cladding

'swelling played an important role in carbide fuel swelling and

fission-gas release; that is, higher cladding swelling resulted in

higher fuel swelling and fission-gas release. Increasing cladding

swelling promoted fuel relocation, the formation of large cracks, and

ultimately provided pathways for the release of fission gases. The

analysis also established that although low as-fabricated fuel

density promoted higher fission-gas release, a small fuel-cladding

gap reduced chirr release. Thus, a low as-fabricated fuel density

and/or small fuel-cladding gap should be included in the fuel pin

design because they reduce fuel swelling. Significantly, however,

this analysis also proved, for the first time, that despite a low

as-fabricated fuel density and small fuel-cladding gap, a runaway

cladding swelling could cause a concomitant runaway fuel swelling and

fission-gas release. It is important, therefore, to prevent or

reduce cladding swelling by ensuring sufficient fuel restraint and

lower fuel swelling.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Uranium-plutonium carbide fuel offers many advantages over oxide

fuel as an improved fuel system for advanced commercial fast breeder

rsactors. [1] For example, it not only has good compatibility with

liquid sodium but it also has high thermal conductivity, high heavy

metal atom density, and low anion to heavy metal ratio. Table I

summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of carbide fuel. [2] Two

areas basic to the efficient operation of carbide fuel are its

swelling and irradiation behavior because these affect the

performance and integrity of the fuel pin. Fuel swelling, for

instance, could accelerate the fuel-cladding mechanical interaction

(FCMI) and could eventually cause the cladding to be breached, thus

releasing fission products into the coolant. To establish the

superiority of using carbide fuel, therefore, controlling its

swelling and understanding Its irradiation behavior are both

necessary. Because of' carbide fuel's promise as an economical and

efficient fuel for use in commercial breeder reactors, this research

focused on the fuel swelling and irradiation behavior of carbide fuel

pins.

A. Description of Carbide Fuel Pin Designs and Their Irradiation

Behaviors

The swelling of the carbide fuel pins is the sum of both the

fuel-pellet swelling and the cladding swelling. The magnitude of the

1



Table I.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Carbide Fuel.

Properties

1. High thermal conductivity

2. High heavy metal atom
density and low anion to
heavy metal ratio

Effects

3. Inertness with liquid
sodium

4. High retention charcter-
istics of fission
products

5. High chemical activity

6. Swelling and irradiation
behavior

Improves heat transfer character-
istics of fuel pin.

Induces harder neutron spectrum
resulting in a better breeding
ratio.

Increases plutonium production.

Reduces fuel cycle and power costs
as well as the overall capital cost
of the nuclear power plant.

Compatible with liquid metal coolants.

May contribute to fuel swelling.

Complex handling and fabrication
processes.

Limited data are available compared
with oxide fuel to justify its current
use in liquid metal fast breeder
reactors.



FCMI not only depends on these swelling rates, but also on the

initial size of the gap separating the fuel and the cladding as well

as the bonding fluid (or the gap filling fluid/gas). In general,

there are two carbide fuel-pin bonding designs: sodium-bonded and

helium-bonded. Each bond design has features that could influence

the fuel swelling.

In sodiui/r-bonded pins, for example, the use of liquid sodium as

the gap filling fluid improves the heat transfer from the fuel to the

cladding, thus reducing the fuel temperature profile significantly.

Because the temperature dramatically affects the swelling of the

carbide fuel, the low fuel temperature associated with sodium-bonded

pins decreases the swelling rate of the fuel. The presence of liquid

sodium in the pin, however, might facilitate the transport of carbon

atoms from the fuel to the cladding. [3] When a carbon atom reaches

the surface of the cladding, it combines with element(s) of the

cladding and forms a compound which could weaken the cladding's

strength. This chemical interaction between the fuel and the

cladding increases the probability of breaching the fuel pin.

Unlike the liquid sodium in the sodium-bonded carbide fuel pins,

helium gas, the gap filling gas in the helium-bonded carbide fuel

pins, is a poor carbon carrier. Therefore, the carbonization of the

cladding in helium-bonded pins is usually much less intensive.

However, the poor heat transfer characteristics of helium gas often

result in a higher operating fuel temperature relative to the

sodium-bonded pins. This high fuel temperature in helium-bonded pins

increases the fuel swelling as well as the fission-gas release rates.

As this discussion clearly illustrates, chemical and mechanical



interactions and their associations with the kind of bonding design

used are essential to the question of carbide fuel performance. In a

study conducted by the carbide fuel program at Los Alamos National

Laboratory (Los Alamos) [2] , over 600 sodium and helium-bonded

(U,Pu)C fuel pins were irradiated. About 3 % of the sodium-bonded

pins with 316 stainless steel cladding and 3 % of the sodium-bonded

pins with advanced alloy claddings (PE-16) were breached. On the

other hand, only 0.6 % of the helium-bonded pins with 316 stainless

steel cladding and 9 % of the helium-bonded pins with the advanced

alloy cladding (PE-16, CW-D9, CW-D21) were breached. These results

clearly indicate that the fraction of pins breached during

irradiation was lower for the helium-bonded pins than for the

sodium-bonded pins. The performance of the helium-bonded carbide

fuel pins, however, is affected by its high fuel swelling. Thus, in

order to predict such high fuel swelling, the mechanisms causing it

must be identified. Consequently, this research focused primarily on

the performance of helium-bonded carbide fuel pins.

During irradiation, contributing factors to the fuel swelling

are the generation of fission gases and solid fission products. For

example, fission gases, xenon and krypton, first form microscopic

bubbles throughout the fuel matrix. Then, these bubbles grow and/or

migrate to the fuel grain boundaries where they interlink and

establish a pathway for release into the cracks and fuel-cladding

gap. During these processes, which occur prior to their release into

the gap, the fission gas contributes to fuel swelling. The magnitude

of this contribution, however, depends on the fuel fabrication and

design parameters as well as on the irradiation conditions.



Unlike fission gases which form bubbles, solid fission products,

such as zirconium and rhodium, form stable carbides and metallic

Inclusions, respectively. The stable carbides tend to stay in the.

vicinity where they were formed, but the metallic inclusions usually

migrate radially to the lower temperature regions of the fuel pellet.

[4,5] Other solid fission products, such as cesium and strontium,

tend to migrate radially and axially to the cooler regions of the

fuel pin. [4,5] In either case, the contribution of solid fission

products to fuel swelling usually increases at a constant rate in

proportion to the fuel burnup.

Both the contributions of the fission gases and solid fission

products to fuel swelling were determined by examining the irradiated

fuel microstruetures. To conduct such examination, the irradiated

(U,Pu)C fuel pins must be subjected to postirradiation examinations

(PIEs). The following section describes a typical PIE performed by

the Los Alamos carbide fuel program. [1,3-5]

B. Postirradiation Examinations

In order to evaluate the performance of the carbide fuel,

irradiation experiments must be conducted before any full scale

application of this fuel design can be deployed in commercial

reactors. As mentioned previously, over 600 carbide fuel pins were

irradiated for the carbide fuel development program at Los Alamos.

[2] The majority of these fuel pins were irradiated in the

Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR-II), but some were irradiated in

the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF). For the purpose of this



research, two helium-bonded (U,Pu)C test series were chosen for the

study because they both had similar fuel pin designs, even though the

K7 series was designed for moderate power and higher fuel burnup

range while the K9 series was designed for higher power and moderate

fuel burnup range. Another distinction between them is their fuel

pin diameters: 7.87 mm for K7 and 9.40 mm for K9. Table II

summarizes the design and operating conditions of the K7 and K9

series pins. [4,5] These pins which were irradiated in the EBR-II

provide the data for the primary focus of this research,

characterizing carbide fuel swelling.

As a standard procedure in carbide fuel irradiation program at

Los Alamos, several fuel pins are removed from the reactor for

interim examinations before their goal burnup is achieved. These pins

and the pins that have completed irradiation are submitted to

nondestructive PIEs at the Hot Fuel Examination Facility (HFEF).

Nondestructive measurements used in both the final and interim

examinations include both the neutron radiography and profilometry

measurements.a After the nondestructive examinations are finished,

some of the pins designed for interim examinations are placed back

into the reactor to complete their irradiation while the pins for

final examinations, and selected pins from the interim examinations,

are returned to Los Alamos for destructive PIEs.

In the destructive examinations, mass spectrography is used to

measure the amount and type of fission gas released. Next, the pin

a Profilometry technique directly measures the outer diameter of

the fuel pin.



Table II.

Design Parameters and Irradiation Conditions of the Helium-
Bonded Uranium-Plutonium Carbide Fuel Pins in K7 and K9 Series

Design Parameters K7 Series K9 Series

Pin Diameter (mm)
Fuel-Cladding Gap Gas
Fuel Density (%T.D.)
Diametral Gap (mm)
Sesquicarbide (vol%)
Cladding Type*

7.87
helium
80 - 87
0.13 - 0.25
6 - 10
316SS (N-lot)

9.40
helium
80 - 87
0.15 - 0.28
6 - 8
316SS (Core-4)

Irradiation Parameters

Power (kW/m)
Cumulative EFPD**(days)
Peak Fluence (n/cm2 x 1022)
Peak Fuel Burnup (at.%)
Peak Fuel Temperature (K)
Peak Cladding Temperature (K)

65 - 70
905.6
6 - 14
8 - 16
1763 - 2173
-808

-70
999.9
4 - 14
4 - 12
1713 - 1983
-898

k^ 316SS is the 20% cold worked Type 316 stainless steel.
~ EFPD is the effective full power day.
These temperatures were calculated at beginning-of-life
conditions.



is sectioned for structural examinations. Figure 1 shows a diagram

of the standard sectioning procedure used at Los Alamos as well as

the corresponding measurements performed on the pin. As this diagram

shows, there are generally three transverse metallographic samples

(met-samples) labeled Ml, M.2, and M3 selected for structural

analysis. These samples are usually taken at 25.4 mm from the top,

at midplane, and at 25.4 mm from the bottom of the fuel column,

respectively- In some instances, however, one or two additional

met-samples are prepared for special observations; for example, a

longitudinal met-sample is often used for this purpose (see Fig. 1).

For each met-sample prepared, an adjacent fuel sample is used to

determine the cladding's density. In addition, two samples, labeled

Bl and B2 taken near the midplane of the fuel column are used to

measure fuel burnup. The B2 sample is used for backup if the

measurement on the Bl sample fails.

A different sectioning procedure, however, was used for the five

pins selected for special examinations. In the K7 series, these pins

were pin 19, .pin 28, and pin 15; in the K9 series, they were pin 27

and pin 22. Figure 2 illustrates the sectioning and the

corresponding measurements performed on these pins. (This sectioning

procedure which was designed for the image analysis technique (IAT),

is discussed later in this dissertation.) In this sectioning

procedure, five transverse met-samples labeled IAl, IA3, IAS, IA7,

and IA9 were taken at 231, 300, 363, 437, 505 mm measured from the

bottom of the fuel pin, respectively. However, ten samples labeled

Bl to BIO were prepared for fission-gas retention and fuel burnup

analyses. The odd numbered ones were used in the dissolution method
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while the even numbered ones were intended for use in a heating

method; however, the latter method was never used.

In each met-sample, photographs were taken from the transverse

and longitudinal sections. (See Appendix A for the procedure used in

the photographic sample preparation.) A 40X magnification cross

sectional photomosaic was obtained. Then, two 300X magnification

radial photographic strips at the same location were obtained for the

normal structure and the chemically etched structure, respectively.

These strips were located where minimum fuel cracking occurred. Both

alpha and beta-gamma auto-radiographies were also taken for each

met-sample. In the cladding's density measurements, the fuel was

first removed and the cladding was placed into a fluid to measure the

volume displacement. Tables Ilia and Illb list the as-fabricated

parameters, operating conditions, and the measurement-types performed

as parts of the PIEs for the K7 and K9 helium-bonded series pins,

respectively. These data provided this research with the

photomicrographs of irradiated fuel samples which could then be

examined to assess fual swelling behavior as a function of fuel pin

design and irradiation conditions. The IAT used to analyze the

photographic samples of the Los Alamos irradiation data is discussed

later in this dissertation.

C. Research Objectives

In order to characterize carbide fuel swelling behavior, the

contributors to fuel swelling must first be identified. As

previously discussed, the main contributors to fuel swelling are

11



Table Ilia.

Irradiation Data of the K7-Series Helium-Bonded Uranium-Plutonium
Carbide Fuel Pins.
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Table Illb.

Irradiation Data of the K9-Series Helium-Bonded Uranium-Plutonium
Carbide Fuel Pins.
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solid and gaseous fission products. An additional contributor to

fuel swelling is the extent of crack volume in the fuel. In this

research, because fuel swelling was determined from the fuel pellet's

diametral change before and after irradiation and since the

irradiated fuel pellet's diameter was obtained by subtracting the

final fuel pin's diameter from twice the cladding thickness, such

determination includes any cracks present in the pellet. This

determination, however, is only valid for helium-bonded carbide fuel

pins because the fuel-cladding gap is always closed early in the

irradiation period; thus the cladding thickness remains unchanged,

even though a substantial increase in the cladding swelling occurs.

[4] In some cases, evidence shows that the fuel actually bonded with

the cladding during irradiation. [4] This result suggests that the

extent of cracks in the fuel pellet will probably be reflected in the

amount of the cladding swelling as well. For example, if the fuel is

bonded with the cladding, the cladding swelling pulls the fuel apart

and thus causes the fuel to crack. On the other hand, if the fuel is

not bonded with the cladding, the cladding swelling provides

additional space for the fuel to restructure; however, if the fuel

fails to occupy the available space, it cracks.

In addition to these contributors, the amount of fuel volume

consumed during fissioning should also be included as a contributor,

even though it negatively effects fuel swelling. For example, during

fissioning, fuel atoms are being consumed to create fission products.

This consumption reduces the original fuel volume; consequently, this

reduction actually decreases fuel swelling. In the case of fission

gases generated during fissioning, however, because the size of the

14



gas bubble may impact fuel swelling differently, the contribution of

fission gases was divided into two types depending the bubble's

sizes: (1) fission-gas bubbles <1 pm; and (2) fission-gas bubbles

>1 urn (see Figure 3). The former type was estimated by using a

swelling balance in the fuel pellet, whereas the latter type was

measured as a porosity by using photographic samples provided by Los

Alamos. Figure 3 shows the contributions of both the solid fission

products and those of fuel volume consumed by fissioning. The

flowchart in Figure 3 also points out the relationships of fission

gas release on fuel swelling. This approach outlined in Figure 3 is

different from the methods used in previous research because it

estimates the swelling in the entire pellet.

Although many attempts have been made to characterize carbide

fuel swelling behavior, early researchers generally focused their

studies on understanding the effect of fission gases on carbide fuel

swelling. In an early study, for example, Sari characterized the

effect of porosity redistribution (fission-gas bubbles and pores

>0.4 pm) in helium-bonded carbide fuel under the influence of

temperature and temperature gradient in out-of-pile experiments. [6]

Unlike the work of Sari, however, this present research not only

focused on the porosity redistribution (due to fission-gas bubbles

and pores >1 pm) in the irradiated helium-bonded carbide fuel pins

at high fuel burnup (4 to 16 at.%), but it was also the first attempt

at characterizing the swelling of (U,Pu)C fuel pellet. By using the

Los Alamos irradiation data, contributions of fission gases and

cracks to carbide fuel swelling were obtained. In this research,

most of the irradiation data were recorded as photographs of fuel
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microstructures (photomicrographs) in the fuel pins. Although this

type of data can only be used to measure the porosity (pores >1 pm) ,

the macroscopic component of the fission-gas induced swelling for

carbide fuel can be estimated. This information can then be used to

calculate the induced swelling caused by the microscopic fission-gas

bubbles (<1 |im).

It is important to note, however, that this research only

investigated the influence of as-fabricated parameters such as fuel

density and fuel-cladding gap on carbide fuel swelling. These

parameters were chosen because as-fabricated fuel porosity provides

diffusional sinks for fission gases to escape, thus reducing fuel

swelling, and because the fuel-cladding gap provides space for the

fuel to swell, thus reducing the FCMI. Although these parameters

provide information about carbide fuel swelling, both the

as-fabricated porosity and fuel-cladding gap must be carefully

selected because of increasing fuel temperature.

The principal objectives of this study, then, were to assess

qualitatively the contributions of fission gases and of cracking to

carbide fuel swelling, however, the study also had several specific

objectives, including:

1. performing a review of the literature on the swelling '

behavior of carbide fuel,

2. comparing the IAT porosity measurements using the actual fuel

samples and their photomicrographs,

3. establishing standardized procedures to measure both

irradiated fuel porosity and fuel-crack area from

photomicrographs precisely and effectively, and
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4. using the IAT measuring data to characterize the carbide

fuel swelling.

In this dissertation, Chapter II describes the theory of carbide

fuel swelling. Chapter III describes the IAT for measuring the fuel

porosity and discusses the IAT's inherent limitations; this chapter

also describes the standardized procedures used to measure the

irradiated fuel porosity and fuel-crack area from the photo-

micrographs . Chapter IV discusses the results of the measured fuel

porosity and fuel-crack area and their applications to characterize

carbide fuel swelling, including the effect on fission- gas release.

Finally, Chapter V contains the conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER II

Review of Carbide Fuel Swelling

In order to reduce the mechanical interaction between the fuel

and cladding, fuel swelling must be minimized. The contributing

factors to fuel swelling during irradiation are the generation of

solid fission products and fission gases. These products increase in

quantities as a function of fuel burnup. On the one hand, solid

fission products stay within the fuel and usually contribute to the

fuel swelling linearly with fuel burnup. Conversely, fission gases

can either be retained in the fuel or released- If they are retained

within the fuel, their contributions to fuel swelling are usually

much higher than those of solid fission products. Unlike the solid

fission products, fission gases can take on the shape of bubbles and

migrate to the existing bubbles in the fuel matrix or to the grain

boundaries. This process increases the size of the pores, thus

inducing a higher fuel swelling. Since carbide fuel tends to have a

high retention characteristic of fission gases, many researchers have

focused their studies on fission-gas contributions to fuel swelling.

[6-24]

Because of the importance of these phenomena to this research,

this chapter first provides an overview on the existing (TJ,Pu)C fuel

swelling data while the remainder discusses the theories and reviews

the literature on the contributions of both solid fission products

and fission gases to carbide fuel swelling. This chapter also

discusses the formation of the porosity redistribution and cracks in

the carbide fuel.
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A. Fuel Swelling Data

As of today, more than 600 (U,Pu)C fuel pins with various

bonding types, fuel designs, and operating conditions have been

irradiated in the United States alone [2-5,24,25], and an additional

100 or more (U,Pu)C fuel pins have been irradiated abroad. [2,26]

However, the carbide fuel programs in the United States and abroad

have been dramatically reduced as a result of the waning interest in

the breeder reactor development and the fear of nuclear

proliferation. Unfortunately, these reductions have resulted in a

shortage of manpower needed to analyze the large number of irradiated

fuel pins. These pins, however, must be studied in order to more

fully understand the behavior of carbide fuel and to avoid delays in

using carbide fuel in commercial reactors.

Previous research which has documented swelling data on (U,Pu)C

fuel, however, has established a basic understanding of carbide

fuel's swelling behavior. Results of previous' research are

summarized in both Figures 4a and 4b which plot the swelling data on

(U,Pu)C fuel as a function of fuel burnup (in at.%) at the midplane

location in the core and as a function of fuel temperature (in K),

respectively. (See Table IV for the as-fabricated and operating

conditions of the swelling data plotted in Figures 4a and 4b.) In

Figure 4a, the open symbols represent the swelling data from the

German literature whereas the solid line represents the data from the

French literature. Both sets of data constitute the fuel burnup

range below 6 at.% whereas the solid and cross symbols which

represent the United States data constituted fuel burnup range
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U.S.A. He-bonded
(Los Alamos)
Ref.[4]

He-bonded

Table IV

Summary of the Design & Operating Conditions of the (U,Pu)C
Fuel Swelling Data Plotted in Figures 4a and 4b.

Country ("O.PvOC Type Conditions

Germany He-bonded (U,Pu) pellets during isothermal annealing
(KFK) after irradiation; burnup up to 6 at.%; fuel
Ref.[23] operating temperature: 1533-2023 K.

France He-bonded As - fabricated fuel density: 80-87 % TD; power
Ref.[26] : 65 Kw/m; burnup up to 2 at.%; centerline

fuel temperature: 1623 K.

K6 series--pin diameter: 7.87mm; cladding:
Core-1 316 stainless steel; as-fabricated
fuel density: 80-87 % TD; gap: C.13-0.25 mm;
power: 70-80 Kw/m; bumup û> to 20 at.%; peak
cladding temperature: 803-833 K.

K7 series--pin diameter: 7.87 mm; cladding:
N-lot 316 stainless steel; as-fabricated fuel
density: 80-87 % TD; gap: 0.13-0.25 mm; power
: 70-80 Kw/m; burnup up to 16 at.%; peak
cladding temperature: 833-873 K.

He-bonded K.8 series--pin diameter: 7.87 mm; cladding:
N-lot 316 stainless steel; as-fabricated fuel
density: 80-87 % TD; gap: 0.13-0.25 mm; power
: 48-50 Kw/m; burnup up to 12 at.%; peak
cladding temperature: 893-943 K.

He-bonded K9 series--pin diameter: 9.40 mm; cladding:
Core-4 316 stainless steel; as-fabricated
fuel density: 80-87 % TD; gap: 0.15-0.28 mm;
power: 70-80 Kw/m; burnup up to 12 at.%;
peak cladding temperature: 873-923 K.

Na-bonded K7 series--pin diaitecer: 7.87 mm; cladding:
N-lot 316 stainless steel; as-fabricated fuel
density: 99 % TD; gap: 0.77 mm; power:
70-80 Kw/m; burnup up to 14 at.%; peak
c]adding temperature: 800 K.

Na-bonded K9 series--pin diameter: 9.40 mm; cladding:
Core-4 316 stainless steel; as-fabricated
fuel density: 99 % TD; gap: 0.91 mm; pover:
70-80 Kw/m; burnup up to 12 at.%; peak
cladding temperature: 913 K.
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between 4 and 20 at.%. This figure shows that the constrained and

unconstrained German data exhibited higher fuel swelling than either

the French and the United States at the equivalent burnup level (<6

at.%). This difference occurred because the German data were

collected under higher heating conditions. (See also the explanation

for Figure 4b .) On the other hand, the United States data showed

the lowest swelling as a function of fuel burnup. As illustrated in

Figure 4a, among the United States data, both the data of the

sodium-bonded pins and the data of the K8 and K9 helium-bonded pins

showed higher swelling rates which were more pronounced for the K9

helium-bonded pins. Similar to the French data, the higher swelling

for the K9 helium-bonded pins at 12 at.% burnup was mainly caused by

the runaway swelling of the cladding (see Chapter IV). As Petty and

Harry have pointed out [4], fuel swelling in helium-bonded carbide

fuel pins is a strong function of the cladding swelling. They

further explained that even though fuel swelling is a volumetric

quantity, the length change of. a fuel pellet during irradiation does

not indicate the true swelling because of the presence of in-pile

sintering and axial restraint from the fuel-cladding mechanical and

chemical interactions after gap closure. In fact, they suggest that

the fuel pellet's diametral increase in helium-bonded pins

significantly affects fuel swelling even though radial restraint

exists due to the presence of cladding. As the cladding swells

outward, the radial restraint becomes insignificant, thus allowing

the fuel to swell freely. Therefore, by monitoring the diametral

increase of the fuel pins and cladding swelling, fuel swelling

behavior in helium-bonded pins may be identified.
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In addition to the influence of fuel burnup, fuel temperature

can also effect the carbide fuel swelling (see Figure 4b). In Figure

4b, the open symbols represent the German data, and the solid symbols

represent the data for the K7- and K9-series helium-bonded pins of

the United States. (See Sec. C of Chapter IV for the fuel

temperature calculations of the K7- and K9-series helium-bonded

pins.) As this figure shows, the United States data clearly exhibits

a higher fuel swelling than the German data; however, the United

States data were irradiated at higher fuel burnup range (4 to 16

at.%) than the German data (<6 at.%). In fact, when both sets of

data are compared below 6 at.% burnup, the German data exhibits

higher fuel swelling because of their higher operating fuel

temperatures.

To further illustrate carbide fuel swelling, other researchers

have correlated the swelling data with fuel burnup at various

temperatures. [4,23,26] Table V lists the fuel swelling rates as a

function of fuel burnup accumulated from German (items 6-7, 11-13),

French (items 9-10) and United States (items .1-5, 8) research

projects. As shown i.n this table, the fuel swelling rates that were

determined by different measuring techniques do not vary

significantly (see items 1-5,and 8). On the other hand, temperature

dependence was found for those fuel that were subjected to

unrestrained conditions (see items 10-12). As tabulated in Table V,

when the unrestrained fuel samples are excluded from the comparison,

the fuel swelling rates vary slightly, even" though the conditions

under which the fuel swelling occurred differed significantly (see

items 1-5,8,9,13). In fact, both the helium and sodium-bonded pins
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Table V.

(U,Pu)C Fuel Swelling Rate Data.

Swelling
Type

Swelling Rate
f Av/Vo/at.%')

Measuring Techniques and
Conditions

1. Na-bonded
*

pms
2. He-bonded

*
pins

3. Na-bonded
pins

4. He-bonded
pins

5. Na-bonded
pins

6. Free
swelling

7. Free
Swelling

8. He-bonded
pins

Na-Bonded
pins

9. He-bonded
pins

10.He-bonded
pins

ll.He-bonded
pins

12.He-bonded
***

pins
13.He-bonded

pins

1.8-3.4

2.1-3.1

1.3-1.7

Use measurements of the fuel diametral
increase in metallographic specimen.
Use the same technique as 1.

Use the total, fuel stack length changes
from measurements of pretest & protest
radiographs (assume isotropic swelling).
Contain significant amount of sequi-
carbide (K4/U5100 test).

2.1-2.6 Use the same technique as 3. Contain
single phase carbide (K4/U5100 test).

2.4-3.0 Use measurements of the ejected pellet's
dimensions. Pellets contained cracks,
but intact.

1-1.5 Use special designed capsules to deter-
mine unrestrained swelling. Operating
temperature up to 1273 K, comparable
sodium-bonded pins. Burnup up to 5.5
at.%.

3 (at 1573K) Use same designed capsules as 6.
12 (at 2023K) Temperature comparable with helium-

bonded pins. Burnup up to 5.5 at.%.
0.9-1.9 (K6) Usa measurements on neutron radiographs
0.8-1.5 (K7) for pellet length changes and on pro-
1.1-2.3 (K8) filometry for dianetral changes of the
1.4-2.6 (K9) pin at their maximum values (core mid-
1.9-2.2 (K7) plane). See Table IV for the as-
1.0-1.9 (K9) fabricated and operating conditions of

K6, K7, K8, and K9 series.
2.5 See Tabla IV for the as-fabricated and

operating conditions of France. Burnup
up to 2 at.%.

160 (2273 K) Unrestrained condition. Burnup up to
21 (2098K) 3 at.%. Temperature dependent.
3.8 (1573-1973K)
1-2.8 (773-1400K)
1.7 ( 1323K) Under unrestrained condition. Center-
2.5 (1323- line temperatures.

167 3K)
3.5 (1673-1873K)
8 (1573K) Under unrestrained condition. Isothermal
10 (1873K) specimen.
1.5 ( 1573K) Under restrained condition.

Ref.[4] Ref.[26] *** Ref.[23].
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exhibited approximately the same range of fuel swelling rates: 1-3

vol.%/at.%. Of these pins, item 8 in Table V lists the fuel swelling

rates for the K-series carbide fuel pins at Los Alamos. This table

also shows although the K7- and K9-series helium-bonded pins

represent only a fraction of the irradiated pins of Los Alamos, each

of these two series covered the lower and upper bounds of che fuel

swelling rates for the K-series helium-bonded pins. Thus, only these

series of helium-bonded pins were used to characterize carbide fuel

swelling. The analysis of thê .a two series pins also represents the

only detailed examinations on carbide fuel swelling at high fuel

burnups (4 to 16 at.%).

B. Solid Fission Products

Solid fission products are also important contributors to

carbide fuel swelling since they tend to stay in the fuel. Although

many researchers differentiate between the contribution of solid

fission products and cesium , both solid fission product and

cesium are discussed jointly in this chapter. During fissioning, two

fission products are formed for each fissile atom destroyed. Many of

these fission products are solid. Because some solid fission

products combine many elements in the fuel to form irregularly shaped

and different sized ingots, their contributions to the fuel swelling

are difficult to measure. For example, solid fission products

This differentiation is made because cesium behaves like

fission gases and becomes volatile at elevated temperatures.[27]
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partially combine with elements like oxygen or carbon in the fuel to

form stable compounds and subsequently migrate within the fuel.

Solid fission products, such as zirconium and rhodium, form stable

carbides and metallic inclusions, respectively. These metallic

inclusions usually migrate radially from the high temperature region

to the lower temperature region (fuel pellet's surface) in the fuel

pellet, [4,5] while other solid fission products, such as cesium and

strontium, tend to migrate radially and axially to the cooler regions

of the fuel pin. [4,24] Both vapor migration and thermal diffusion

govern the redistribution of solid fission products in carbide fuel.

In some instances, solid fission products migrate into the existing

porosities; this migration further complicates the assessment. [28]

Currently, only empirical predictions of the fuel swelling race

induced by solid fission products are available for specific

conditions such as temperature, burnup, and composition of the fuel.

[7,29] This contribution has been estimated for the carbide fuel

pellet as 0.5 vol% per at.% fuel burnup for up to 17 at.% [29] and

0.8 vol% per at.% fuel burnup for unrestrained fuel. [8] The first

value, 0.5 vol%/at.% of the solid fission product contribution was

based on an experiment in which non-radioactive fission product

elements were added to the fuel to simulate a high burnup. [29] In

this study, the theoretical density of the mixture (the solid fission

products) was assumed to be the sum of the product of the theoretical

density and volume fraction of the individual component. This

density was calculated from the measured lattice parameters. The

fuel swelling caused by the solid fission products was then

calculated from the as-fabricated and the goal fuel densities.
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Because the present research covered a similar fuel burnup range, it

used the value of 0.5 vol.%/at.% from this study. [29]

Other research, however, demonstrated that local fuel swelling

caused- by solid fission products near the fuel pellet's surface was.

about 1.25 vol% per at.% fuel burnup. [7] The comparison of these

given solid fission product contributions indicates that the

relatively high swelling caused by solid fission products usually

occurs near the pellet's surface. Finally, although previous

research has established that the fuel swelling caused by both solid

fission products is linearly related to fuel burnup, the phenomena

associated with the migration of these solid fission products in

carbide fuel requires additional research.

C. Fission Gases (bubbles')

In addition to the solid fission products, fission gases also

contribute to carbide fuel swelling. In general, about 25-30 percent

of fission products are gases-- xenon and krypton. If fission gases

are retained in the fuel, they will cause significantly more fuel

swelling than the solid fission products. This increase occurs

because fission gases can evolve into bubbles which diffuse and grow

by means of many physical phenomena. On the other hand, if fission

gases are released from the fuel, they usually result a lower fuel

swelling. For example, according to Olander [30], a fuel that

releases much of its fission gases exhibits a lower fuel swelling

because there are fewer gases remaining in the fuel to form

additional bubbles. An example of a fuel that exhibits such behavior
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is oxide fuel. However, Olander also suggests that a fuel that

retains much of the fission gases will usually be accompanied by

significant fuel swelling. [30] An example of a fuel that generally

exhibits such behavior is carbide fuel. dander's conclusions,

though, are not absolutely correct. For example, if a fuel retains

much of its fission gases in the fuel grains, the resulting fuel

swelling is generally small because fission gases in the fuel grains

usually exist in the form of small bubbles and atoms. Fuel swelling

does not increase dramatically, until they reach the grain boundaries

and form larger bubbles. These swelling phenomena have been

confirmed by examining the micro- structures of an irradiated fuel

pellet from its surface to its center in terms of the pellet's

radius. In this case, fission gases primarily remain within the fuel

matrix but are immobile near the pellet's .surface; thus both

fission-gas release and induced swelling are quite low. At the

intermediate region of the pellet where the fission-gas release

becomes noticeable, its induced swelling is quite large because most

of the retained gases have evolved into bubbles. At the center of

the pellet, on the other hand, because of the high fission-gas

release, the induced swelling is usually low. Thus, carbide fuel

tends to have a higher swelling and a lower release because of its

low fuel temperature. These behaviors, however, are directly related

to the physical processes encountered by the fission-gas bubbles.

Once a fission-gas atom is formed, it diffuses atomically

through the fuel matrix. During the collision and coalescence

processes, the fission-gas atoms nucleate into bubbles which undergo

many physical changes such as growth, resolution, etc. For example,
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if the bubble survives the resolution process, it will migrate under

the diffusion process. If the bubble does not become trapped in the

existing defects or pores, it will migrate from the fuel matrix in

the fuel grain to the grain boundary. At this point, the bubble

interlinks with other bubbles to form a chain of bubbles at the grain

boundary. (Figure 5 shows a schematic of a fuel grains' constituents

in a fuel material specimen.) If the grain boundary stress induced

by the interlinkage of fission bubbles becomes large enough, the fuel

structure itself may weaken, thus allowing fission gases to be

released from the fuel and consequently inducing fuel swelling. In

all these processes but prior to their release, fission gases

contribute to fuel swelling. To reduce such contribution,

researchers must first understand how the gas bubbles form and

interact.

1. Theory

Fission gas bubbles are nucleated either homogeneously or

heterogeneously. [27,31,32] In a homogeneous nucleation process,

uniform, dispersed gas atoms in fuel matrix randomly collide to form

bubbles. In a heterogeneous nucleation process, however, bubbles are

formed at large, highly concentrated defects within the fuel. These

defects act as nucleation sites for the bubbles. These nucleation

sites such as spacing of the lattice imperfection in the fuel may

also be responsible for the bubble nucleation in carbide fuel. [28]

Examples of the spacing of the lattice imperfection are dislocations,

vacancy clusters, or the inclusions of solid fission products in the
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fuel. Large lattice imperfection spacing nucleates larger bubbles;

thus, this process results in higher swelling. On the other hand,

small lattice imperfection spacing nucleates smaller bubbles, thus

resulting in less swelling.

Once formed, the bubbles grow in one of two ways: (a) by the

diffusion of fission gas atoms and/or gas bubbles into stationary gas

bubbles; and (b) by the migration of vacancies to a stationary gas

bubble. The Ostward ripening process0 in which large bubbles grow

at the expense of small bubbles has been postulated as being

responsible for bubble growth in carbide fuel. [32]

Gas bubbles may also be destroyed by the resolution process. In

this process, gas atoms of a fission gas bubble are driven back into

the fuel matrix mainly through their interactions with the energetic

fission fragments. This process occurs only if sufficient fission-

fragment kinetic energy is deposited in the bubble. If the bubble

survives, it will migrate under a potential gradient (such as

temperature, stress, concentration, etc.). Because the temperature

gradient in carbide fuel is low, the migration process of bubbles is

usually retarded. In addition, the evaporation-condensation process

that usually occurs in oxide fuel, has not been reported in carbide

fuel because of its small ' temperature gradient and low centerline

0 Ostward ripening process is a process in which bubbles are

sufficiently close together so that the difference in their inner

gas pressure causes the emission of gases from the high pressure

bubble (usually the smaller one) to the low pressure bubble

(usually the larger one). [22]
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fuel temperature. Therefore, the migration process of the bubbles in

carbide fuel is mainly due to both surface and volume diffusions.

The size of a gas bubble may also be increased by colliding or

trapping processes. Collision usually occurs during migration while

trapping usually occurs at dislocations and at grain boundaries.

Those gas bubbles trapped by dislocations continue to collect gas

atoms and grow until they become large enough either to drag the

dislocations with them or to tear themselves free. Once a bubble

reaches a grain boundary, it is generally trapped again and must

reach a critical size by additional coalescence with other bubbles

before the potential gradient can pull it out. Because the

temperature gradient in carbide fuel is relatively small, when gas

bubbles reach the grain boundary, they do not break away but rather

continue to grow until they interlink. Eventually, the interlinkage

forms a gas release path to the fuel's surface.

At a specified transition temperature in a carbide fuel pellet,

the population of fission gas bubbles decreases significantly toward

the center of the pellet due to the formation of pores; [7] these

pores are much larger than the gas bubbles and are irregularly

shaped. Additionally, a major distinction between a bubble and a

pore is that the pressure of the gas within a bubble is high since it

is created totally by fission gases, whereas the pressure of the gas

within a pore is generally quite small since it is created during

fabrication. [30]

Typically, fission gases may be distributed in the fuel in the

form of fission gas atoms, fission gas bubbles and fission-gas

induced pores. The contribution of fission gases to fuel swelling
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depends on the form of the fission gases being retained in the fuel.

For example, if fission gases were distributed within the fuel matrix

atomically, then the contribution of fuel swelling by fission gases

would be low, similar to that of solid fission products. On the

other hand, if the fission gases were retained in the form of

bubbles, the volume that the bubbles occupied would significantly

increase the swelling of the fuel; hence such retention detrimentally

effects the integrity of the fuel pin. Fortunately, the fission

gases can be released out of the fuel via pathways within the fuel,

such as cracks and interlinkages of the bubbles or pores. Likewise,

the existing pores and cracks can be used to accommodate the fuel

swelling induced by fission-gas bubbles. For instance, let's examine

a case in which a fuel grain was surrounded with huge intergranular

pores. When the fuel grain swells due to the formation of

intragranular fission gas bubbles during irradiation, the fuel grain

displaces its volume on the surroundings. Thus, when the internal

pressure of the pores was weaker than the moving grain boundary of

the swelled grain, the pore was shrunk. This hypothesis, however,

needs to be verified.

2. Review of Work

In order to formulate the theory of fission-gas behavior within

carbide fuel, some experimental work has been performed. This

section discusses several experimental investigations concerned with

the importance of retained fission gases which effect carbide fuel

swelling.
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The amount of fission gas retained in the fuel can be measured

directly using various techniques. For example, Zimmermann has used

the grinding and dissolution method to measure tha quantity of

fission gas retained in the pores and bubbles down to 10 run in size.

[8] In his research, he first released the fission gas trapped at

the grain boundaries and pores by grinding the fuel in a ball mill

into particle sizes smaller than 1 pm; he then measured the amount

and type of fission gas released by using gas chromatography. Next,

he dissolved the fuel powder in nitric acid to release the fission

gas atoms trapped in the fuel matrix and those retained in very small

intragranular bubbles. [10] (See Figure 5 for the definition of the

intragranular bubble.) He then used gas chromatography to measure

the amount and type of these gases. Zimmemmaim's method, however,

has a disadvantage. The measured volume, for example, includes any

cracks existing in the fuel pellet and it does not provide

information on the radial and axial distributions of the fission-gas

induced swelling in the fuel pellet.

By using different techniques, many researchers have measured

tha spatial distribution of the fission gas atoms and fission gas

bubbles in the fuel matrix. [8-12] Kleykamp, for example, measured

the radial distribution of xenon gas atoms in the fuel matrix using

the electroprobe microanalysis (EPMA) [12] while Ray et al. used the

scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) to measure fission

gas bubbles of sizes down to approximately 10 nm. [20] Since the

fuel area covered by the measurements was small, Ray and Blank

concluded that the accuracy of the fission gas bubble measurements

might be uncertain. [13] In another study, the scanning electron
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microscopy (SEM) was used to measure fission gas bubbles ranging from

30 up to 50 nm. [14] For fission gas bubbles just less than 400 nm,

the replica electron microscopy (REM) was used with high resolution.

[7,14] Although fission gas bubbles greater than 400 ran could be

measured by REM, they became hard to distinguish when the fission-gas

bubbles were about the same size as the as-fabricated pore. [7]

However, additional research has established that when either the gas

bubbles or pores are greater than 0.4 jm, an image analyzer can

measure both their sizes and spatial distributions. [7,15] The use

of the image analysis technique for measuring the fuel porosity is

discussed in detail later.

Three populations of fission-gas bubbles have generally been

considered important for the analysis of the microscopic component

of fission-gas induced swelling. [7,12,14] These are Pi,

intragranular bubbles with diameters about 40 nm; ?£, intragranular

bubbles with diameters between 40 to 400 nm; and P^, intergranular

or grain boundary bubbles with diameters greater than 400 nm. (See

Figure 5 for the definition of the intergranular bubbles.) These

three populations contribute to fuel swelling in proportion to their

sizes. Population P-̂  nucleates close to the dislocation and

needle-like precipitates in the fuel matrix. [14]

The amount of Fj as a percentage of the total gas generated in

the outermost region of the fuel pellet was calculated to be

approximately 15 percent. [7] This fraction is independent of fuel

This term describes the fuel swelling due to fission-gas

atoms in the fuel matrix and bubbles (usually <1 jim).
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burnup as long as the fuel temperature in this region does not exceed

the transition temperature. [7] The location of the transition

temperature, Tn , within the irradiated fuel is characterized by

the change from small fission-gas bubbles with high density into

large bubbles with low density. The P-j population starts to

develop when the amount of P2 is significant. At temperature about

1300 K, P3 cannot be distinguished from the as-fabricated pore.

[7] Although these three populations primarily define the

microscopic swelling of the fuel, populations ?2 and PT are the

major contributors to fuel swelling at high temperatures. [7] For

helium-bonded pins where the fuel temperature is higher than that of

the sodium-bonded pins, their contributions could be significantly

higher than those of sodium-bonded pins.

Despite these swelling differences, the transition temperature

(-1300 K) defined by P3 signifies the transition from the

microscopic fission-gas induced swelling to the fuel swelling due

primarily to the fission-gas induced pores. Thus the radial

distribution of these pores could be useful for defining the fuel

temperature within the pellet. In addition, the fission-gas induced

pore is important to the characterization of carbide fuel swelling

and its restructuring because it identifies the macroscopice

component of fission-gas contribution to fuel swelling.

e This term describes the fuel swelling due to fission-gas

bubbles and pores generally greater than 1 fim.
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P. Fuel Porosity Redistribution

The source of a "void in fuel also came from the pre-existing

porosity provided during the fuel pellet fabrication. Depending on

the fuel density, the pores can be located within the fuel grains

and/or within grain boundaries. For instance, for a fuel pellet with

80% TD or less, more pores are located within the grain boundaries

and their shapes are usually elongated; however, for a fuel pellet

with 87% TD or more, more pores are located within the fuel grains

and their shapes usually look rounded, rather than elongated. [33]

When the reactor is first brought to power, the porosity in the

fuel pellet changes primarily because of temperature. If the time is

long enough and the temperature is high enough for sintering , the

fuel grains will grow and the pores will either grow or shrink,

depending on the speed of the grain boundary movement. [35] However,

the overall porosity in the sintered fuel would be lower than that of

the fuel before sintering. If the speed of the grain boundarv

movemert is low, the pores will be swept by the grain boundary. When

the grain finally stops growing, the resulting intergranular pores

are often large. On the other hand, if the speed of the grain

boundary movement is high, the pores simply are swept into the

The typical sintering temperature for both 87% TD and 80% TD

as-farbicated carbide fuel is 2073 K. Even though the sintering

temperature is the same for both fuel densities, their initial

particle size is different; thus, their sintering rates are

different. [34]
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grain. In this case, the resulting pores are small. The speed of

the grain boundary movement greatly depends on the temperature. A

high temperature results in a higher speed of the grain boundary

movement. For a fuel pin that has a large fuel-cladding gap, the

fuel temperature will most likely be relatively high. Although a

high temperature generally causes large fuel grains and small pores,.

this conclusion may not be valid for the irradiated fuel because the

presence of fission gases. As mentioned in an earlier section, some

fission gases will be retained in the pores, in the bubbles and even

in the fuel matrix. Depending on where the fission gases are

retained, the size and population of the pores in the fuel would be

altered. Because of irradiation, no definite theory can explain the

resulting porosity structure in an irradiated carbide fuel; however,

researchers hope that by conducting irradiation tests, the behavior

of carbide fuel can be uncovered.

Although a number of investigations on the porosity

redistribution in carbide fuel have been conducted [6,7,9,10,13,15,

19,21,22,31], no significant conclusions have been drawn about the

effect of the porosity on carbide fuel swelling. Sari who has

performed out-of-pile experiments to study the porosity re-

distribution in MX® type fuel has established temperature

distributions both radially and axially on porous fuel pellets. He

observed that the porosity (due to bubbles and pores >0.4 pm)

changed under the following conditions:

MX type fuel is used to designate a ceramic fuel such as

UC, and (U,Pu)C.
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a. thermal and in-pile sintering reduce porosity,

b. pore movements redistribute porosity, and

c. the precipitation of fission gas and crack healing not only

create porosity but help it grows.

In addition, because the data generated was subjected to a high

cladding temperature (>1673 K) , Sari observed that in a matter of

hours, a 14.5 % porosity fuel sample would densify to 5.5-8.7 % in

porosity. He also concluded that all pellets showed a densification

at a fuel temperature of approximately 1373 K and showed that if the

temperature gradient was 90 K/mm, the material would sinter and the

porosity profile would generally show a regular decrease in the

direction of high temperature. However, if the temperature gradient

was 300 K/mm, in addition to sintering, an accumulation of porosity

(or higher porosity) was observed in the hotter part of the pellet.

At this temperature gradient and at a fuel temperature higher than

1773 K, pore migration due to the evaporation-condensation process

became detectable. [6] A typical migration rate for these conditions

was determined to be 2.209 x 10"^ jjm/s K between 1724 K and 2040

K.

In addition to these findings by Sari [6], other researchers

have characterized four zones of porosity in a carbide fuel pellet:

[6,9,10,13,15.19,21,31]

Zone 1- at the hotter part of the pellet where the temperature

gradient is small, large round pores (a factor of 2 to 5 times of the

as - fabricated pore size), large equiaxed grain, and the decreasing

pore population were observed;

Zone 2- adjacent to the hotter part of the pellet where the
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temperature gradient is high, pores were primarily located at those

grain boundaries which aligned parallel to the temperature gradient;

Zone 3- adjacent to Zone 2 where the temperature gradient is

also high but the temperature is low, large pores hardly move and

they do not reach to the grain boundaries; in addition important

densification, coagulation and grain growth should occur; and

Zone k- near the pellet's surface, similar to the as-fabricated

fuel structure was observed.

In general, fuel swelling caused by microscopic fission-gas

bubbles was dominant in Zones 3 and 4 while fuel swelling due to

pores and interconnected pores was dominant in Zones 1 and 2.

In another study, Ronchi attempted to analyze and collect the

mechanisms of fission-gas induced swelling in carbide fuel. [22] He

drew the following conclusions:

1- Large pores grew faster than the smaller pores, resulting a

decrease in stable pores with time.

2. The long-range migration of the pores was possible if both

temperature and temperature gradient were within an optimum

range of values. This process could not produce a

substantial material transport along the pellet radius.

3. The short-to-medium range pore migration might produce

localized changes in bubbles since the moving pore would

sweep them along its path.

4̂ _ The growth and shrinkage processes of the pore were equally

important and their driving force was simply reversed. On

one hand, when the pore grew, vacancies and gases migrated to

it. On the other hand, when the pore shrank, it dispersed
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the vacancies and emitted fission gases.

In another study, Dienst concluded that the high density carbide

fuel (>90 %TD) would always be densified at an approximate rate of

0.67 % per at.% fuel burnup. [23] In the case of low density carbide

fuel (<80 %TD), this densification rate was 0.55 % per at.% fuel

burnup. [23] Moreover, in this study, Dienst indicated that the

swelling of the hotter part of the fuel pellet could be absorbed in

the available void volume (such as porosity and cracks) because of

its high thermal creep plasticity. As a result, the shrinkage of

pores in carbide fuel is an important process in characterizing the

carbide fuel swelling. In addition, the high porosity can be used to

accommodate the swelling due to solid fission products and fission

gases.

E. Fuel-Cracks

In addition to fuel porosity, a fuel crack is also considered as

a void in an irradiated fuel. There are two types of cracks in an

irradiated fuel: one is caused by the thermal cycling, and the other

by irradiation. In the first type, because of the thermal stress

induced by the thermal cycling of the power, the fuel pellet is

fragmented into several huge chunks. This type of thermally induced

cracking usually occurs during a temperature transient situation (for

example in reactor start-ups) and the cracks, while they depend on

the fuel-cladding gap available, are usually large in size. [28] The

second type, however, is primarily caused by the weakened fuel

structure due to irradiation damage and interconnected porosity.
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Unlike the thermally induced crack, this type of crack is usually

narrower and occurs after sufficient interconnected porosity and

impurities are present.

Both of these types of fuel cracks propagate and/or change their

sizes by external forces due to the cladding restraint. Such

constraint is likely to occur as the fuel and cladding bond together

at high burnup. During irradiation, there is sufficient time and

pressure for the fuel to act on the cladding; thus the fuel and

cladding fuse together and form a bond. If the fuel swells faster

than the swelling of its cladding, this difference will most likely

result in narrower fuel cracks. On the other hand, when the cladding

swells faster than its fuel, this will result in wider cracks.

Cracks can be formed in the fuel pellet radially and/or

circumferentially with various widths and lengths. [7] Because of

the irregularity in shape, predicting the cracks contribution to fuel

swelling is rather difficult. [7,11,21,29]

Ths cracks could also be healed during irradiation due to the

deposition of solid fission products in the fuel pellet. [36]

However, this type of crack healing occurs only in the high burnup

fuel pellet's surface to which sufficient solid fission products

either have migrated or have been generated. Crack healing can also

be caused by the reduction in the operating power and pore migration

in the fuel. In the latter case, the crack must be on the path of

the pore migration. [6] This often occurs early in life before the

fuel-cladding gap closes since the high temperature induced by the

open gap causes sufficient fuel restructuring, including porosity

redistribution.
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Only one researcher has given a method for measuring a fuel

crack in a metallographic sample of ceramic fuel. [37] In this

method, the cracks' areas are measured directly from the cracks which

appeared on the equal concentric circles drawn on the photomosaic of

the sample. However, this method was poorly described; therefore, a

better method for measuring the fuel-crack in the irradiated carbide

fuel pellet is needed.

One should also keep in mind that fuel cracks of a fuel specimen

often appear larger after irradiation. This apparent increase is

mainly caused by the difference in thermal dilation of the regions in

the fuel. In fact, some of the cracks seen in a fuel specimen could

have been generated during the cooling period after irradiation.

Finally, since the enlargement of the actual fuel cracks seen on a

mec-sample is often caused by the polishing process, any

interpretation of the cracks present in the fuel pellet must be

viewed with caution.

F. Literature Summary

As of today, more than 700 (U,Pu)G fuel pins with various

bonding types, fuel designs, and operating conditions have been

irradiated in the United States and abroad. Among the fuel pins

analyzed, accumulated fuel swelling data show that the United States

data represented a higher fuel burnup (> 6 at.%) than those of

Europe. In addition, these data were also correlated with fuel

burnup at various temperatures. It was found that the fuel swelling

rates (vol.%/at.%) determined from different measuring techniques did
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not vary significantly. However, fuel swelling was found to be

temperature dependent for those fuel subjected to unrestrained

conditions. Most of the irradiated (U,Pu)C fuel data show fuel

swelling ratas from 1 to 3 vol.%/at.% burnup.

In order to reduce fuel swelling, understanding its contributing

factors is important. During irradiation, for example, solid fission

products generally contribute to fuel swelling linearly with fuel

burnup. However, fission gases are even more important to

understanding carbide fuel swelling because they are partially

retained in the fuel in the form of bubbles which significantly

contribute to fuel swelling. Thus, fission gases which account for

approximately 25-30 percent of the fission products, induce higher

fuel swelling than solid fission products.

Fission gases, xenon and krypton, for example, first form

microscopic bubbles throughout the fuel matrix. These bubbles

eventually grow and/or migrate to the grain boundaries where they

interlink and establish a pathway for release into the fuel-cladding

gap and cracks. Before reaching this release path, fission gases

must follow a number of physical processes which govern the formation

of fission-gas bubbles in carbide fuel. For instance, nucleation,

resolution, migration and sweeping processes generally occur at the

intragranular and intergranular level of fuel structure. Although no

significant evaporation-condensation process of fission-gas bubbles

has been observed for carbide fuel because of its low temperature

gradient, fission-gas experiments have shown that three bubble

populations govern the microscopic component of fission-gas induced

swelling of carbide fuel. Since formation of eac'i of these bubble



populations was associated with a temperature and temperature

gradient, temperature was postulated as responsible for the

transition from a microscopic component of fission-gas induced

swelling to its macroscopic component in a localized fuel region.

Even though the fission-gas contribution to carbide fuel

swelling is high, the existing voids, such as porosity and cracks,

can be used to partially accommodate the swelling caused by

microscopic fission-gas bubbles. In addition, the fuel porosity

structure found in irradiated carbide fuel pellet has been broken

into four zones:

a. Zone 1 (central zone) is mostly porous, the temperature is

highest and the temperature is lowest;

b. Zone 2 has pores located in the grain boundaries and has a

lower temperature than Zone 1, but a higher temperature

gradient;

£.. Zone 3, generally has a densified structure, a higher

temperature gradient, and a lower temperature; and

d. Zone 4. has an as-fabricated fuel structure and is located

near the pellet's surface.

In addition to the fuel restructuring, carbide fuel frequently

densifies. This densification may be caused by several contributing

factors: sintering (due to thermal and irradiation effects),

radiation pressing (such as the swelling of a fuel grain) , and crack

formation. Crack formation in carbide fuel, however, is also induced

by thermal cycling. Crack healing, conversely, is caused by the'pore

formation, and by the migration of solid fission products and other

solid constituents in the fuel.



On a metallographic fuel sample, some cracks appear to be

generated during the cooling period after irradiation. In addition,

the actual fuel cracks may also become enlarged by the break-off and

round-off during the polishing procedure used in the metallographic

sample preparation. These factors, of course, must also be

considered in the study of crack formation and their effects on

carbide fuel swelling.

G. Summary

This chapter has reviewed the works on carbide fuel swelling and

theories governing the various contributors (fission gases, solid

fission products, and voids such, as fuel porosity and cracks) to fuel

swelling. The review of the current fuel swelling data has

demonstrated that even though this research examined the K7 and K9

helium-bonded carbide fuel pin series of Los Alamos, these series

could provide the data to cover the fuel burnup range (4-16 at.%)

and, therefore, could provide the findings beyond 6- at.% fuel

burnup. In addition, this chapter also assessed studies conducted by

a number of researchers. German researchers, for example, have

advanced the understanding of carbide fuel behavior by examining the

microscopic fission-gas bubbles (<1 \im), whereas the French

researchers have studied carbide fuel swelling below 2 at.% fuel

burnup. Although porosity (>1 pm) behavior in carbide fuel has been

investigated, no significant conclusions have been made about how

fuel porosity changes with fuel designs and fuel burnups. Since most

fuel porosity studies have focused on establishing the relationship
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between the fuel temperature and porosity regions in the fuel pellet,

the influence of the fuel porosity on carbide fuel swelling has not

been explored.

This research, however, utilized an image analysis technique

(discussed in Chapter III) to measure the irradiated fuel porosity

and crack areas. The theories discussed in this chapter, however,

are important because they provide the background for analyzing the

findings described in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER III

Image Analysis Technique

In this research, the irradiated fuel porosity and fuel cracks

were measured using the Image Analysis Technique (IAT). [38-41] The

actual image taken by this image analysis system is transformed into

a digitized picture which is then converted into measurable

parameters such as height, area and diameter of a pore (see Figure

6). The original images from the photomicrographs were taken by the

Hamamatsu image analysis system (IAS) in the Hot Cell at Los Alamos.

This system consists of a high resolution video camera (C-1000), a

system processor (C-1285), a keyboard for control purposes, a TV

monitor, and a printer. The system can also be connected to a

computer to store data. The video camera can be mounted either onto

a metallograph or a macroviewer. ( Figure 7 shows a schematic of the

IAS setup and Figure 8 shows a flowchart of the IAS. [38]) A

detailed description of the system's components and its operation are

contained ±j. the operation manual. [38] An important advantage of

this system is that its processor can store many features from a

sample, thus enabling the operator to extract many parameters of the

pore(s).

Using the IAS, the operator can measure three different kinds of

porosities for an image of a fuel sample (see Figure 9):

(1) The object porosity: the area of all pores which have their

centers of gravity within the boundaries of the measuring

window divided by the area of the window.

(2) The window porosity: the area of all pores within the window
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Figure 6 The Physical Dimensions of the Pores Measured by IAS.
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Figure 9 Types of Porosities Measured by IAT. Object Porosity
(solid color); Window Porosity (all pores within the
window); and Full Field Porosity (all pores in the
field).
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divided by the area of the window. (If a pore intersects the

boundary of the measuring window, the portion of this pore

within the window will be measured.)

(3) The full field porosity: the same as the window image

porosity except that it is for a full field. (Both the

window and the full field porosities provide information on

fractions of pores and cracks within a window or a full

field of an image of a fuel sample.)

When the object porosity is requested, the processor also measures

the dimensions and the parameters listed in Figure 6. [38] For

example, when the object porosity is requested, the processor will

measure these parameters from each of the objects inside the

measuring window. This way, most of the physical dimensions of the

pore can be obtained.

Although the IAT can measure the physical dimensions of a pore,

the actual area of the pores in a fuel sample can be changed due to

the break-off and round-off of the rims of the pores during

preparation of the met-sample, that is during polishing, chemical

etching, and grinding. (Figure 10 identifies the three most frequent

changes to the pores' configurations which can occur during sample

preparation.) Since these changes introduce errors and ultimately

affect the accuracy of the measured fuel porosity, precaution must be

taken when interpreting the fuel porosity measurements of the IAT.

Gas permeation, gas effusion, mercury porosimetry, and point

counting can also be used in measuring the fuel porosity. [42-45]

However, not all of these techniques were suitable for this research.

For example, because gas permeation, gas effusion and the mercury
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damage the pore dimensions.

Figure 10 Ceramographical Operations Which Cause Over-estimated
Measurement of the Area of the Fuel Pores.
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porosimetry techniques measure the volume porosity via the

penetration phenomena, they can only be performed on an actual

sample. [42] On the other hand, point counting which is similar to

the IAT can be performed on either the actual sample or its

photomicrograph. The IAT, however, is faster and more efficient than

the point counting technique because the latter technique is operated

manually. Additionally, since most of the existing carbide fuel

porosity data at Los Alamos were in a photographic form, the IAT was

selected as the measuring technique.

However, before the fuel porosity could be performed, the

precision of the IAS had to be determined because its accuracy

depends on a number of factors, including: the background lighting,

the sample size, and the magnification. Consequently, two tests were

conducted on the IAS, each using the same two photographic samples.

In one test, the IAS was reset each time measurements were taken

while keeping the photographic sample in place on the macroviewer.

This test assessed the accuracy of the IAS's detection. In the other

test, in addition to resetting the IAS, the photographic sample was

removed and then replaced on the macroviewer each time a measurement

was conducted. This test confirmed the accuracy of repeating the

measurements. In both tests, the gray level threshold setting was

kept at the same value throughout the measurements in order Co

minimize the error in the gray level threshold setting. The results

of these two tests are tabulated in Table VI (see Appendix B for data

and the statistical calculations). This cable which includes both

the window and full field porosities of the two samples along with

the percentage of the variation in the measurements shows that the
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Table VI.

IAS Precision Results.

Test #1: Reset IAS Prior Measurements Were Conducted.

Image Window Porosity Full Field Porosity
Sample Average Std. Dev. (%) Average Std. Dev. (%)

1 12.967 0.027 0.208 13.454 0.028 0.208

2 24.001 0.019 0.079 22.368 0.018 0.080

Test #2: Reset IAS & Sample Prior Measurements Were Conducted.

Image Window Porosity Full Field Porosity
Sample Average Std. Dev. (%) Average Std. Dev. (%)

1

2

13

24

.029

.025

0

0

.032

.039

0

0

.246

.162

13

22

.502

.445

0

0

.023

.020

0.170

0.089
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variation in the measurements was quite small (< 1%). Such

insignificant variation implies that the IAS is extremely reliable.

Once the confidence of the IAS was established, its limitations could

be identified and accounted for; thus any results produced by this

system could be used with confidence.

A. Inherent Limitations of the IAT

Although the IAT can effectively measure the fuel porosity

distribution, it has many inherent limitations. For instance, the

processor of the IAS can only detect those pores within an internal

range and within the limits set by the operator before measurements

begin. As a result, any pore with physical dimensions greater than

the internal range and default limits of the system would not be

counted. Therefore, the operator should set the maximum range and

limits according to the parameters of the largest pore to be counted

and should recognize that pores with sizes outside these limits will

not be included in the counting. Additionally, the IAT has two other

inherent limitations, the gray level threshold setting of the image

analyzer and the magnification of the fuel samples; these factors

could produce false measurements. As the next sections will

illustrate, however, these limitations can be avoided by properly

setting the gray level threshold and by using the IAT at different

magnification levels.
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1. Gray Level Threshold Setting of the Image Analyzer

The accuracy of the results of the IAT depends a great deal on

the gray level threshold setting used to enhance the images of the

pores from a fuel sample. Generally, there is a certain gray level

threshold that an operator can adjust in order to achieve such

enhancement. For example, if the image of the pores in a sample

appears to have a poor color contrast, then in order to pick up the

pores in the sample the operator must increase the threshold level by

using the potentiometer located on the keyboard. However, if the

threshold level is set too high, pores which are closely placed on a

sample may actually be recorded as a single large pore rather than

multiple ones. This would also overestimate or underestimate the

object porosity, depending on the location of the center of gravity

of the detected pore in the measuring window. Thus an error is

introduced, especially if the size distribution of the pores is

important. Underestimating the fuel porosity could also occur if the

threshold level is set too low. In this case, the pores appear

smaller than their actual sizes due to the formation of a shadow,

interior to the actual boundary of the pores. Therefore, it is

important to determine an optimum gray level threshold setting for

enhancing the pore(s) from an image of a fuel sample in order to

accurately measure its size.

Accurate results, however, can be obtained if the gray level

threshold is set according to the manufacturer's recommendations.

[46] This level is obtained by averaging the upper and lower

settings before porosity measurements ars taken. The upper setting
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is recorded when the area around the pore boundary becomes populated

with snow spots during digitalization. The lower setting, however,

is recorded when the pore appears to be smaller than its actual

size. The arithmetic average of these two settings is then used as

the threshold level to perform the porosity measurements on the fuel

sample.

Based on this method of threshold setting, the porosity

measurements for four fuel samples (Kl, K2, SI and S2) are tabulated

in Table VII. Of these samples, the S samples contained perfectly

circular pores which were generated graphically and the K samples

were taken from the carbide fuel photomicrographs of pin K7-19. The

upper, lower, and the arithmetic average threshold settings for each

sample are listed as well as the corresponding measured porosities.

As shown in Table VII, the lower settings of the IAT underestimate

the porosity of the image while the upper settings overestimate it.

On the other hand, the porosity values obtained using the arithmetic

average of the upper and lower settings fall between the values

corresponding to the upper and lower settings. Although the upper

setting of the Kl sample actually resulted in a lower object porosity

than that obtained from the average setting, this difference in value

was caused by the pore merging problem described earlier in this

section.

While the above measurements verified the appropriate threshold

settings for the IAT, they were not intended to examine the accuracy

of the IAT. To determine this accuracy, fuel porosity measurements

were conducted on the actual samples and their photomicrographs of

as-fabricated carbide fuel. The results were then compared with the
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Table VII.
The IAS Threshold Settings for Measuring the Porosities of

Four Samples.

Sample

Threshold Settings

Lower Upper Middle

Object

Porosity

Window

Porosity

Full Field

Porosity

Kl

100

80
273

177

2.185
25.297
26.472

3.525
50.673
34.652

2.256
28.989
19.848

mi K2 107
278

193

18.755
54.622
34.965

19.382
46.889
32.152

100

15.882
41.949
28.980

• • • • •

SI

10 mm

120
187

154

4.200
6.481
5.371

4.180
6.491
5.371

0.682
1.001
0.827

S2 85
289

187

9.973
14.536
12.631

9.081
14.560
12.631

10 mm

2.895
4.998
4.027
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porosity values reported using the volume-weight method. In the

measurements made from photomicrographs, the gray level threshold

setting was determined following the manufacturer's recommendations.

Figure 11 compares the measured porosity using the IAT with those

reported using the volume-weight method. As this figure

demonstrates, the results of the IAT and the volume-weight methods

are in good agreement.

2. Magnification Effects on the Accuracy of the IAT

In addition Co the effect of the gray level threshold setting,

the magnification of the image may also affect IAT's accuracy in

measuring fuel porosity. This effect occurs since high magnification

causes an insufficient number of features to be collected by the

system, resulting an increase in the number of measurements. On the

other hand, lower magnification causes too many features to be

collected because the digitalization grid in the camera consists of

256 by 256 picture elements. Thus, any object smaller than 1/256

picture elements in diameter or 1/256 picture elements in area

will not be fully picked up by the system.

To examine the effect of the sample magnification on the

accuracy of the porosity measurements using the IAT, porosity

measurements were conducted on the same image at different

magnifications. To change the magnification of the image being

examined, the position of the camera was adjusted either up or down

with respect to a reference position on the macroviewer in order to

achieve the lower and higher magnifications, respectively (see
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Figure 11 Comparisons of the Measured Porosity from the Actual
As-fabricated Fuel Samples and Their Photomicrographs
Using IAT and Those Measured Using Volume-Weight Method.
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Figure 12). Table VIII presents the results of the porosity

measurements of the same image at different magnifications. The

reference image used in this analysis is also shown at the bottom of

Table VIII. The first column in Table VIII lists the position of the

camera from the samples relative to the reference position in

millimeters; the second column lists the magnification of the

samples; the third column lists the values of the threshold setting

for performing the porosity measurements; and the fourth column lists

the values of the object porosity, the window porosity, the full

field porosity, and the exact porosity, respectively. As the results

in Table VIII indicate, the value of the threshold setting increases

as the magnification of the image increases. This increase is

primarily due to the sample being placed farther away from the camera

and from a decrease in the light reflected from the sample. Thus,

when these two factors occur, the threshold level must be

increased. However, the values of the object and window porosities

are almost the same as the exact values, regardless of the

magnification of the sample. In the sample used in this test, the

good agreement occurred between the object porosity and the. window

porosity because the pores' centers of gravity all fell inside the

measured window. In actual fuel samples, however, the object

porosity would always be less than the window porosity. The

difference between these porosities would increase as the average

size of the pore increases and/or the shape of the pores becomes

irregular, resulting in a larger area being discounted by the object

porosity.

In conclusion, the magnification of the images of fuel samples
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Figure 12 Photography of the Scale Attached on the Macroviewer for
Positioning the Desired Magnification.
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would not introduce any significant error in measuring the fuel

porosity as long as the threshold setting of the sample was set

according to the manufacturer's recommendations. The increase of the

full field porosity as a function of the magnification, as shown in

Table VIII, is caused primarily by the smaller field at a high

magnification.

B. Comparison of the IAT Measurements of the Fuel Porosity

TJsinp Actual Samples and Their Photomicrographs

There are many advantages in using the IAT to measure the fuel

porosity from a photomicrograph of the actual sample rather than the

actual sample, itself. These advantages include:

a. Low Cost--substantial savings of cost, time, and resources

can easily be achieved by performing the porosity measurements on the

photomicrographs of the actual samples. Actual fuel samples placed

on the metallograph not only tie up a technician and the IAT operator

for the duration it takes them to perform the porosity measurements,

but the process also requires special lighting arrangement. Unlike

measuring the actual samples, however, porosity measurements on

photomicrographs do not require special lighting arrangement as long

as adequate background lighting is available.

b. Flexibility and Reliability--photomicrographs enable the

operator to repeat his measurements and obtain a statistical average

fuel porosity, thus minimizing the uncertainty in the measurements.

It is not only prohibitively expensive to repeat measurements on the

actual samples in the hot cell, but it is also virtually impossible
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to retrieve old fuel samples which might have partially or fully

decomposed, to perform porosity measurements. Photomicrographs of

the fuel samples, however, can be stored and retrieved easily at any

time.

Despite these obvious advantages, however, the accuracy of

measuring fuel porosity from the photomicrographs had to be examined

before it could be used in this research. This accuracy was

determined by comparing the results of the porosity measurements

conducted on as-fabricated and irradiated carbide fuel samples and on

their photomicrographs. For the as-fabricated fuel, the porosity

measurements on the photomicrographs were taken at about the same

magnification level of the actual samples. Table IX compares the

as-fabrieated fuel porosities with those measured using the

volume-weight method and the IAT for the actual samples and their

500X photomicrographs. The fourth and fifth columns contained in

Table IX list the errors of comparison between those values measured

using the volume-weight method and those obtained by the IAT on the

actual samples and their photomicrographs, respectively. As Table IX

shows, the error in the IAT measured porosity, except for the first

data point, was within 8 percent of the as-fabricated porosity using

the volume-weight method. The first data point has this high error

because many of the pores were either very small and, thus, fell

outside the detection range of the IAS or had a poor color contrast.

Figure 13 plots the measured pellet porosities using the

volume-weight method versus those using the IAT on the actual fuel

samples. It is important to note that the good agreement between the

volume-weight method and the IAT areal measurement suggests that the
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Table IX.

Comparison on the IAT Porosity Measurements of As-Fabricated
Fuel Samples and of Their Photomicrographs

As-Fabricated
Porosity

(%)

2.3

13.0

13.0

14.0

19.0

21.0

22.0

Measured Porositv(*)a

Actual Fuel
Sample

1.10 ± 0.155

13.71 ± 0.290

12.01 i 0.955

12.89 t 0.240

20.57 t 0.320

19.58 ± 0.875

22.06 ± 0.300

Photomicrograph
of Actual Fuel

Sample

0.56 ± 0.035

14.05 ± 0.675

13.10 £ 0.845

13.05 £ 0.435

17.98 £ 1.275

21.17 t 1.415

22.48 ± 1.430

Error f%1

Actual
Sample

56.00

1.31

7.19

7.93

8.26

6.79

0.27

Photomicrograph
of Actual Fuel

Sample

77.80

8.04

0.73

6.82

5.39

0.79

2.18

Comparison was made at about the same magnification (750 x).
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Figure 13 A Comparison of the Measured As-Fabricated Fuel-Pellet
Porosities Using IAT vith that Measured Using
Volume-Weight Method.
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porosity as measured on a single section characterizes ths porosity

over the whole pellet. Likewise, as shown in Figure 14, the

porosities measured using the actual samples and their

photomicrographs were in good agreement; however, the majority of the

data fell above the 45 degree line, indicating that the measured

porosities from the photomicrographs were slightly higher than those

of the actual samples.

For irradiated carbide fuel, two samples were examined. The

fuel porosity was measured at twelve equally spaced locations from

the surface to the center of the pellet. Tables Cl and C2 in

Appendix C list the porosity values for the M2 and M4 samples of

LA-WE3-03 pin*1 and for their 300 X photomicrographs. (See Figure 1

for the location of M2 and M4 samples in tha fuel pin.) Because the

magnification of the actual samples was lower than the magnification

of their photomicrographs, modified porosity values were calculated

for the photomicrographs by accounting for those very small pores

which went undetected during the porosity measurements of the actual

fuel samples. (See Appendix C for the calculations.) The number and

sizes of these pores were obtained from the size distribution of the

pores which were recorded during the object porosicy measurements.

Figure 15, which plots the measured pellet porosities for the

irradiated fuel samples and those measured using the

Pin LA-WE3-03 had the following as-fabricated and irradiation

conditions: 316 SS cladding, 80.3% T.D. fuel with 0.15 mm

fuel-cladding gap, peak power of 100.7 kW/m, fission gas

release of 36.2 %, and peak fuel burnup of 11.55 at.%.
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Figure 14 A. Comparison of the Measured IAT As-Fabricated Fuel-
Pellet Porosities Using the Actual Fuel Samples and Their
Photomicrographs.
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Figure 15 A Comparison of the Measured IAT Irradiated Fuel-Pellet
Porosities Using the Actual Fuel Samples and Their
Photomicrographs.
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photomicrographs, shows that most of the data fell above the 45

degree line. This finding again indicates that the porosity measured

from the photomicrograph was generally higher than that from the

irradiated fuel sample. Based on the data shown in Tables Cl and C2,

the porosities of the photomicrographs overestimated the porosities

measured from the actual samples on the average of 9.7 percent. The

IAT was used to measure not only the fuel porosity, but also the

areas of cracks in the fuel pellet. (The following chapter discusses

this aspect of the research.)

C. IAT Procedures for Measuring Irradiated Fuel Porosity and

Fuel-Crack Area

In order to obtain consistent results, standardized measuring

procedures were developed for the irradiated fuel porosity and

fuel-crack area using the IAT.

1. Irradiated Fuel Porosity

A standardized procedure was developed for measuring the

irradiated fuel porosity using the IAT on 300X, single radial

photographic strip of a fuel sample. This procedure, shown in Table

X, was chosen for the following reasons:

a. Because previously reported porosity measurements used a

magnification of 75OX, they had a smaller measuring field for

comparing the width of the photographic strip. [2] Therefore, the

results do not realistically represent the porosity that appeared on
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Table X

Irradiated Fuel Porosity IAT Procedure.

Sequence Description

Magnification level was chosen to be 500X and the
measuring unit was 1 by 1 \im . (See Figure 12 for
scale attached on the macroviewer.)

Measuring window size was chosen to be 130 by 130 pm
as standard, if the IAS was saturated, this size was
reduced to 120 by 120 |jm , etc. Next this window was
centered on the view image. If cracking was encountered
in the image, the location of the window was moved to a
nearby location where the porosity was similar to the
earlier cracked contained window image, but excluded the
crack.

2
Maximum noise level was set at one |im .

For pore distribution and object porosity measurements,
20 classes (in p m ) were used based on the Saltykov's
areal analysis [47]. s ~ ; •

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

i-2
2-3
3-4
4-6
6-10
10-16
16-25
25-40
40-63
63-100

ID
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

100-159
159-251
251-399
399-631
631-1000
1000-1585
1585-2512
2512-3981
3981-6310
6310-10000

The threshold gray level setting for the whole strip was
determined from the gray level threshold values of the
pellet's center and surface. A green grid paper was
used during this determination because it served as a
marker of the gray level used for other samples and for
repeating the measurements (see Figure 16).

Spacing between measurements was 5 cm (-170 pm in the
actual sample) on 300X single radial strip of
pho tomicrograph.

Outputs of the IAT included:
a. digitized image with gray level setting
b. object porosity with pore counting
c. statistical output about the averages of

the pore's features
d. historgram of pore size distribution
e. window and full field porosities
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Figure 16 A Layout of the Use of the Green Grid Paper for Gray
Level Threshold Setting Determination.



the photographic t _rip.

bj. In order to fully utilize the Saltykov areal analysis (a

statistical method for transforming areal measurements to their

volumetric measurements [2]), the area of the pore must have at least

a unit of 1 pm to achieve the maximum number of the sizes for the

pore-sise distribution. [45]

Cj. In order to avoid saturating the IAS's memory when the number

of objects from a sample are counted, lower magnification of the

measurement must be used.

Based on the analysis of the magnification of the fuel sample

(see Sec. A), the final magnification was determined (see item A in

Table X). Figure 17 contains a schematic of the irradiated porosity

measurement sampling from a photographic strip. The measurement was

performed starting, at the pellet's surface and proceeding toward the

pellet's center. As shown-.in Figure 17, successive measurements of

the full field porosity were equally spaced and thus were slightly

overlapped. However, none of the window and object porosity

measurements overlap and in fact they are located at the center of

the measuring full field (see the window size in Table X). One

reason for not overlapping them was that these two measurements would

be used to determine the porosity of the sample when a crack was

encountered outside the measuring window but within the measuring

full field.

2. Fuel-Crack Area

In addition to the porosity measurements, a standardized
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Figure 17 A Schematic of the Irradiated Fuel Porosity Sampling from
a Photographic strip.
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procedure for measuring the fuel-crack area using the IAT was also

developed. In this procedure, a 40X cross sectional transverse

photomosaic was divided into a number of equally sized regions (see

Figure 18 for this schematic). The crack measurement was then

conducted at the 80X magnification. In order to measure the

portion(s) of cracks' areas within each region, a piece of green

graph paper, like that shown in Figure 19, was used to outline the

measuring boundaries, so that the IAS would not interpret the unended

cracks' areas having their center of gravity outside the measuring

field. This procedure is similar to that used to measure the object

porosity.

After the region was selected, the gray level threshold setting

of the IAT was determined. Although the cracks were scattered over

the photomicrograph, they usually appeared as very dark (nearly

black) stretches; therefore, the gray level threshold could easily be

determined through manual adjustments. Additionally, the maximum

noise level had to be set high enough to discount most of the pores

within the measuring field since the lAS's memory has a limit on the

number of objects being measured.

To verify the accuracy of using the IAT for measuring the crack

area, a measurement was performed on a photomicrograph! The results

of this measurement were then compared to those measured using the

planimeter areal mapping technique. Figure 20 (a) and (b) shows the

results of the comparison. In this figure (a) shows a digitized

image of the sample used in both the measurements of the IAT and

planimeter, and their results; and (b) shows the planimeter used in

this comparison. In general, this comparison demonstrates the good
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Figure 19 A Layout of the Device Used in Fuel-Crack Area
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Figure 20 Comparison of the Fuel-Crack Areal Measuring Techniques
(a) A Digitized linage Using the IAT and (b) Planimeter.



agreement between these two techniques.

D. Summary

As the discussion in this chapter indicates, the IAT is a faster

and more efficient method than other techniques that can be used in

measuring fuel porosity. Because most of the existing carbide fuel

porosity data were available in a photographic form, the IAT was

selected for this research. The IAT extracts pores from an image

through transforming an actual image into a digitized picture which

is then converted into measurable parameters. An important advantage

of this system is that its processor can store many features from a

sample, thus enabling the operator to enhance many parameters of a

pore. Thus, three types of porosities can be obtained from an image

for analysis: object, window and full field. The reproducibility of

the IAS (> 99%) allows researchers to use these porosity measurements

with confidence. As this chapter has pointed out, although the IAS

has limitations, these can be alleviated if the manufacturer's

recommendations are followed in setting the gray level threshold of

the measurements.

Once the* ljjnitations have been alleviated, the IAT can be used

to measure fuel porosity and pore size distribution accurately. This

technique can be performed on the actual fuel samples as well as on

their photomicrographs. A comparison between measurements based on

actual samples and measurements based on photomicrographs shows that

the measured as-fabricated porosity values using the IAT were within

8 percent of those determined by the volume-weight method. On the
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other hand, after comparing the measurements of the actual samples

with those of their photomicrographs, results indicate that the

porosity values were higher for the photomicrographs than for the

actual samples. This behavior was found for both the as-fabricated

and irradiated carbide fuel samples. However, the deviation for the

irradiated fuel sample was even higher (- 9.7 percent). This

increase could have been caused by a biased gray level threshold

setting' induced by insufficient lighting, by poor color contrast in

the sample or by the enlargement associated with the photographic

technique.

Although verifying the steps in the IAT was very difficult,

standardized procedures were developed in order to produce consistent

results. These procedures were then applied to measuring both the

irradiated fuel porosity and the fuel-crack area from the

photographic samples of the K7 and K9 helium-bonded series pins.

The next chapter not only discusses the results of using these

standardized procedures on the irradiated fuel porosity and

fuel-crack area, but also includes their applications in

characterizing the carbide fuel swelling.
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CHAPTER IV

Results and Discussions

The IAT described in the previous chapter was used to measure

both the porosity and the crack area from the met-samples of (U,Pu)C

irradiated fuel. All samples were taken from the fuel pins of the K7

and K9 helium-bonded irradiation series. This research used a total

of 72 radial photographic strips at 300X and a total of 48 transverse

cross sectional photomosaics at 40X for fuel porosity and crack

measurements, respectively. The measuring procedures were consistent

throughout this research.

The measurements of the irradiated fuel porosity and fuel-crack

area ran quite smoothly. For each fuel sample, almost 20-30

measurements were performed and the most time-consuming part of the

measurements was the time it took the printer to roll out the data.

The results of these measurements were then studied in order to

characterize the contribution of fission gases to carbide fuel

swelling. In addition, since the fuel restructuring caused by the

fission products significantly depends on fuel temperature, fuel

temperature calculations were also performed.

The results of these measurements were plotted as functions of

two design parameters (fuel density and fuel-cladding gap) and one

irradiation parameter (fuel burnup). Because fuel burnup is an

important operating parameter for characterizing fuel swelling, it

was first necessary to accurately determine the burnup value for each

of the met-samples in the two series pins used in this research.

Even though fuel pins in each series had only a few samples for
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burnup measurement, these ware sufficient for making a comparison

with calculated values. Appendix D which contains the measured and

calculated burnup values shows that the calculated burnup values are

accurate. Since this agreement established the soundness of the

approach used for calculating the fuel burnup, these calculated

burnup values were used throughout the subsequent analysis.

A. Fuel-Crack Areal Measurements

The standardized procedure for measuring the transverse crack

area using the image analysis technique was applied for both the K7-

and K9-series pins. The measured transverse crack area from the

met-samples within the fuel pins for both series was plotted as a

function of the axial location in the fuel pin and the peak fuel

burnup (measured at the axial midplane). Figures 21 to 23 show the

measured crack area in mm for the three fuel pin designs of the

K7- series pins at a peak fuel burnup of 8, 12 and 16 at.%,

respectively. Figures 24 to 26 show the measured crack area in mm •

for the three fuel pin designs of the K9-series pins at a peak .fuel

burnup of 4, 9, 12 at.%, respectively.

'For the K7-series pins, results indicate that at peak burnup

about 8 at.% (see Figure 21), the crack area was independent of the

fuel-cladding gap near the midplane of the fuel column. A similar

result was observed for the fuel pin with 12 at.% peak burnup (see

Figure 22). However, as Figure 22 shows, a smaller fuel-cladding"gap

resulted in a smaller crack area near the midplane of the fuel

column. This figure also shows that the crack area increased toward
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the midplane of the fuel column. On the other hand, Figure 23 shows

that the crack area for the samples at 16 at.% peak burnup was lower

for fuel with a high density and that the crack area along the fuel

column followed the axial power profile in the pin. For example, it

was large at the midplane and small at both ends of the fuel column.

(See Figure G.I in Appendix G for an illustration of the cracks

presented in the pellet's cross section at various axial locations in

Pin K7-28.) A comparison of Figures 21 to 23 shows that the crack

area increased with fuel burnups near the midplane of the fuel

column; however, it also establishes that no significant change of

the crack area occurred near the bottom of the fuel column.

At the lower fuel burnup (peak burnup about 4 at.%), however,

the crack areal measurements for the K9-series pins show that;the

?
smaller fuel-cladding gap resulted in a. smaller crack area in the

pellet (see Figure 24). A similar result was also found in the fuel

samples at burnup about 9 at.% (see Figure 25). However, Figure 26

shows that although a lower fuel density resulted in a larger crack

area near the midplane of the fuel column, it caused a smaller crack

area elsewhere in the fuel pin. As Figure 25 illustrates, the

measured crack area for pin K9-21 sample behaved like the axial power

profile along the fuel column, similar to the K7-series pins. A

similar result was also found for the K9 fuel samples at high burnup

fuel (see Figure 26). (See Figure G.2 in Appendix G for an

illustration of the crack presented in the pellet's cross section at

various locations in Pin K9-27.) These results clearly indicate that

the crack area in the fuel pellet not only is a function of the

fuel-cladding gap, but also a function of both the axial power
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profile along the fuel pin.

Figure 26 also compares the crack measurements for the sibling

pins (pins that have approximately the same initial and operating

conditions) of the two fuel pin designs: Pin K9-20 and Pin K9-22 with

80% TD and 0.15-mm gap, and Pin K9-25 and Pin K9-27 with 87% TD and

0.28-mm gap. Although the results delineated in Figure 26 indicate

that these sibling pins yielded a similar crack area, this finding

was not conclusive because there were only a few such pins in these

cwo series.

After the measurements were taken, a comparison of the results

(combined in Figures 24 to 26) was then used to investigate the

effect of fuel burnup on fuel cracking. This comparison illustrates

that the crack area increased significantly as a function of fuel

burnup near the midplane of the fuel column. However, in the case of

the K9-series pins, the crack area increased only slightly near the

top and bottom of the fuel column. For both series, the increase in

' the crack area and the concomitant increase in fuel burnup could have

been influenced by the induced swelling in the cladding which

increases with burnup (or with equivalent fluence). This relation-

ship between the formation of cracks in the fuel and fuel swelling

will be more fully discussed later in this chapter (Section D).

B. Irradiated Fuel Porosity Measurements

To measure the irradiated fuel porosity, 300X magnification of

radial photographic strips of 72 met-samples from the K7-and

K9-series pins was used. (See Figure 27 for a schematic of a
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photographic strip in a cross section of a fuel pellet.) Because the

K7-series pins had a smaller pellet diameter (7.87 mm), the total

measurements along the radial strip in each photograph were between

20 to 30, whereas in the K9-series pins which had a larger pellet

diameter (9.40 mm), the total measurements on each strip were between

25 to 35.

Although the location of these strips were selected to avoid

encountering any cracks in the met-samples, regions with cracks were

sometimes encountered. Therefore, a mathematical technique had to be

used to account for their presence. Once the cracks in the sample

region were accounted for, the porosity data were used to obtain a

radial porosity distribution in the fuel pellet sample. This

distribution was then analyzed as a function ot the axial location

within the fuel column, fuel pin designs, and fuel burnups. A method

based on this distribution was used to estimate the average porosity

of the fuel samples for both K7-and K9-series pins.

1. Correcting the Measured Porosity in a Crack-Containing Fuel

Sample Region

As described in the previous chapter, the standardized procedure

for measuring the fuel porosity using the IAT is generally an

efficient method. If a crack is encountered, however, the measured

porosity is erroneous. As shown previously in Figure 9, when a crack

is present, neither the window porosity nor the object porosity truly

represents the actual porosity within the measuring window. This

occurs because on the one hand the window porosity includes the
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crack's area in the measurement, thus overestimating the value of

true porosity. On the other hand, even though the object porosity

excludes the crack's area in the measurement, it includes the crack's

area in the fuel, thus underestimating the value of true porosity.

The actual porosity for a crack-containing fuel sample region,

however, can be determined by the following calculation:

PQP • r
Pw

p - - . (1)
1-(PW

C+P - r .P0P)

where PW
C+^ - window porosity including cracks and

pores,

PQP - object porosity, and

PWP = window porosity excluding cracks.

In Equation (1), r is the ratio of the window porosity and the object

porosity. This ratio must be determined from a nearby region without

a crack but with similar porosity characteristics; it does not

necessarily have to have the same porosity value. Near the pellet's

surface, r is near unity because the size of the pores is quite small

compared to the size of the measuring window (see Table X for the

size of the measuring window). Statistically, therefore, the number

of pores having their center of gravity inside the measuring window

and those outside the measuring window is same. However, near the

center of the pellet, r is smaller or larger than unity depending on

the size and the shape of the pores which are quite large compared to

the size of the measuring window. Consequently, if the majority of
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the pores have their center of gravity outside the measuring window,

r will be less than unity; if not, r will be greater than unity.

Once r is known, this model can determine the true porosity for the

crack-containing fuel region.

2. Measured Fuel Porosity from Photographic Strips

Because many fuel regions shown on a photographic strip

contained cracks, this study used the previously described

methodology for determining the porosity in a crack-containing fuel

region. In addition, in order to include as much of the fuel

porosity appearing on the photographic strip as possible, the full

field porosity was selected among the three types of porosity data

measured for the uncracked fuel regions (see Figure 9). However, for

the first region near the cladding and those regions where a crack

was encountered outside the measuring window, the window porosity was

used after using Equation (1) to correct any underestimation.

After accounting for the cracks and after defining uncracked

regions, the measured fuel porosity from a photographic strip was

established; then, the irradiated fuel porosity was determined and

plotted as a function of radial distance measured from the center of

the fuel pellet. Figure 28, for example, shows the measured radial

porosity distribution and the photomosaic in Pin K7-11. The

comparison of the photographic strip and the plotted porosity

distribution in Figure 28 indicates that the measured porosity

accurately reflects the porosity structure shown on the photographic

strip. Likewise, the results also show that Equation (1) worked well
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for this sample in which two regions with cracks were encountered in

the measurements. The first cracked region was located near the

pellet's surface while the second cracked region was located near the

pellet's center. This figure also shows that the relative £-Y

intensity1 changes with the radial distance in the pellet. As

shown in this figure, the high £-Yintensity generally corresponds to

low porosity; consequently, those regions having low porosity had

high fi- Y intensity. This finding may confirm the migratory behavior

of the solid fission products in the pellet. Thus the first low

porosity region near the pellet's surface in Figure 28 might have

been caused by the chemical interaction between the fuel and the

cladding. [48] (The pore morphology in this region will be discussed

later in this section.)

The results obtained from Figure 28 illustrate the importance in

analyzing the radial porosity distribution of a fuel pin sample.

Therefore, to illustrate this type of distribution, the radial

porosity distributions of the midplane samples in the K7- and

K9-series pins were also analyzed. (See Appendix F for the complete

1 Because some species of the solid fission products tend to

migrate to the cooler region in the pellet, a lower porosity (or

densified zone) is expected near the pellet's surface. Since

most of these products are decayed by emitting fi-Y particles,

correlating the densification zone with the intensity of fi-Y

activity in the pellet could possibly confirm the migration of

the solid fission products. Appendix E describes the technique

used to measure the £-Y activity in the pellet.
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analysis.) As concluded in Appendix F, most of the samples showed a

relatively high fi-Y intensity that occurred either at or next to the

densified region in the pellet. The results also show that the local

maximum porosity in fuel pellet not only varied in quantity bat also

varied with distance from the pellet's surface as a function of fuel

burnup. These results suggest that silid fission products migrated

toward the pellet's surface where porosity was minimal.

3̂ . Nasalized Fuel Porosity

One way to compare the measured radial porosity distributions

from the pin samples with different fuel pin designs is to normalize

the measured fuel porosity with respect to the as-fabricated fuel

porosity. This dimensionless quantity can also indicate the effect

of fission gases on the observed fuel porosity, generally called

"fission-gas induced pares or porosity." For instance, if the

measured value of the normalized fuel porosity is greater than unity,

this suggests the presence of fission-gas Induced porosity in that

fuel region; conversely, if the normalized fuel porosity is less than

unity, this indicates the occurrence of a densification in the fuel

region. In order to obtain the dimensionless quantity, P , the

measured radial porosity distributions was obtained by using the

following equation:

ki - Ac
" Pi < >/ Po

Ao
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where P- and P are the irradiated and as-fabricated fuel

porosities, and, A* and AQ are the irradiated and as-fabricated

fuel pellet area, respectively, and Ac is the total crack area on a

pellet's cross section. However, Equation (2) is valid only for the

transverse fuel samples because P^, A^, AQ, and A(, in this

equation were determined from them.

In addition to the transverse samples, Equation (2) was also

applied to the longitudinal samples. The measured porosity from the

longitudinal sample, however, was assumed to be the same because it

was obtained from the equivalent transverse sample. The error

introduced by this assumption, is negligible if the width of the

radial photographic strip in the longitudinal sample is small

compared to its overall fuel pellet's height. Since this condition

existed, the Ac in Equation • (2) was extrapolated for the

longitudinal samples from the crack measurements of the transverse

fuel samples. (Such extrapolations were obtained from Figures 21 to

26.)

After applying Equation (2) to the radial porosity distributions

from the samples of the K7- and K9-series pins, three comparisons

were also made: the first compared the porosity distribution in each

fuel sample to examine the effect of the axial location in the pin on

porosity; the second compared the effect of the fuel pin designs on

porosity; and the third compared fuel porosities for different pins

of the same design as a function of fuel burnup.

The results of the first comparison on fuel porosity show that

the normalized fuel porosity values at the axial peak power location

were generally the highest while the lowest occurred at both the top
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and bottom of the fuel column in the pin (see Figures 29 to 36). The

higher porosity at the axial peak power location in the pin was, of

course, expected because both the fuel burnup and temperature are

higher there. (See Section C of this chapter for the fuel

temperature calculations.) However, those K7-series pins with a high

fuel density and the K9-series pins with a low burnup had the highest

fuel porosity value at the top of the fuel column (see Figures 29 to

33). Results also indicate that for the K7-series pins (see Figures

29 to 32), the fuel porosity was relatively higher at the top of the

fuel column than at the bottom. This increase occurs not only

because the fuel swelled axially more rapidly near the top of the

fuel column (z/zo -0.9) but also because the fuel pellet near the

top of the column was less restrained than the pellet at the bottom

where the weight of the fuel pellet stack was much higher.

Conversely, for the K7-series pins at low fuel burnup (8 at.%), the

fuel porosity in the fuel pin with a low density (80% TD) and a small

gap (0.13 mm) generally did not depend on the axial location in the

fuel pin.

In addition to the axial location, the effect of the fuel pin

designs on the normalized fuel porosities of the K7- and K9-series

pins were also examined. To establish this influence, however, only

midplane samples of these two series pins at various fuel burnups

were compared. These locations were chosen because the variation in

the axial direction in the fuel pin could be eliminated. Figures 37

and 38 plot the normalized radial porosity distributions of the

midplane samples of the K9- and K7-series pins in different fuel pin

designs at various fuel burnup levels. (It is important to note that
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the normalized porosity value was taken as relative to the

as-fabricated porosity; therefore, it should not be confused with the

actual fuel porosity value.)

Results of this comparison show that the K9-series pins with

larger gap (0.28 mm) tended to have higher normalized porosity values

near the pellet's center (f/rQ <0.5) (see Figure 37). As shown in

Figure 37, near the pellet's center (r/rQ <0.3), the pin with a low

density (80% TD) and a large gap (0.28 mm) exhibited the highest

porosity value at 4 at.% burnup; however, this behavior was changed

at 9 at.% burnup when the porosity was higher for the pin with a

large gap (0.28 mm), independent of the density. At even higher

burnup (12 at.%), the pin with a high density (87% TD) but with the

same gap showed a higher porosity near the pellet's center (r/rQ

<0.5). At 4 at.% and 12 at.% burnups, however, when some of the

porosity measurements near the pellet's surface (r/rQ ̂ 0.7) showed

a value lower than that of their as-fabricated conditions, almost no

porosity value was lower than the as-fabricated condition at 9 at.%

burnup. This occurred regardless of the fuel pin designs.

Similar to the K9-series pins, the K7-series pins with a large

gap (0.25 mm) showed a higher porosity near the pellet's center

(r/r <0.6) (see Figure 38). At low burnup (8 at.%), however, pins

with a larger gap exhibited a normalized porosity near the pellet's

center that was either the same or slightly higher than the porosity

near the pellet's surface. At about 12 at.% burnup, the high

porosity value near the pellet's center (r/rQ <0.5) for £he pin

with a low density (80% TD) and a large gap (0.25 mm) corresponded to

the highly porous zone observed on the photographic strip (see Figure
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F.2 in Appendix F). Unlike this unusual porosity structure, pins

with a higher density (87% TD) showed a higher, normalized porosity

near the pellet's center (r/rQ <0.2) at 16 at.% burnup (see Figure

38). However, all three fuel designs had the same normalized

porosity value at r/ro between 0.69 to 0.78, and these values were

lower than their as-fabricated values. This result indicates that

regardless of the fuel pin designs, the fuel actually densities near

r/rQ -0.7 at high fuel burnups.

The results of the observations in K9- and K7-series pins

suggest that fuel densification occurs because at higher burnups

(>12 at.%), design parameters such as the gap size and fuel density

have less influence on the radial porosity distribution as the burnup

increases. In contrast, however, at fuel burnup of 4 at.%, the

values of the local porosity as well as the radial porosity

distribution were strongly influenced by the fuel pin designs,

although slight fuel densification was also observed (see Figure 37) .

In addition to fuel pin designs, the normalized, radial porosity

distributions of both K7- and K9-series pins also exhibits a

consistent behavior with the fuel burnup. For example, the porosity

distribution in the K9-series pins increased dramatically up to about

9 at.% bumup, then the porosity near the pellet's surface

(r/rQ >0.5) decreased as burnup increased. However, as burnup

increased, the porosity near the pellet's center (r/rQ <0.5)

increased even higher and became more pronounced for the fuel pins

with 87% TD density (see Figure 39). For the K7-series pins, in

contrast, the porosity decreased with fuel burnup near the pellet's

surface C^/^o >0.6) but increased near the pellet's center
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(r/ro <0.4) as a function of burnup (see Figure 40). Similar to

the K9-series pins, this increase was more pronounced for the fuel

pins with 87% TD density. These results show that for both series

there is a clear relationship between the decrease in porosity near

the pellet's surface (r/rQ >0.6) with fuel burnup at higher burnup

(>12 at.%). This decrease may have been caused by the increase in

both the pore migration to the pellet's center and the material

transport to the pellet's surface at higher burnups (>12 at.%). Near

the pellet's center where the fuel temperature was the highest, pores

tended to migrate up to the hottest region in the fuel. On the other

hand, near the pellet's surface where the fuel temperature was the

lowest, materials such as solid fission products tended to migrate to

the coolest region in the fuel. These two migratory processes

apparently increased dramatically beyond 9 at.% burnup. Although the

reasons for these changes are not fully understood, the examination

of the fuel micros true tures revealed additional mechanisms that

contribute to porosity redistributions at higher fuel burnup.

4. Average Porosity

In order to use the normalized, radial porosity distributions of

the fuel samples to analyze fuel swelling behavior, this research

first determined the normalized porosity value for the fuel sample,

averaged over the fuel pellet's cross section. This determination

involved estimating the pellet's average porosity value from the

porosities measured from the photographic strip of a met-sample.

However, since there was only one photographic strip taken from the
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transverse metallographic sample (see Figure 27), the porosity

measurements obtained from this strip did not provide enough

measurements to determine a porosity value for the whole fuel

pellet. Consequently, a method for calculating the porosity of the

fuel pellet, averaged over the pellet's cross section was developed.

a. Method

This technique first assumed that the measured porosity was

symmetric radially throughout the pellet's cross section. As shown

in Figure 27, the porosity in each of the annular regions was assumed

to be uniform. By using the radial porosity distribution obtained

from the photographic strip, the average porosity value for the

pellet's cross section was obtained:

where n is the number of annular regions in a fuel cross section, and

where a^ and P^ are the areal fraction (areal ratio of the i th

region and the pellet cross section) and porosity of the i th

region, respectively. In this research, n-4 was used. This

subjective choice of n in Equation (3) was based on the following

criteria:

1. Because the photographic strips were actually taken shorter

than the pellet's radius in some of the met-samples, no

porosity measurements were obtained near the pellet's
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center. Thus, an n that equals the number of measurements on

the strip could not be used for calculating P^.

2̂ . Because the porosity varies radially in regions of the fuel

pelicU, n-̂ 1 cannot be used.

3. Because the examination of a number of pellets' cross

sections revealed some homogeneities in several annular

regions of the fuel pellets [49] and since at least 20 radial

porosity measurements were performed on a strip, choosing n-4

would result in an average of five or more measurements for

each annular region. According to Bruckmen [49], at least

five measurements should be used in each region to calculate

a statistical mean value.

In order to test the validity of this equation, several mean

values calculated using several strips must be compared. Since no

single transverse met-sample had two photographic strips, a

longitudinal met-sample with two photographic strips was used.

Figura 41 shows the radial porosity distributions #1 and #2 of the

two photographic strips from A-B and C-D as they appeared on the

photomosaic. Although the distributions were obtained from a

longitudinal sample, this research assumed that they had the same

characteristics as the transverse sample and thus could be

substituted. Based on Equation (3), the calculated, averaged

porosity values for the radial porosity distributions #1 and #2 were

28.1 and 29.8 percent, respectively. The difference betweep these

two values was about 1.7%. This good agreement not only supported

the validity of the equation, L;-t also demonstrated that the average

porosity was quite uniform axially in a pellet. Since Equation (3)
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could be applied to all samples, it was used exclusively in this

research for calculating the fuel porosity value, averaged over the

pellet's cross section.

b. Results

Based on Equation (3), the fuel porosity, averaged over the

pellet's cross section was calculated for both the K7- and K9-series

pins. Figure 42 plots the averaged normalized porosity value for the

midplane samples of the K7- and K9-series pins. (See also Tables Gl

and G2 for the values listed for the other samples in these series

pins.) As shown in this figure, the average porosity increased with

fuel burnup up to 9 at.% before it decreased for the K9-series pins.

For the K7-series pins, however, the average porosity decreased with

fuel burnups, except for the sample having 80% TD and 0.28-mm gap at

12 at.% burnup. (This sample exhibited an unusual behavior in

porosity and it will be more fully discussed later in this chapter.)

The subsequent decrease in average porosity at burnups beyond 9 at.%

for K9-series pins and 8 at.% for K7-series pins was attributed to

the low local porosity near the pellet's surface (r/rQ >0.6) (See

Sec. B.3). . In addition, Figure 42 also shows that although the

average normalized porosity increased with the initial fuel-cladding

gap, beyond 4 at.% burnup, the low as-fabricated fuel density with

• small fuel-cladding gap resulted in a lower average normalized

porosity. This result establishes a relationship between the

fuel-pin design and the irradiated porosity in the fuel.

When the cracks' areas were added to the previous averaged fuel
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porosity in the samples of the K7- and K9-series pins as shown in

Figure 43, although the total void present in the fuel did not change

from that shown in Figure 43 for fuel burnup, the influence of the

gap size and fuel density on the total void clearly shown. For

example, as illustrated in Figure 43, for all samples, a larger

as-fabricated fuel-cladding gap or a lower as-fabricated fuel density

resulted in a higher void in the fuel, independent of the fuel

diameter. Fuel pins with a lower as - fabricated density and a larger

fuel-cladding gap, however, had the largest void in the fuel. These

results suggest that the total void in the fuel pellet strongly

depends on the size of the initial void (as-fabricated gap and

porosity) provided for the fuel pin. The following section describes

the fuel temperature calculations using the total void in the fuel.

C. Fuel Temperature Calculations

One of the difficult problems in studying the fuel behavior is

calculating the fuel temperature during irradiation because the

temperature depends on many parameters, including: the linear power,

the cladding thickness, the fuel-cladding gap conductance, the

effective thermal conductivity of the fuel, the thermal-hydraulic

conditions in the subassembly and the coolant temperature. The

linear power and inside cladding temperature can usually be

determined from the irradiation conditions. However, the coolant

temperature, the linear power as well as the dimensions and the

physical properties of the cladding must be known because they affect

the cladding temperature and, thus, influence the calculation of the
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fuel temperature.

In addition to the cladding temperature, both the fuel-cladding

gap conductance and the fuel's effective thermal conductivity must

also be known. These two parameters depend greatly on the fuel's

irradiation conditions. For instance, during irradiation, the gap

conductance obviously changes with the gap size and the gas

composition. Also, if the fuel-cladding gap is closed, the value of

the contact pressure between the fuel and cladding becomes very

important in determining the gap conductance. For helium-bonded

carbide fuel pins, like the types examined in this research, the

fuel-cladding gap should be closed because the fuel temperature is

high snough to cause the fuel to swell rapidly which, in turn, closes

the fuel-cladding gap. In contrast, at higher fuel burnups ( 12

at.%), a narrow gap was observed in the photomosaics of the

met-samples of the K9-series pins. However, it is uncertain whether

the narrow gap remained during irradiation or formed during cool-down

because of the difference in thermal expansion between the fuel and

cladding.

In addition to the uncertainty in estimating gap conductance,

there are also uncertainties connected with calculating the effective

fuel thermal conductivity. This conductivity not only depends on the

impurities in the fuel, such as solid fission products, but also

depends on the fission-gas bubbles and pores, as well as cracks.

This research, however, measured only the fuel porosity due to

fission-gas bubbles and pores >1 pm, and fuel cracks. Therefore,

this research only incorporated the measured void, which included

fuel porosity and crack area in temperature calculations.
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After both the gap conductance and the fuel's thermal

conductivity were estimated, the fuel temperatures were calculated

for the samples of the K7- and K9-series pins. However, because of

the difficulties in determining the effects of fuel cracks on the

local fuel's thermal conductivity in the pellet, the surface and

centerline fuel temperatures were calculated rather than the fuel

temperature's radial distribution. The effective thermal

conductivity of the fuel after corrected for the total void (due to

the fuel porosity and fuel cracks) was estimated as:

where Ke is the effective thermal conductivity of the fuel, K^ is

the thermal conductivity of the fully dense fuel, and P is the total

void due to fuel porosity and cracks.

The fuel temperature calculations were performed for both K7-

and K9-series pins, assuming a closed gap model (See the fortran

program in Appendix H [27] and Table XI for the parameters used in

the model). In addition, a (U,Pu)C fuel thermal conductivity

correlation obtained from PINTEMP (a fuel performance computer code

developed at Los Alamos) was also used. This program used the

average-life linear power, inside cladding temperature [50], the

irradiated fuel diameter and the total void of the fuel pellet.

Using these parameters, the program produced the fuel's arithmetic

averaged, surface and centerline temperatures, gap conductance, and

effective thermal conductivities at the fuel pellet's surface and

center.
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Table XI .

Summary of the Constants Used in the Fuel Temperature Model

Parameter Value

Cladding Surface Roughness: 0.815-10 cm

Fuel Surface Roughness: 0.127-10 cm

Fuel Thermal Conductivity:
Kf(T) - 0.1276+8.71-10"

5-T-1.88-10"8-T2 W/cm °C
for 100%TD fuel

Kf
eff(T) - Kf(T)•(

l"P/1+P) W/cm °C

where T - temperature in "C
P — irradiation-induced void

fraction

Apparent Interface Pressure between Fuel & Cladding:
9.8-107 Pa

Other constants used in this model were explained in
Appendix E of Reference 27.
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To determine the effect of the filling gas on the fuel-cladding

gap conductance, two calculations were performed for the samples. In

the first calculation, only the initial filled helium gas was

considered (see Tables G3 and G4 for K7- and K9-series pins,

respectively). In the second calculation, only the fission-gas

release composition was considered (see Tables G5 and G6 for K7- and

K9-series pins, respectively). Table XII tabulates the results of

the fuel temperature calculations for the midplane samples of the K7-

and K9-series pins (see Tables G3-G6 for other locations). As shown

in this table, when fission-gas release composition was considered,

the gap conductance decreased dramatically. In addition, this table

also shows that the fission-gas release composition must be

considered in the temperature calculation because the composite gases

give higher surface and centerline fuel temperatures; otherwise, they

could have been underestimated.

After considering the fission-gas release composition, fuel

surface and centerline temperatures for various fuel pin designs of

the midplane samples of the K7- and K9-series pins were taken as a

function of fuel burnup; the results are plotted in Figures 44 and

45, respectively. As shown in Figure 44, the fuel surface

temperatures increased almost linearly with increasing fuel burnup,

except for the K7-series pins with a low fuel density and a large gap

(80% TD, 0.25-mm gap) at 12 at.% burnup. These increases in the fuel

surface temperature with fuel burnup were mainly caused by the higher

fission-gas released into the gap. However, in the K9-series pins,

the slope of the fuel surface temperature increased even more

dramatically. This situation was caused by the significant increase
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Table XII .

Summary of the Comparsion Between the Use of the Fission-Gas
Composition and Helium Gas Only in Fuel-Cladding Gap Conductance Model.

Sample

FUEL TEMPERATURE (K)
Helium Gas Only Fission Gas Composition
Surface Centerline Surface Centerline

K7-12
K7-14
K7-15

K7-18
K7-20
K7-19

K7-27
K7-26
K7-28

K9-11
K9-15
K9-14

K9-17
K9-21
K9-20
K9-22

K9-26
K9-24
K9-25
K9-27

M2
M2
IA5

M2
M2
IA5

M2
M2
IA5

M2
M2
M2

M2
M2
M2
IA5

M2
M2
M2
IA5

880.
879.
866.

892.
879.
870.

895.
879.
871.

880
873
857

889
868
867
864

895
881
875
867

99
83
38

98
92
36

.20

.04

.36
•

.54

.32

.85

.65

.83

.36

.37

.32

.15

.21

.31

1398.
1563.
1308.

1372.
1318.
1262.

1346.
1269.
1253.

1372,
1429
1346

1334
1360
1344
1302

1284
1327
1380
1270

63
98
92

65
58
03

,65
,27
.92

.28

.36

.42

.36

.98

.55

.82

.66

.55

.61

.81

1143,
1258
1199

1145
1190
1195

1136
1158
1181

1027
1096
1136

991
1073
1136
1119

979
1049
1152
1111

.28

.70

.74

.84

.38

.14

.42

.12

.42

.53

.36

.03

.85

.07

.35

.44

.92

.08

.15

.52

1629.
1890.
1607.

1596.
1596.
1555.

1561.
1521.
1534.

1501.
1623.
1591.

1424.
1540.
1582.
1530.

1360.
1476.
1624.
1489.

13
64
18

69
57
66

47
22
59

00
14
85

57
31
54
02

.25

.27
,64
.90

This summary was obtained from tabulated values shown in
Tables G3 to G6 in Appendix G.
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of fission-gas release in the K9-series pins. On the other hand,

Figure 45 shows that the fuel centerline temperatures for both series

were proportional to the amount of total void in the fuel. This

proportionality occurred despite the fact that the linear power of

the fuel pin decreased with burnup.

In addition to the surface and centerline fuel temperatures, the

overall fuel temperature gradients for the midplane samples of both

series were also calculated (see Figures 46). As Figure 46 shows,

similar to the fuel centerline temperatures, the fuel temperature

gradients were also proportional to the amount of total void in the

pellet. These results suggest the importance of the void considered

in the fuel temperature calculations. Therefore, these calculated

fuel temperatures are important when characterizing the fuel

swelling. However, since the fuel temperatures were calculated using

the measured porosities and crack areas, these temperatures would be

qualitatively helpful for explaining the behavior of the porosity and

the fuel cracks.

P. Characterization of Carbide Fuel Swelling

Once the average fuel porosities of the pellet samples were

determined, these averages were used to estimate the macroscopic

component of the fission-gas induced swelling (defined in Chapter

I). In addition, the measured crack areas in the pellet samples were

used to estimate the fuel-crack contributions to fuel swelling

(defined in Chapter I). Since fission gases contribute to fuel

swelling more dramatically than solid fission products,
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characterizing fission-gas induced swelling is valuable for

understanding carbide fuel's swelling behavior. In this research, a

model was developed and applied to the fuel swelling analysis ir.

order to characterize the microscopic component of fission-gas

induced swelling due fission-gas bubbles <1 pm.

1. Fuel Swelling Model

Because fuel swells volumetrically, its characterization should

also be analyzed volumetrically. However, because areal measurements

for varying depths in the fuel pellet were not available, the

volumetric crack volume in the fuel pellet was not obtainable. In

addition, according to Petty and Harry [4], the behavior of fuel

swelling in helium-bonded carbide fuel pins could be monitored by

their diametral increase. Therefore, an areal fuel swelling analysis

based on the measurements performed on the transverse fuel-pin

samples was used throughout this section. The areal fuel swelling

(FS), including fuel cracks, was determined by subtracting the

cladding area from the areal fuel pin swelling measurements. The

fuel pin swelling was determined from the profilometry measurements

of the outer diameter of the fuel pins before and after irradiation.

The microscopic component of the fission-gas induced swelling (due to

fission-gas bubbles <1 pm) was estimated from the following equation:

MIS - FS - MAS - CA + FC - SFP , (5)
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where

MIS — microscopic component of fission-gas induced

swelling,

FS - areal fuel swelling,

MAS — macroscopic component of fission-gas induced

swelling,

CA - crack contribution to fuel swelling,

FC — fuel consumed due to fission, and

SFP - solid fission product contribution to fuel swelling.

The terms in Equation (5) are in percentage of the cross sectional

area of the as-fabricated fuel pellet.

The contribution of the solid fission products, SFP was

calculated assuming an induced volumetric swelling rate of 0.5 % per

at.% fuel bumup. [29] The contribution due to fuel consumption by

fission (FC), a negative quantity, was calculated from the volume of

the fissile atoms consumed during irradiation, including the Pu atoms

generated during fissioning. The volume of the consumed fissile

atoms was determined from dividing the difference between the total

mass of the fissile atoms before and after irradiation by the fissile

metal density of 12.9 g/cm [52]. This approach assumes that the

remaining metal fuel atoms ~etain the same pre-irradiation lattice

structure. Both "FISSPROD" and "BURBOT" fortran programs were used

to obtain the fraction of initial fissile-atom mass consumed. (See

Appendix I for the list of the fortran program used.)

Although Equation (5) can be used to estimate the microscopic

component of the fission-gas induced swelling accurately, several

sources of error may be introduced. For example, since the fuel
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swelling is supposedly a volumetric quantity, the areal analysis of

the fission-gas induced swelling neglects the influence of axial

swelling. In addition, all the terms on the right hand side of

Equation (5) may also have introduced errors. For example:

lj. The preparation of the met-samples for measuring the fuel

porosity and crack area may have enlarged the actual area of

the fuel porosity and crack; however, this could not be

avoided (see Figure 10 in Chapter ill).

2,., The fuel swelling values were obtained from the profilometry

measurements, evan though this method had a small measurement

error, less than 5% areal fuel swelling.

3. Although the swelling rate for the solid fission product in

Equation (5) was based on an out-of-pile experiment, it is

the only experiment that provided the same fuel burnup range

as this research.

4. The resulting fuel structure after irradiation was unknown;

however, the assumption for the fuel consumption term in

Equation (5) was a best estimate.

5. An overestimation of the porosity was always possible

because it was not possible to distinguish the solid fission

products ingots in the pores [28].

In Equation (5), since both FC and SFP were assumed to be

isotropic, the following relation was used to convert the volumetric

swelling to the areal swelling:

o

\2/3A A /
I + 1 I 1 , (6)
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where A and V are the as-fabricated fuel pellet cross sectional

area and volume, respectively. However, the use of this equation may

introduce errors if both FC and SFP were not distributed in the

pellet isotropically.

2. Results

The results of the K7- and K9-series pins included in this

section require some understanding of the differences and

similarities in their as-fabricated and operating conditions. As

mentioned previously in Chapter I (see also Table I), although the

fuel density and gap size ranges were the same for both the K7- and

K9-series pins, their fuel pin diameters were different. However,

the K7-series pins were designed to operate at moderate linear powers

but at high fuel temperatures whereas the K9-series pins were

designed to operate at high linear power but at moderate fuel

temperatures.

Aftar understanding their similarities and differences, uhe fuel

swelling behavior of the K7-and K9-series pins was assessed. Figures

47 and 48 plot the various swelling terms in Equation (5) as

functions of fuel burnup for the raidplane samples in K7- and

K9-series pins, respectively. As these figures show, some of the MIS

values were actually negative. However, this phenomenon is

physically impossible since fission-gas bubbles (<1 pm) are

constantly produced in the fuel matrix. Therefore, it was cone ded

that these negative values for the MIS were mainly caused by an

overestimated MAS component. The figures also show that the negative
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values were primarily found in fuel samples with fuel burnups of

12 at.% or less where the MAS value was the highest. A tangential

cause for these negative values, then, was that below 12 at.% burnup,

MIS was insignificantly low compared to MAS. Also, errors introduced

in estimating the FS, CA, FC, and SFP in Equation (5) could have

caused a negative MIS.

The results presented in Figures 47 and 48 indicate that the FS,

CA, SFP, and FC, a negative contribution, generally increased with an

increase in fuel burnup. The contribution of fission gases to fuel

swelling, however, requires special attention since fission gases are

responsible for much of the fuel swelling. As shown in these

figures, although the MAS generally increased as a function of fuel

burnup up to 9 at.%, it decreased with increasing burnup. On the

other hand, although the MIS decreased as fuel burnup was increased

up to 9 at.%, it decreased with fuel burnup beyond 9 at.%. These

observations suggest a strong relationship between the microscopic

and macroscopic components of fission gases. Perhaps, at burnup <9

at.%, more microscopic fission-gas bubbles grew to macroscopic size

with increased burnup and the macroscopic component of fission gases

increased at the expense of the microscopic component. However, at

higher fuel burnup (>9 at.%), the number and sizes of the macroscopic

fission-gas pores (>1 jim) decreased as fission gases were released

into the fuel-cladding gap. Both the behavior of the MAS and MIS

with fuel pin design parameters and fuel burnup are described later

in this chapter.

a. Fuel Swelling
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Figure 49 plots the measured fuel swelling as a function of fuel

burnup for three different fuel pin designs in the K7- and K9-series

pins. As this figure shows, fuel swelling was highest for fuel pins

having a high density and lowest for fuel pins having a low fuel

density and smaller gap. However, this figure also shows that the

rate of fuel swelling with burnup for the K9-series pins was higher

than that for the K7-series pins. Because fuel swelling was

determined from the increase in the fuel pin diameter, the

concomitantly high rate of fuel swelling could be influenced by the

rate of induced cladding swelling. Figure 50 illustrates the induced

cladding swelling as a function of fuel burnup for both the K7- and

K9-series pins. As shown in this figure, the rate of cladding

swelling in the K9-series pins was significantly higher than that in

the K7-series pins, even though the cladding material for both series

pins was 316 stainless steel; however, the cladding material in the

K7- and K9-series pins was not from the same batch (for K7 series:

Core-4; for K9 series: N-lot). This difference indicates that

despite the same cladding material, different fabrication procedures

result in different irradiation behaviors.

b. Fission-Product Induced Swelling

Figure 51 plots the fission-product induced swelling as a

function of fuel burnup for different fuel pin designs in the K7- and

K9-series pins. This induced swelling was determined by subtracting

the crack contribution from the overall fuel swelling. As shown in

this figure, the contributions of fission products (e.g. sum of the
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fission gases and solid fission products) increased with fuel burnup

and strongly depended on the gap size and fuel density. For example,

the large gap and/or high as-fabricated fuel density resulted in a

higher fuel swelling. In addition, this figure also shows that the

rate of fission-gas and solid-fission-product contributions was

higher for the K9-series pins than for the K7-series pins. This

result implies that the difference in fuel swelling between K7- and

K9-series pins was caused by the difference in the fission-gas

induced swelling since the solid fission product contribution was

approximately the same for both series pins at the same burnup level.

However, this difference in the fission-gas induced swelling may be

caused by the higher cladding swelling in the K9-series pins.

Therefore, cladding restraint plays an important role in fuel

swelling.

c. Crack Contribution

Comparing Figures 49 and 51 revealed that the rapid increase in

the fuel swelling with fuel burnup was mainly related to the presence

of cracks in the fuel. Figure 52 delineates the crack contribution

to fuel swelling for both K7- and K9-series pins. As shown in this

figure, the crack contribution increased as the fuel burnup

increased. This increase was higher for the K9-series pins than for

the K7-series pins. In the K9-series pins, a precipitous increase in

the area of the fuel cracks occurred at the fuel burnup values in

excess of 9 at.%. This difference in fuel cracking between the K7

and K9 series was directly related to the difference in the cladding
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swelling in these series. The higher cladding swelling in the

K9-series pins apparently encouraged more fuel cracking by providing

additional space for the fuel to relocate within the cladding. As

sho'T> in Figure 52, although the crack contribution did not depend on

fuel density, it did depend on the initial size of the fuel-cladding

gap before break-away swelling occurred.

d. Fission-Gas Release

In addition to fuel swelling, fission-gas release was also found

to be related to cladding swelling. As shown in Figure 53, the

fission-gas release curves for the K9-series pins have « hyperbolic

shape, whereas the fission-gas release curves for the K7-series pins

have a linear shape. In fact, fission-gas release for the K9 series

at 12 at.% is relatively higher than that of the K7 series at the

same burnup. This difference might have been caused by the more

extensive cladding swelling that took place in the K9 series. This

• swelling not only allowed fuel relocation but also developed a

pathway through the cracks for the release of fission gases. On the

other hand, the higher fission-gas release for the K7-series pins at

8 at.% burnup was mainly caused by the high fuel temperatures. As

Section C of this chapter has already discussed, both higher surface

and centerline fuel temperatures for the K7-series pins caused a more

rapid migration of fission gases in the fuel, thus leading to their

release. Figure 53 which compares the effect of the fuel density and

gap size on fission gas release shows that both lower fuel density

and larger gap promoted higher release, whereas higher fuel density
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promoted lower release.

e. Fission-Gas Induced Porosity

The fission-gas induced swelling is not only caused by the

retained fission gases, but is also caused by those fission gases

that have been released. Figure 54 which plots the fission-gas

induced porosity (FGIP) or the macroscopic component of the

fission-gas induced swelling for the K7- ?nd K9-series pins shows

that the FGIP of the K9-series pins increased with fuel burnup,

reaching a maximum value at about 9.0 at.% burnup. Seyond this

point, the FGIP of both the K9- and K7-series pins decreased as a

function of fuel burnup. In addition, the initial increase in the

FGIP with fuel burnup was caused by the growth of the fission-gas

bubbles and pores (see Section B.3); on the other hand, the decrease

in the FGIP at higher burnup values might have been caused by the

transformation of porosity into cracks. This phenomenon is explained

later in this section.

f. Microscopic Fission-Gas Induced Swelling

Unlike the macroscopic component, the microscopic component of

fission-gas induced swelling behaved differently as a function of

fuel burnup. As shown in Figure 55, the microscopic fission-gas

induced swelling decreased with burnup to. about 9 at.% before it

increased again at higher fuel burnup. The initial decrease

confirmed the results on the fission-gas induced porosity in which
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there were more fission-gas bubbles and pores with sizes >1 jjm. On

the other hand, the increase in the microscopic fission-gas induced

swelling at higher burnup values also suggests that there were more

fission-gas bubbles with sizes <1 jim. This increase in the

microscopic induced swelling at higher fuel burnups suggests that

this increase in small bubble formation causes significant fuel

swelling which extends to the lower pressure area in the fuel such as

large and interconnected pores at the pellet's center. As a result,

it causes the fission-gas induced porosity to decrease.

Figure 55 also shows that fuel pins with low fuel density and a

large gap resulted in a lower microscopic fission-gas induced

swelling; however, fuel pins with a high density resulted in a higher

microscopic fission-gas induced swelling. These results indicate

that the initial void provided is important for accommodating the

swelling caused by fission gases. It is interesting to note that the

fuel pin design (fuel density and gap size) with the highest

microscopic fission-gas induced swelling had the lowest fission-gas

release. In contrast, the fuel pin design with the lowest

microscopic fission-gas induced swelling had the highest fission-gas

release. These observations suggest a strong correlation between the

amount of fission-gas retained in the fuel and the microscopic

fission-gas induced swelling.

g. Fuel Microstructures

To clearly understand the behavior of the cracks as well as of

those of fission-gas bubbles and pores >1 fjm, highly magnified
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photomicrographs were used to examine the porosity structures and the

crack patterns in the K7- and K9-series pins. Figures 56 to 58 show

the magnified porosity structures of the midplane samples in the

different fuel pin designs of the K7-series pins while Figures 59 to

61 illustrate those of the K9-series pins. Each of these figures

also shows the porosity structures in the four radial regions in the

fuel pellet. (The pore size distributions in these four regions of

the fuel samples for both K7- and K9-series pins are presented in

Figures G.3 to G.20.) As shown in Figures 56 to 61, the porosity

near the pellet's surface (r/rQ -0.9) was approximately the same as

the as-fabricated porosity, but it was followed by a densified region

where the porosity was the lowest. However, the porosity in the near

the pellet's center (r/rQ <0.5) was relatively higher overall.

In addition, the interlinkage of the pores in these regions

increased as fuel burnup increased. Conversely, the pores near the

pellet's surface were rounded and much smaller in size. The

increased interlinkage of pores was indicated by the amount cf

fission gases released (see Figure 53);- thus, more interlinkages

resulted in higher fission-gas release. This result also explains

why the fission-gas release for the K9-series pins was higher than

the release for the K7 series pins. For example, comparing the

porosity structures at 12 at.% burnup, fuel samples for both series

pins shows that more interlinkage of pores occurred in the K9-series

pins than in the K7-series pins (see Figures 57-58 and 60-61).

(However, it should be noted that because of the unusual structures

observed in the K7-series pins with low density and large gap, this

comparison was not conducted for this type of fuel.) The increased
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Figure 56 Porosity Structures for the Midplane Samples (80%TD/0.25
mm Gap) of the K7-Series Pins. K7-12 M2~ 8 at.%, K7-14
M2 -12 at.%, and K7-15 IA5- 16 at.% Burnup. (Figure G.3
to G.5 plot the pore size distributions of these samples
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interlinkage of pores observed for the K9-series pins at 12 at.%

burnup indicates that the fuel temperature was higher than that of

the K7-series pins.

Figures 56 to 61 also show that the size of the pores greatly

depends on the initial size of the gap and as-fabricated fuel

density. For instance, in both series pins with low density and a

large gap, the intergranular pores and fuel grains were larger,

especially at low burnup (see Figures 56 and 59). However, these

large pores and fuel grains in low burnup samples may have been

caused by a fuel restructuring process which was directly induced by

the initially high fuel temperature. This high temperature could

also have caused the intragranular bubbles and pores to migrate

rapidly into the grain boundary. This rapid migration not only

densified the fuel grain, but their accumulation also resulted in

larger intergranular pores.

In addition, the high fuel temperature at the beginning of life

(BOL) also caused a grain growth. Thus as fuel burnup increased, the

operating power decreased and more fission gases were generated in

the fuel grain. Many of these gases accumulated in the form of

bubbles; and if the fuel temperature remained high enough, these

bubbles would have migrated to the grain boundary. If not, the

intragranular bubbles would have continued to grow within the fuel

grain and would have eventually contributed to the swelling.

However, as the grain increased its size, it expanded itself to the

low pressure area, such as large intergranular pores (see Figures 56

and 59). For example, at high burnup ($d.2 at.%), the larger

intergranular pores near the pellet's center (r/rQ -0) observed at
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the low burnup fuel were apparently compressed L> an elongated,

interlinked porosity. On the other hand, the intergranular pores

observed in the hi^h fuel density of both series pins were quxte

small (see Figures 58 and 61). Because these small pores could not

accommodate much swelling of fission gases and/or solid fission

products, this type of fuel pin tended to have a higher swelling rate

than those with low fuel density (see Figure 4-9). In addition, as

shown in these porosity structures (see Figures 56 to 61), the

densification zone usually contained pores that were round and fuel

grains that were populated with intragranular bubbles. At higher

fuel burnup, this densified zone contained mainly small populated

pores. These figures also show that although the size of the

fission-gas bubbles increased with increasing fuel burnup, their

populations decreased with increasing fuel burnup. (Figures G.3 to

G.20 show the pore size distributions of these porosity structural

regions in the fuel samples.)

However, one unusual porosity structure was observed in the

K7-14 M2 sample. As shown in Figure 56, this fuel sample had a very

porous region near the pellet's center (porosity ^80% TD). The pores

were not only interconnected, but they also contained second phase

impurities. This unusual porosity structure was attributed to the

different as-fabricated procedure used. [48]

Unlike the fuel porosity, the cracks could either be induced

thermally (during heat-up or cooling of the fuel) or by radiatioa.

During the heat-up period of the fuel, the fuel pellet was broken

into several large fragments. During the cooling period, in

contrast, because the pellet's center is always under compression,
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the cracks generally form near the densified zone of the pellet.

Figures 62 to 73 show the photomosaics and the selected crack

patterns in the K7- and K9-series pins. As shown in these figures,

the crack patterns in the fuel pellet were clearly not isotropic. In

general, some of thermal-induced cracks are characterized by a large

wedge crack near the fuel-cladding interface (see Figures 62, 68 and

72). [48,53] These cracks were then healed during the fuel

restructuring phase in the beginning of the fuel's life due to the

initial high fuel temperatures. [48,53] For example, as shown in the

crack patterns A and C of Figure 63, and A of Figure 69, the

thermal-induced crack was under the healing process even though two

different porosity structures in the fuel were clearly identified on

both sides of the crack. [48] However, although the porosity in the

fuel could transform into a fuel crack, it could also heal fuel

cracks. For instance, the crack patterns B and D of Figure 63, F of

Figure 65, A and B of Figure 69, A and B of Figure 71, and C of

Figure 73 show that the migration of the pores and the accumulation

of pores either could heal the crack or could be transformed into

cracks. In the former process, during the pore migration toward the

pellet's center under the temperature gradient, the fuel constituents

(e.g. Pu metals and solid fission products) migrate toward the

pellet's surface. [48] When these constituents reach a narrow crack,

they deposit themselves and heal the crack. Conversely, during fuel

restructuring, many pores may actually interlink and form a chain of

pores in the porous region oj. the fuel pellet. Any initiation may

weaken the fuel structure, thus forming a crack along the chain.

Such phenomena usually occur during the cool-down period of the fuel
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Figure 62 Cross Sectional Fhotomosaics for the Midplane Samples
80%TD/0.25 mm Gap) of the K7-Series Piris. 9.0 X (K7-12
M2-8 at.%, K7-14 U2~ 12 at.%, and K7-15 IA5- 16 at.%
Burnup. (Figure 63 shows the Selected Crack Patterns from
These Photomosaics.)
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Figure 63 Selected Fuel-Crack Patterns from the Midplane Samples
(80%TD/0.25 mm Gap) of the k7-Series Pinis. (A, B, C, D,
E, and F correspond to Figure 62.)
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figure 64 Cross Sectional Photomosaics for the Midplane Samples
80%TD/0.13 mm Gap) of the K7-Series Pins. 9.0 X (K7-18
M2-8 at.%, K7-2O M2- 12 at.%, and K7-19 IA5- 16 at.%
Burnup. (Figure 65 shows the Selected Crack Patterns from
These Photomosaics.)
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Figure 65 Selected Fuel-Crack Patterns from the Midplane Samples
(80%TD/0.13 mm Gap) of the K7-Series Pins. (A, B, C, D,
E, and F correspond to Figure 64.)
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Figure 66 Cross Sectional Photomosaics for the Midplane Samples

87%TD/0.28 nun Gap) of the K7-Series Pins. 9.0 X (K7-27
M2-8 at.%, K7-26 M2- 12 at.%, and K7-28 IA5- 16 at.%
Burnup. (Figure 67 shows the Selected Crack Patterns from
These Photomosaics.)
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Figure 67 Selected Fuel-Crack Patterns from the Midplane Samples
(80%TD/0.13 nun Gap) of the K7-Series Pins. (A, B, C, D,
E, and F correspond to Figure 66.)
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Figure 68 Cross Sectional Photomosaics for the Midplane Samples
80%TD/0.28 nun Gap) of the K9-Series Pins. 7.5 X (K9-11
M2-4 at.%, K9-15 M2- 8 at.%, and K9-14 M2- 12 at.%
fiurnup. (Figure 69 shows the Selected Crack Patterns from
These Photomosaics.)



Figure 69 Selected Fuel-Crack Patterns from the Midplane Samples
(80%TD/0.28 nun Gap) of the ;K9-Series Pins. (A, B, C, D,
E, and F correspond to Figure 68.)
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Figure 70 Cross Sectional Photomosaics for the Midplane Samples
80%TD/0,15 nuD Gap) of the K9-Ssries Pins. 7.5 X (K9-17
M2-4 at.%, K9-21 M2~ 8 at.%, and K9-20 M2- 12 at.%
Burnup. (Figure 71 shows the Selected Crack Patterns from
These Photomosaics.)
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Figure .71 Selected Fuel-Crack Patterns from the Midplane Samples
(80%TD/0.15 ram Gap) of the K9-Series Pins. (A, B, C, D,
E, and F correspond to Figure 70.)
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87%TD/0.28 nun Gap) of the K9-Series Pius. 7.5 X (K9-26
M2~4 at.%, K9-24 M2~ 8 at.%, and K9-27 IA5- 12 at.%
fiurnup. (Figure 73 shows the Selected Oracle Patterns from
These Photomosaics.)
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Figure 73 Selected Fuel-Crack Patterns from tho .iidplane Samples
(87%TD/0.28 mm Gap) of the K9-Series Pins. (A, B, C, D,
E, and F correspond to Figure 72.)



pin.

One important observation of the crack pattern analysis was that

the crack area as well as the number of cracks increased with fuel

burnup. However, for the K9-series pins, a narrow fuel-cladding gap

which was observed at higher burnup fuel (>4 at.%) could also

encourage the formation of a wider crack.

E. Summary

The results of the irradiated fuel porosity and cracks

demonstrate the usefulness of the image analysis technique for the

uranium-plutonium carbide fuel swelling analysis. In order to

minimize the uncertainties associated with this technique,

standardized procedures for measuring the fuel porosity and crack

area were developed.

Measurements generally indicated that cracks present in the fuel

pellet behave like the axial power profile of the fuel pin; that is,

the cracks near the midplane of the fuel column increased

significantly as fuel burnup increased. However, cracks increased

only slightly near the top and bottom of the fuel column.

Measurements also demonstrated that fuel pins with a smaller gap

resulted in a lower crack area.

The porosity in the crack-containing fuel sample region was

estimated by using the window and object porosities in the

measurement. After this porosity was calculated, the representative

porosity for the photographic strip was determined. Two criteria

were imposed in quantifying the most representative porosity for the
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photographic strip. The first criterion was that if a crack were

encountered only on the outside cf the measuring window, then the

window porosity was used. The second criterion was that if a crack

were encountered in the measuring window, then Equation (1) was used

to determine the porosity. If no crack were encountered in the

measurement, the full field porosity was used.

After the quantification of the porosity was completed, the

local porosity was plotted as a function of the fuel pellet's

radius. In addition, because of the speculated correlation between

the low porosity region and the migration of the solid fission

products in the fuel, the &- "Y activity, which was found in solid

fission products, was also measured. In general, high porosity was

observed near the pellet's center (r/rQ <0.5) whereas the low

porosity was observed near the pellet's surface (r/rQ >0.7).

However, two relatively low porosity regions (or densified regions)

were- found, and they tended to relocate toward the pellet's surface

as a function of fuel burnup. The results showed that the high &- 7

activity was associated with the densified region.

The results also indicated that the local porosity was generally

the highest for the midplane fuel samples. The top samples had a

higher porosity than those at the bottom of the fuel column because

of the axial restraint and fuel temperatures. For the K7-series

pins, the porosity near the pellet's center increased with fuel

burnup whereas the porosity decreased near the pellet's surface with

fuel burnup. On the other hand, for the K9-series pins at 9 at.%

burnup, the porosity was higher overall along the fuel pellet's

radius than at 4 at.% burnup. In terras of fuel pin designs, results
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indicated that the local porosity increased near the pellet's center

with an increase in the initial fuel density.

By using the radial porosity distribution, the average porosity

for the fuel pellet was calculated. Although results showed that the

average porosity decreased with concomitant increase in fuel burnup

and fuel density, the average porosity for the K9-series pins

increased with fuel burnup prior to 9 at.% burnup; they, then,

decreased as fuel burnup was increased.

Fuel temperatures were also calculated by taking into account

the fuel porosity and cracks in the fuel pellet. It was found that

the surface fuel temperature increased with fuel burnup, but that the

temperature gradient was a strong function of the void present in the

fuel. The increase in surface fuel temperature with fuel burnup was

primarily caused by the increase in fission-gas release.

In addition to fuel temperature calculations, the measured fuel

porosity was used to determine the macroscopic component of the

fission-gas induced swelling. Or the other hand, the measured crack

area was used to determine the contribution of fuel crack to the

overall swelling of the fuel pin. Results showed that the

contributions to fuel swelling of the fission gases and solid fission

products increased with fuel burnup and strongly depended on gap size

and fuel density. The crack contribution, however, increased with

increasing fuel burnup but decreased with increasing fuel density. A

strong correlation was also found among the crack areas present in

the fuel pellet, the fission gas release and the cladding swelling,

as well as fuel swelling.

In addition to the crack contribution, the contribution of
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fission gases to fuel swelling was also important. Results show that

prior to 9 at.% burnup, the macroscopic fission-gas induced swelling

increased with fuel burnup whereas its microscopic counterpart

decreased. On the other hand, the results show that beyond 9 at.%,

the macroscopic fission-gas induced swelling decreased with fuel

burnups while its microscopic counterpart increased. In addition to

fuel burnup, the results showed that a fuel pin with a low density

and large gap had a lower microscopic fission-gas induced swelling

but a higher fission-gas release; conversely, a fuel pin with a high

density had a higher microscopic fission-gas induced swelling but a

lower fission-gas release.

• The porosity and crack pattern analysis also indicated that the

pore size in the fuel increased with decreasing fuel density and

increased with larger fuel-cladding gap. The growth of

interconnected porosity with fuel burnup suggests that these

porosities provide a pathway for the fission-gas release. The

analysis also established that the cracks present in the fuel either

could continue to be formed or could be healed by the pore migration

and accumulation or by the migration of the solid fission products.

This chapter has demonstrated that irradiated fuel porosity and

fuel cracks not only can be used to characterize the carbide fuel

swelling, but they also can be used to estimate the contribution of

the microscopic fission-gas bubbles to fuel swelling. Significantly,

this contribution was responsible for much of the fuel swelling at

higher fuel burnup. The following chapter presents the conclusions

and recommendations of this work.
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CHAPTER V

Conclusions and Recommendations

This research is not only the first attempt to characterize the

swelling of (U,Pu)C fuel pellets, but it also represents the only

detailed examinations on carbide fuel swelling at high fuel burnups

(4 to 16 at.%). This characterization includes the contributions of

fission gases, fuel cracks, and solid fission products to fuel

swelling. Both fission gases and fuel-crack contributions were

determined based on the areal measurements of the irradiated fuel

porosity and crack areas shown in the photomicrographs of the

metallographic fuel samples.

A. Conclusions

In the first part of this study, examinations were conducted to

assess the usefulness and reliability of the image analysis technique

(IAT) for performing porosity measurements from photomicrographs.

These examinations established that despite its inherent limitations,

the image analysis system (IAS) possesses high reproducibility

(>99 %) as long as the gray level threshold is set according to the

manufacturer's recommendations. Results of these examinations,

therefore, clearly demonstrate that the IAS accurately measures the

fuel porosity of the actual samples and their photographs. In

addition, the results also show that the measured as-fabricated fuel

porosity values using the IAT were within 8 percent of those

determined by the volume-weight method (a standard fuel porosity
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measuring technique in fabrication). On the other hand, the

comparison of the porosity measurements of irradiated fuel samples

with those of their photomicrographs indicated that the porosity

values for photomicrographs were higher by about 9.7 percent.

After the IAT was established as an accurate technique for

measuring fuel porosity from the photomicrographs, standardized

procedures were used for measuring both fuel porosity and cracks in

order to minimize the uncertainties in the results. Results from the

fuel porosity and crack measurements showed that the cumulative crack

area and average fuel porosity in the fuel pellet corresponded to the

axial power profile in the fuel pin. The porosity measurements also

showed that the local porosity in the fuel pellet was higher at the

pellet's center but lower at its surface. A densified region was

generally found in the outer region of the fuel pellet (between

r/rQ«-l and r/rQ-0.5), and it was always accompanied by a high

beta-gamma activity band. These results prove that while solid

fission products do migrate out to the densified region of the

pellet, fission gases in the form of bubbles and pores migrate to the

pellet's center where the fuel temperature is highest. In addition,

results also establish that for the K9-series pins, the local fuel

porosity increased with fuel burnup up to about 9 at.%; then, the

local porosity near the pellet's surface (r/rQ 2*0.7) started to

decrease. The early increase in porosity suggests that more

fission-gas pores with sizes >1 pm were present as a result of gas

sweeping and diffusion. Results also demonstrate that for the

K9-series pins above 9 at.% burnup and the K7-series pins above 8

at.% burnup, the decrease in the local porosity near the pellet's
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surface indicates that fuel densification induced by both pore

migration to the pellet's center and material transport (such as the

migration of solid fission products) to the pellet's surface occurs.

After these analyses were completed, the third part of this

research used the measured fuel porosities and crack areas to

characterize the (U,Pu)C fuel swelling. Because areal measurements

for varying depths in the fuel pellet were not available, the crack

volume in the pellet could not be obtained; therefore, an areal fuel

swelling analysis was performed. The macroscopic fission-gas induced

swelling (MAS), due to fission-gas bubbles and pores >1 Jim, was

determined using the measured irradiated fuel porosity because the

measuring range of the IAT using the photomicrographs was limited to

bubbles and pores whose size was >1 pm. However, for fuel swelling

due to fission-gas bubbles and pores <1 pm, the microscopic

fission-gas induced swelling (MIS) was estimated by using a fuel

swelling model that accounted for the contributions of solid fission

products, the fuel consumed by fission, and the fuel cracks.

The fuel swelling analysis shoved that although the MAS

generally increased as a function of fuel burnup up to 9 at.% for the

K9-series pins, it decreased with increasing burnup beyond 9 at.%.

Such a decrease was also observed in the K7-series pins•as fuel

burnup increased. Conversely, although the MIS decreased as fuel

burnup increased for the K9-series pins, it increased with fuel

burnup beyond 9 at.%. This increase was also observed in the

K7-series pins as fuel burnup increased. The early increase in MAS

and the concomitant decrease in MIS for K9-series pins below 9 at.%

burnup suggests that most of the small fission-gas bubbles <1 jjm
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diffuse locally into larger bubbles and pores that were already

present in the fuel, thus contributing to MAS. As fuel burnup

increases, more pores migrate into the pellet's center. As a result,

very few large bubbles and pores >1 urn remain near the pellet's

surface. For both K9-series pins above 9 at.% burnup and K7-series

pins above 8 at.% burnup, the decrease in MAS was partly caused by

both the transformation of the overlapping pores to the cracks and

the increase of fission-gas release. On the other hand, the increase

in MIS in both series pins above these burnups was mainly caused by

the depletion of larger bubbles and pores >1 pm near the pellet's

surface. Since this depletion did not provide enough diffusion sinks

for the fission-gas atoms and small bubbles generated locally, more

fission-gas bubbles <1 pm were formed. This increase in bubble

formation causes significant fuel swelling which extends to the low

pressure area in the fuel such as large pores at the pellet's

center. As a result, MAS was actually decreased.

This research also shows that although both the K7- and

K9-series pins used the same 316 stainless steel cladding material,

the cladding swelling for K9-series pins was higher than that of the

K7-series pins because different fabricating procedures were used;

thus, even when the same cladding material is used, changing the

fabrication procedures could alter irradiation behavior.

In addition to this behavior, cladding swelling also plays a

significant role in carbide fuel swelling and fission-gas release;

that is, higher cladding swelling resulted in higher fuel swelling

and fission-gas release. Increasing cladding swelling not only

promoted higher fission-gas induced swelling which causes higher fuel
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swelling but also promoted fuel relocation, the formation of large

cracks, and ultimately provided pathways for fission-gas release.

Therefore, it is important to prevent or reduce cladding swelling by

ensuring sufficient fuel restraint and lower swelling.

In addition to the effect of cladding swelling, high

as-fabricated fuel density also induces higher fuel swelling because

more fission-gas bubbles <1 um are retained in the fuel. Likewise, a

large as-fabricated fuel-cladding gap results in a higher fuel

swelling because of the lower fuel restraint which, in turn,

encourages higher fission-gas release.

B. Recommendations for Future Work

Although the results of this research clearly establish these

conclusions, this project did not explore the effects of

stoichiometry and impurity content on carbide fuel swelling.

However, since they influence the chemistry of the fuel, they will

ultimately affect fuel swelling and should, therefore, be studied.

In addition, this analysis did not take into account a fuel pellet's

axial swelling behavior since fuel swelling is measured as a

volumetric quantity. In the future, however, these two areas should

be explored in order to understand carbide fuel swelling more fully.

In addition to these two research areas, this study also

recommends that the usefulness of IAT continue to be enhanced. For

example, the average porosity of the fuel pellet can be even more

accurately estimated by taking several photographic strips from the

met-sample and the volumetric porosity and crack volume of a pellet
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can be more efficiently obtained by separately polishing successive

layers.

In addition to these improved methods, some cladding restraint

•should be provided in the fuel in order to reduce fission-gas induced

fuel swelling and fission-gas release, and a low as-fabricated fuel

density (80% TD) should be used to reduce fuel swelling. This

reduction and lower fission-gas release can also be implemented if a

small as-fabricated fuel-cladding gap was used.

Although this research has provided an extensive

characterization of (U,Pu)C fuel swelling in the helium-bonded

condition, future studies should include the sodium-bonded condition

to identify the effect of bonding design in carbide fuel swelling.

Finally, before recommending the use of carbide fuel in commercial

nuclear reactors, a study comparing both fuel swelling and

fission-gas release of carbide fuel with other fuels that are

currently being used should be conducted.
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APPENDIX A

Procedure for Photographic Sample Preparation

Before the photomicrograph can be obtained, a fuel sample must

undergo mounting, grinding and polishing steps. These steps have

been mandated through the Quality Assurance (QA) at Los Alamos

National Laboratory. In this appendix, the sample preparation

procedure described were summarized from the QA document

(MAS-DE-14-1.R3).

1. Mounting;:

After a fuel sample was obtained from the sectioning of a fuel

pin, it was transferred to the mounting cell (see Figure A.I) where a

technician used the manipulators to place the fuel sample into a

protective grinding collar. This collar was used to prevent rounding

of the sample's outer edge. Figures A.2 and A.3 present the

schematics of the grinding fixtures for the transverse and

longitudinal fuel samples, respectively. As shown in these two

figures, the notch and the chamfered edge served to help identify and

maintain the orientation of the sample. Then, they both were placed

into a mounting cup where the resin containing glass powder was

poured until the cup was full. Before hardening, the cup was placed

into a bell chamber to be evacuated by sucking all entrapped

bubbles. If the cup was unfilled, additional resin mixture was

poured into it.
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Figure A.I The Apparatus of the Mounting Cell at Los Alamos lot
Cell Area.
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Figure A.2 The Schematic of the Grinding Fixture for a Transverse
Fuel Sample.
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Figure A.3 The Schematic of the Grinding Fixture for a Longitudinal
Fuel Sample.



2. Grinding:

After the resin was hardened, the cup containing the sample and

the collar was placed upside down on a grinding table where a coarse

silicon carbide paper on a rotary lap with the lubricant was used to

grind off the fuel surface. The sample was usually cleaned with

alcohol after five minutes of grinding. The sample was reimpregnated

as often as needed to maintain a good surface as well as to prevent

any lubricant trapped in the fuel samples from slipping down on the

metallograph. Sequential grinding was required until the desired

fuel surface was obtained.

3. Polishing:

After grinding was completed, the sample was cleaned and dried.

Then the sample was transferred into the polishing cell (see Figure

A.4). The procedure for polishing was similar to that for grinding, t

except that a finer paper such as an oil based didmond compound on a

pellon cloth material was used.

4. Metallography:

Once the desired fuel surface was obtained, the sample was

transferred to the metallographic cell where photomicrographs were

taken. Figure A.5 shows a platform on which a sample was placed

upside down to be reviewed on a metallograph. Figure A.6 shows the

apparatus of the metallograph used for photomicrography.

During photography, Polaroid films were taken first to insure

that the selected magnification was properly used. After the area of

interest in the fuel sample's surface was chosen, the "cut-film" was
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Figure A.4 The Apparatus of the Polishing Cell at Los Alamos Hot
Cell Area.
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Figure A.5 A Cell Containing a Sample Holding Platform for
Metallographic Procedure.



Figure A.6 The Apparatus of the Metallography at Los Alamos Hot
Cell Area.



used to shoot the fuel sample for later analysis.

In summary, the mounting, grinding and polishing procedures were

standard for the postirradiation examination of the carbide fuel

pins. The QA procedure of these processes was necessary for assuring

the collected data as accurate as possible. The most important

aspect of these procedures was the record of the fuel sample in the

form of photography since it can be extracted for later examination

because the actual fuel sample would decompose.
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APPENDIX B

Raw Data and Calculations for the Precision of IAS

Two tests were conducted for determining the precision of the

IAS. In Test A, the IAS was reset for each set of measurements while

keeping the photographic sample in place. In Test B, in addition to

resetting the IAS, the photographic sample was also replaced for each

set of measurements. Tables Bl and B2 tabulate the raw data of

Sample #1 and Sample #2 for Test A and for Test B, respectively.

(See Figure B.I for the actual images used in Test A and Test B.) As

shown in Table Bl, the first data point was not included in the

calculation because its value was very different from the others.

The only explanation for this discrepancy was that during the IAS' s

warm-up, the sensitivity of the gray level detection on the sample's

image caused an inconsistent result. In all other measurements, the

gray level threshold was kept at the same value.

The results show that for Test A, Sample #1 had a higher

relative deviation than Sample #2 in terms of the fraction of its

value (mean or average) . However when the Test A procedure was used,

both window and full field porosities had the same statistical

error. This consistency indicated that the system's precision was

affected only by the gray level threshold setting. On the other

hand, the inconsistent statistical errors for Test B indicated that

removing a sample and replacing it at the measuring position caused

variations. In comparing the statistical errors of Test A and B

procedures, Test B, as expected, resulted in a higher statistical

error. This higher statistical error was caused by the variation in
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replacing the sample onto the measuring position. Despite the

difference in these tests, the overall reproducibility of the IAS was

excellent (>99 % ) .

Table Bl

Test A Results.

Sample

Measurement
No.

1 (data deleted)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average:
Standard Deviation:

Measurement
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average:
Standard Deviation:

Image
Window

12.434'
12.924
12.867
12.952
12.924
12.933
12.990
13.122
12.924
13.065

12.967
0.080

Sample #2

Image
Window

24.066
23.897
23.981
23.906
23.981
24.038
24.047
24.010
24.066
24.019

24.001
0.061

Porosities (%)
Full Field

12.870
13.422
13.361
13.441
13.392
13.446
13.458
13.639
13.393
13.530

13.454
0.085

Porosities (%)
Full Field

22.439
22.299
22.321
22.287
22.344
22.404
22.384
22.387
22.452
22.361

22.368
0.056
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Measurement
No.

1
2
3
4
s
6
7
8
9
10

S.tandard

Measurement
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

S tandard

Table B2

Test B Results.

Average:
Deviation:

Average:
Deviation:

Sample #1

Image
Window

12.933
12.943
13.103
12.971
12.914
13.141
13.103
13.188
12.943
13.046

13.029
0.100

Sample #2

Image
Window

23.887
24.076
24.047
24.142
24.132
24.179
23.840
24.029
23.849
24.066

24.025
0.124

Porosities (%)
Full Field

13.432
13.413
13.555
13.484
13.429
13.624
13.602
13.516
13.458
13.510

13.502
0.073

Porosities (%)
Full Field

22.353
22.396
22.439
22.528
22.516
22.515
22.445
22.461
22.359
22.439

22.445
0.063
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Figure B.I The Actual Images for Sample #1 and #2.
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APPENDIX C

Estimating the Discounted Pores Caused by Low Magnification

Because the porosity measurements of the actual irradiated fuel

samples were done at a lower magnification than the porosity

measurements of their photomicrographs, a correction was introduced

to account for any discrepancy caused by different magnifications.

As illustrated below, the. measurements on the photomicrograph

were taken at a higher magnification than the actual sample.

Actual Sample Photomicrograph

204
300X
1

395
384.6X
1 urn

Dimension Statement:
Magnification:
One Measuring Unit:

In order to calculate the measuring unit for the actual sample,

the dimension statement for the actual sample was set to 395; then

one measuring unit of the actual sample was 1.282 jim. However, for

a dimension statement of 204, one measuring unit for the actual

sample was calculated as:

395
1 measuring unit=*2.482 (jm=1.282 flm

204

After the measuring unit for the actual sample was determined,

the fraction of pores discounted by the measurements of the actual

samples was calculated. The maximum area of the discounted pore for

the actual sample and the photomicrograph was calculated to be:
a. for the actual sample, the system discriminated 6.16 \inr

of pore area; and
b. for the photomicrographic sample, the system discriminated

1 jim of pore area.
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After these maximum areas were determined, based on the histrogram of

the pore size distribution from the measurements of photomicrograph,

the porosity caused by any pores below 6.16 fjm of area were

subtracted. Tables Cl and G2 show the results of using this

procedure for samples M2 and M4 of LA-WE3-O3 fuel pin, respectively.

Also, the deviation between those porosities measured using the

actual samples and those of their photomicrographs is shown. As

these tables show, after subtracting the discounted pores by the

actual samples, the deviation in porosity between the measurements of

the actual samples and that of the photomicrographs was as high as

30%; however, the average deviation was about 9.7%. It should be

noted that the deviation was independent of the position of the

measurements in the fuel region.
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Table Cl

Comparison of the Measured Porositiesa for Irradiated Fuel
Samples (LA-WE3-03,M2) and Their Photomicrographs.

Sample
No.

1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12

Porosity of
Actual Sample

(*)

20.073
17.019
12.977

13.032,
15.327b

19.971

22.587
22.501
21.624

23.723
28.728
25.039

Porosity of Photomicrography

(X)

Actual

24.742
18.987
15.841

12.648,
15.668
22.670

25.460
25.314
24.378

28.395
29.192
27.836

Modified

24.31
18.69
15.56

12.15
14.67
22.07

24.95
24.77
23.74

27.94
28.71
27.40

Deviation
(X)

17.4
8.9
16.6

7.3
4.5
9.5

9.5
9.1
8.9

15.1
0.1
8.6

*0bject Porosity

This number was recorded when the IA system's memory was saturated
before completing Che scan over the window.
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Table C2

Comparison of the Measured Porositiesa for Irradiated Fuel
Samples (LA-WE3-03,M4) and Tbeir Photomicrographs.

Sample
No.

1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12

Porosity of
Actual Sample

(*)

16.204
18.734
17.739

11.129
20.426
17.348

24.498
20.974
24.976

23.331
22.266
28.947

Porosity of Photoaicrography

Actual

23.837
20.699
20.859

12.869
22.371
23.715

28.143
24.373
27.424

26.016
25.253
29.053

Modified

23.39
20.27
20.66

11.94
21.48
22.76

27.45
23.72
26.90

25.53
24.78
28.69

Deviation
(%)

30.7
7.6

14.2

6.8
4.9
23.8

10.8
11.6
7.2

8.6
10.1
0.9

Object Porosity
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APPENDIX D

Fuel Burnup Measurements

For both K9- and K7-series fuel pins, there was at least one

midplane fuel sample that was used for the fuel burnup analysis.

Only five relatively high burnup fuel pins had more than one burnup

sample and they were pins K9-22, K9-27, K7-15, K7-19, and K7-28.

(See Figures 1 and 2 in Chapter I for the typical locations of the

fuel burnup samples in a fuel pin.) As shown in Figures 1 and 2,

most of the measured burnup samples were taken adjacent to the

metallographic samples. To be precise, the burnup value that was

determined from the burnup samples cannot be used as the burnup value

for the metallographic samples. Therefore, it is necessary to

correlate those calculated from the computer program with those

measured.

Tables Dl and D2 show the fuel burnup data for the K9- and

K7-series fuel pins, respectively. The fifth column in Tables Dl and

D2 tabulate the calculated fuel burnup using a Fortran Program

"FISSPROD" that was developed in Los Alamos National Laboratory.

Figure D.I plots the measured values versus the calculated values of

fuel burnup samples of both series pins. As shown in Figure D.I, a

good agreement between the measured and calculated burnup values

generally occurred. However, near the bottom of the fuel pins (for

those fuel pins that had more than one burnup samples), the

calculated burnup values were lower than those measured. This

variation may have been caused by some perturbations introduced by

the reflection of neutrons by the surrounding control rods and
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Table Dl. *

K9 Series Fuel Burnup Data.

Pin

K9-11

K9-15

K9-14

K9-17

K9-21

K9-20

K9-22

K9-26

K9-24

K9-25

K9-27

Sareole

Bl

Bl

Bl

Bl

Bl

Bl

Bl
B3
B5
B7
B9

Bl

Bl

Bl

Bl
B3
B5
B7
B9

Location
(cm)

17.

17.

16.

17.

16.

16.

3.
10.
17.
23.
30.

17,

17

16

3
10
17
23
30

475

831

637

475

942

891

416
27'4
.132
,990
.848

.475

.704

.840

.416

.274

.132

.990

.848

Fuel Burnup
Measured

3.70

8.95

12.04

3.60

8.79

12.07

10.83
11.79
12.10
11.32
10.59

3.62

8.70

11.76

10.04
11.51
11.65
11.07
9.81

(at. %)
Calculated

3.598

8.946

12.598

3.598

8.784

12.290

10.572
11.749
12.192
11.664
10.399

3.598

6.696

11.990

10.312
11.460
11.890
11.377
10.143

Measured from the bottom of the fuel column. Core midplane
is located 17.145 cm from the bottom of the fuel column.
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Pin

K7-12

K7-14

K7-11

K7-15

K7-18

K7-20

K7-17

K7-19

K7-27

K7-26

K7-23

K7-28

Samp

Bl

Bl

Bl

Bl
B3
B5
B8
B9

Bl

Bl

Bl

Bl
B3
B5
B7
B9

31

Bl

Bl

Bl
B3
Bb
B7
B9

Table D2.

K7 Series Fuel Burnup

Location
le (cm)

17.475

17.475

17.475

3.429
10.287
17.145
23.406
30.861

17.475

17.475

17.475

3.429
10.287
17.145
24.0C3
30.861

17.475

17.475

17.475

3.429
10.287
17.145
24.003
30.861

Data.

Fuel Burnup
Measured

8.10

12.16

16.01

15.37
16.40
16.74
16.05
14.14

8.02

11.95

15.82

15.03
16.28
16.38
15.69
13.94

7.99

11.73

15.51

14.92
15.71
16.09
15.23
13.65

(at. %)
Calculated

8.094

12.151

15.998

14.450
16.097
16.728
16.046
14.229

8.014

11.941

15.808

14.139
15.751
16.368
15.633
13.924

7.984

11.721

15.499

13.889
14.382
16.079
15.357
13.357

Measured from the bottom of the fuel column. Core midplane
is located 17.145 cm from the bottom of the fuel column.
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18

Figure D.I Calculated Versus Measured Fuel Burnup Data for
Helium-Bonded Carbide Fuel Pins.
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structural materials near the bottom of the core. Despite this

variation, the fuel burnup values presented in this research,

particularly for the metallographic samples, were calculated using

the FISSPROD computer code.
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APPENDIX E

ft- "Y Activity Measurements

Because pores migrate up to the higher temperature, a higher

porosity value near the pellet's center is expected. Additionally,

because some species of solid fission products tend to migrate to the

cooler region in the pellet, a lower porosity (or densified zone) is

expected near the pellet's surface. Since most solid fission

products emit &-Y particles as they decay, correlating the densified

zone defined by the radial porosity distribution with the relative

fi-Y intensity in the pellet could confirm the migration of solid

fission products. Therefore, the relative &- Y intensity was recorded

from the &-Y auto-radio graph of the met-sample by using a transparent

device, [48] like the one shown in Figure E.I.

The location of the relative intensity of the £-Y activity in

the met-sample, for instance, was determined by the darkness contrast

which appeared on the auto-radiograph. This contrast was then

correlated to the appropriate ring appearing on the device. By using

the device, the fractional radius of the S-Y intensity was determined

by the ratio of the recorded ring number for the £-Y intensity and

that for the pellet's radius from the auto-radiograph. For example,

a high fi-Y activity for a sample was recorded in ring 5 (counting

from the device's center) and the pellet's radius of the sample was

recorded in ring 10. The high S- Y activity was located about 0.5 of

the pellet's radius. This method could identify the relative

locations of the high fi- yactivity in the pellet. The results of the

correlation between the densified zone and the &- Y intensity in the

fuel pellet are presented in Section B of Chapter IV.
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Figure E.I A Schematic of a Device Used in Measuring the Relative
B-Y Activities from a Autoradiograph.
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APPENDIX F

Radial Fuel Porosity Distributions with Beta-Gamma Activities

Porosity varies with the radial position in the fuel pellet

because of the pore and solid fission product migrations. Therefore,

examining the radial porosity distribution of a sample may prove such

migrations (see Figures F.I to F.20). These figures also show the

higher magnification of the four selected fuel regions in the

photographic strips. Similar to Figure 28 shown in Chapter IV, these

figures confirm that for various fuel burnups, a relatively low

porosity region (or densified region) generally occurred at the

pellet's surface. They also indicate that for most of the samples

relatively high S>- Y intensity occurred either at or next to the

densified region. In the K7-series pins, however, the fuel samples

with a low density (80% TD) and a larger gap (0.25 mm) had two

maximum porosity regions, the first near the pellet's surface and the

second at its center (see Figures F.I to F.9).

As fuel burnup increased, the first maximum porosity region moved

toward the pellet's surface and the magnitude of the porosity

decreased. However, this behavior was not observed for fuel samples

with the fuel density (80% TD) but smaller gap size (0.13 mm). These

higher porosity values were also found near the pellet's surface in

the K7-28 IA5 sample which had the gap size (0.25 mm) but a higher

fuel density (87% TD). For this fuel sample, however, the pores were

small and round near the pellet's surface, rather than having the

irregular shape associated with as-fabricated pores. In this group

of samples, an interactive region generally occurred next to the
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Figure F.I Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K7-12
M2 (78.9%TD/0.25 mm Gap) at 8.1 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.2 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K7-U
M2 (79.2%TD/0.25 mm Gap) at 12.2 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.3 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K7-15
IA5 (78.5%TD/0.25 mm Gap) at 16.7 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.4 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K7-18
M2 (80.8%TD/0.13 nun Gap) at 8.0 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.5 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K7-20
M2 (79.3%TD/0.13 nun Gap) at 12.0 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.6 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K7-19
IA5 (79.3%TD/0.13 ram Gap) at 16.4 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.7 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K7-27
M2 (86.3%TD/0.25 nun Gap) at 8.0 at.%' Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.8 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K7-26
M2 (86.8%TD/0.25 nun Gap) at 11.7 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.9 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K7-28
IA5 (86.3%TD/0.25 nun Gap) at 16.1 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.10 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K9-11
M2 (79.7%TD/0.28 mm Gap) at 3.7 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.ll Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K9-15
M2 (80.3%TD/0.28 ram Gap) at 9.0 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.12 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K9-14
M2 (81.0%TD/0.28 nun Gap) at 12.0 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.13 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K9-17
M2 (80.3%TD/0.15 mm Gap) at 3.6 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.14 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K9-21
M2 (79.8%TD/0.15 mm Gap) at 8.8 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Kidplane Location).
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Figure F.15 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K9-20
M2 (79.1%TD/0.15 nun Gap) at 12.0 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.16 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K9-22
IA5 (80.6%TD/0.15 mm Gap) at 12.1 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.17 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K9-26
M2 (86.8%TD/0.28 nun Gap) at 3.6 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.18 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K9-24
M2 (86.9%TD/0.28 mm Gap) at 8.7 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.19 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K9-25
M2 (86.8%TD/0.28 mm Gap) at 11.7 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).
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Figure F.20 Radial Irradiated Porosity Distribution for Sample K9-27
IAS (86.6%TD/0.28 nun Gap) at 11.6 at.% Fuel Burnup
(Midplane Location).



densified zone. This kind of zone would most likely be formed

because a chemical reaction increased the heat on the pellet's

surface. [48] This hot surface subsequently densified the

neighboring fuel region because pores migrated to the higher

temperature region.

Like the K7-series pins with fuel density of 80% TD and large gap

(0.25 mm), the K9-series pins with fuel density of 80% TD and large

gap (0.28 mm) had the same two maximum porosity regions (see Figures

F.10 to F.20). However, for samples with the same fuel density but

smaller gap (0.15 mn), only those with 12 at.% burnup had two high

porosity regions. It is interesting to note that for samples with

higher density and the same gap, the porosity remained at a constant

value of about r/rQ ^0.7 near the pellet's surface before

increasing toward the pellet's center. This relatively constant

behavior of high fuel density resulted in a uniformly low porosity

near the pellet's surface.

In addition to these observations of porosity behaviors, several

comparisons were also made between the radial porosity distribution

and the measured fi-Y intensity as a function of fuel burnup for the

K7- and K9-series pins. In the K7-series pins (see Figures F.I to

F.9), however, although no definite correlation was found between the

B- y intensity and the densified zone for the fuel pin with low

density (80% TD) and larger gap (0.25 mm), a moderate ft-Y band was

observed near the pellet's center at a higher burnup for the fuel pin

with the same density and smaller gap (0.13 mm). For higher burnup

samples with 87% TD and 0.28-mm gap, however, a relatively high K-Y

band located adjacent to the densified region was observed toward the
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pellet's surface. Comparisons were also made for the K9 series pins

(see Figures F.10 to 20). The comparisons reveal that the high £-Y

intensity only occurred in the two densified regions near the

pellet's surface for the 12 at.% burnup samples with 80% TD and

0.28-nun gap. Additionally, for samples with 87% TD and 0.28 mm gap,

high fi-Y intensity corresponded to the high fuel density near the

pellet's surface. The above observations not only established a

strong relationship between the location of the densified region and

the high fi-Y intensity region but also proved that solid fission

products migrated toward the pellet's surface where the porosity was

minimal.
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Table Gl.

K7-Series Pins Data.
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Table Gl. (continue)
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2 227
2.2E1
1 262

0.648

0.711
0 696
0.868

0.415
1.180
0.131

0.489
0.795
1 557
1.268
O.BbB

0 495

31.63&
33.758
30 501

18.825
47.358
27.683

11.630
24 618
20 821
26. 608
30.424

26.606
22.059

36.351
28 124
28.061

22.253
25.937
22 314

16 801
19 255
21.643
23.011
16.730

17.362

26.476
24 406
32.270

11.532
19.861
20.286

13.366
22 457
200B6
20 617
22.256

20.489

8.076
• 103
6 an

10.321
12 166
10.290

16.370
IB.440
16.740
16.100
13.220

16.013
13.541

6.600
6 023
a. 77a

10.143
11.956
10.048

16.030
16 300
16.380
16.800
13.100

13 817

a 182
7.114
6.733

» »58
11.114
10 033

14 920
15 160
16.090
16 100
12.900

13 336

1. i*ual batch rvaragat.

2 Actual Poroaltr (Pa) = Haaaurad Par o n l y • 11-0.097)
to account for any dlacrapancr batwanfi thuaa aaaaurad
ftom tha actual aaaplaa and tlialr' photoflraehh.

3 Equation (2).

4. fiua of poroalty and fual crack in tha trradlatad pallat.

a. Eatlnatad crack traotvaraa araa.
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Table G2. (continue)

PO

en

riH

K9-11

KB-1S

KB-14

K0-17

KS-Zl

M-20

19-22

K9-2I

8.9-24

K9-2S

K9-27

flLLST

19

a*
a
16
as

17
IB
11

11
36

1
16
11

20
21
12

S
13
ia
26
aa

it
at

i
IB
at

a
20
21
ai

t
12
19
21

aa

AS-FABH1CATID
UHSITV
IS TD|

19.100
19.100

10.300
60.300
10.300

61.000
•1.000
II.000

60.300
10.100

79.aoo
19 100
19.100

79 100
11.100
IB.100

ao.600
10. tOO
•o.aoo

' 60.600
80.tOO

IS.600
•1.600

•a.BOO
aa.BOO
M.eoo

•a.aoo
•a.aoo
aa.aoo
16.600

86.600

ae.aoo
•6.600
•I 600
•1.600

SHIM
DEHSITV
(* TD|

11.500
14.500

75.000
15.000
15.000

75.700
75.100
15.700

77.BOO
77.900

IS.BOO
71.BOO
If.BOO

la.soo
It.300
7«.ioa

77.aoo
71;BOO
11.600
77.aoo
77.600

ai.too
11.100

81.200
•1.200
•1.200

ai.IOO
ai.ioo
61 100
ai IOO
80.800
60 900
ao.BOO
to.too
•0.900

HCASURFU
WEAL FOR.

«*l

11.408
29.265

23 840
39.020
26.135

28.555
33.7(2
25.530

24.218
29.732

12. B94
u.iai
26. U»

2a.iaa
27 206
25.627

14.170
16.283
22.25*
ai. m
21.962
13.B80
12.196

19.969
14.119
24 326

19.204
10.934
21.451
11.451

11.176
15.154
IB.911
15.459
11.155

2
ACTUAL
roRosirv

»*>

26.361
28.426

21.616
35.235
23.671

25.785
30.467
23.054

21.810
26.146

28.701
29.BIB
23.611

25.43a
24.567
23.141

13.337
11 704
20 095
28 613
18.832

12.641
20.041

ie aw
21.113
21.968

11.141
27.911
19 370
14.855

12.440
11.165
17.071
11 959
12.080

1
NORMALIZID
fOftOSITV

I.62B
1.5141

1.214
2 167
1.410

1 125
2.065
1.521

1.210
1.552

1.715
1.164
1.169

1 505
1.451
1.141

0.622
0.137
1.264
1 560
1.251

i no
1.181

1 652
2.018
1.979

1.662
2.730
1 691
1.406

"1.127
1.292
1.660
1.302
1.122

HCASUREP
CHACK AREA
|w»

1.138
1116

1.169
1 783
1 691

4.831
4350
1.652

0 B12
0.612

0 761
1 078
0411

4. 716
4 100
1 826

1 120
2 241
4.920
2.191
0 590

1 210
1.210

0 90S
1.843
1 928

1.840
3 696
3 400
1.177

1.692
i iaa
1.246
4 Oil
1.315

t

VOID
<*>

28 631
27.Bit

24.835
11.216
26.010

31 16t
16.113
25.038

22.728
21.865

10.835
11.277
24.191

JO.984
2B.SB0
25.231

14.BBS
17.606
26.194
31 16a
20.628

14.444
21.793

19.332
24.211
24.600

19.958
11.966
21.677
I7.1S6

14.919
16.301
21.265
IS 501
14 001

WEI.
BURHUP
IATOH *>

3.702
3.108

7.623
6.956
1.457

12.030
12 043
10.616

1.689
1.022

1.484
• 790
7.322

W.O36
11.962
10.399

10.170
11.660
12.100
11.300
10.800

3.602
3.022

7 409
6. 706
1 247

10 013
11 158
11.490
10.178

10 230
11.660
11.630
11.080
9.830

COMMENTS

1. Fu*l batch avaraaaa.

2. Actual Foroiltr |Fa> = Haaaurad Foroilty * 11-0.097)
to aocouttt tat any dlftcra|>ahcy k>atw«an thoaa aaaaurad
tram tha actual aaaplas and thair yhatographa-

5. Kvuatkon (2).

4. Gua of poroally and fual ci-ack in tha lrradlatvd pallat.

a. Eatlaatad crack tranavaraa araa.



PIN SMPU

k7-12 i3
k7-12 |2
k7-12 i l l

k7-14 4J
k7-l4 i2
k7-U i l l

k7-13
17-13
k7-13
k7-l3
k7-!3

k7-U
k7-ll

k7-18
k7-l8
k7*l8

k7-i»
k7-19
k7-19
k7-l9
k7-19

i l l
UJ
US
il7
U9

•2
i l

a
*i
•u

k7-20 §3
k7-20 12
k7-20 i l l

i l l
1*3
iiS

k7-l7 111

k7-27 i3
k7-27 i2
k7-27 i l l

k7'26 13
k7-26 12
k7-24 i l l

k7-2B i l l

k7*» iiS
k7-2S U7
k7-28 i49

k7-Z3 ill

Table G3.

(U,Pu)C Fuel Temperature Calculations for K7-Series Pins.
(Consider helium gas only)

CUMINS SURFACE R0USHNES5 (Qll< 0.8130-04 FUE SURFACE R0U6HNESS ! » ) • 0.1270-03

LINEAR
POKR
(KV/N)

31.8
60.7
31.1

30.4
39.1
30.0

49.3
33.1
37.0
34.3
48.2

94.8
46.4

34.3
63.7
33.B

31.6
60.3
31.3

30.7
36.7
38.6
33.8
49.3

49.0

35.2

64.7
33.6

31.9
60.9
32.8

31.1
37.)
39.0
36.2
49.9

30.1

INSIDE CLA09INB
DIABETES TOT.

(01) (X)

.6883 710.92
.6893 766.88
.6874 BO?.14

.6929 710.92

.69BB 766.88

.6906 M9.14

.7001

.7092

.7171

.7142

.7064

.7132

.6961

.6903

.6920

.6M9

.6944

.4993

.6964

.7034

.7090

.7179

.7149

.7049

712.72
739.63
763.52
781.79
794.15

737.88
797.03

716.19
776.33
821.69

712.54
769.85
814.02

714.61
742.28
766.80
785.57
798.27

.6927

.6943

.6878

.7003

.7048

.6903.

.7078

.7130

.7197

.7134
.7037

717.28
778.35
827.31

712.93
770.37
818.00

715.18
743.08
767.80
736.72
719.33

VOID
FRACTION

.3330
.3380
.3030

.1BB0

.4740

.2770

.1730

.2430

.2890
.2680
.3040 '

.2360
.2210

.2640

.2810

.2610

,2230
.2390
.2230

.1680

.1930
.2160
.2300
.1870

.6995 805.60 .1740

.2630

.2440

.3230

.1130

.1970

.2030

.1340

.2230

.2010

.2070

.2230

FUEL TEHPEMTURE
AVEMSE SURFACE CENTER

(KJ (K> (HI

1041.28 813.36 1267.19
1139.81 880.99 139B.63
1105.41 901.11 1309.72

972.96 809.26 1136.63
1221.90 B79.B3 1563.98
1087.28 B98.24 1276.32

BAP
CONDUCT.
(H/Clt K)

FUEL COMUCTANCE
SURFACE AVERA8E
U/CH K) <»/CH K)

963.97
1039.5*
1087.65
1079.77
1074.34

1037.06
1037.51

1026.31
1132.82
1110.96

992.23
1099.23
1077.37

969.47
1028.94
1066.20
1074.27
1040.83

1032.29
1120.92
1153.58

937.33
1074.13
1080.37

960.51
1043.32
1062.64
10*8.28
1056.26

807.63
842.12
866.38
877.93
880.23

837.16
879.46

1120.31
1236.96
1308.92
1281.61
1268.42

1236.97
1193.56

823.02 1230.00
892.98 1372.65
913.83 1306.09

113.09 1171.42
879.92 1318.38
903.36 1251,37

811.29
144.23
870.34
882.70
883.94

1127,45
1211.45
1262,03
1263.83
1197.72

0.22920*01 0.84340-01 0.91370-01
0.24330*01 O.83890-O1 0,93300-01
0.23720*01 0.93140-01 0.99630-01

0.23540*01 0.11340*00 0.12260*00
0.23830*01 0.61930-01 0.68990-01
0.23B60*01 0.9892S-01 0.10530*00

0.23619*01 0.11830*00 0.12350*00
0.24130*01 0.10370*00 0.11120*00
0.24590*01 0.93240-01 0.10260*00
0.25160*01 0.10010*00 0.10721*00
0.25730*01 0.92640-01 0.98920-01

0.24360*01 0.10190*00 0.10920*00
0.25740*31 0.11070*00 0.11690*00

0.23420*01 0.98880-01 0.10630*00
0.23160*01 0.97870-01 0.10390*00
0.26400*01 0.10300*00 0.10980*00

0.23440*01 0.10730*00 0.11470*00
0.25010*01 0.10211*00 0.10990*00
0.26340*01 0.11120*00 0.11790*00

0.23720*01 0.12040*00 0.12760*00
0.24480*01 0.11390*00 0.12360-00
0,23080*01 0.11139*00 0.11928*00
0.23500*01 0.10870*00 0.11600*00
0.24010*01 0.11900*00 1.12360*00

1041.47 890.33 1192.42 0.26310*01 0.12260*00 0.12910*00

825.36 1239.22
893.20 1346.63
925.38 1381.79

8U.« 1103.26
179.04 1269.17
909.45 1251.29

811.35
847.44
871.34
884.12
886.36

1109.64
1239.19
1253.92
1232.43
1223.94

0.23440*01 0.9B769-0!. 0.10633*00
0.25420*01 0.10610*00 0.11420*00
0.26230*01 0.90280-01 0.97080-01

0.23W+01 0.13429*00 0.14160*00
0.25350*01 0.11640*00 0.12433*00
0.24610*01 0.11620*00 0.12300*00

0.23890*01 0.12910*00 0.13640*00
0.24350*01 0.10830*00 O.UblD'OO
0.23190*01 0.11310*00 0.12290*00
0.25670*01 0.11420*00 0.12130*00
0.2:360*01 0.11030*00 0.11710*40

.6965 808.34 .2030 1039.64 895.73 1223.33 0.26230*01 0.11321*00 0.12170*00
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Table G4.

(U,Pu)C Fuel Temperature Calculations for K9-Series Pins.
(Consider helium gas only)

SURFACE ROUGHNESS ( C M * 0.B13S-04 FUEL SURFACE ROUGHNESS ( C M * 0 .1270-03

PIN SMPLE

k9-ll
k9-U

k9-I3
k9-l3
k9-13

k9-l4
k9-14
k9-14

k9-2I
k9-21
kf-21

k9-20
k?-20

k9-22
k9-22
k9-22
k9-22
k9-22

k9-24
k9-26

k9-23
k9-23
k9-23

k9-27
k9-27
19-27
k9-27
k9-27

•2
il

12
l l

t4
t2

k9-17 i2
k9-l7 it

il

|4
i2

i l l
U3

|2
i l

k9-24 i3
k9-24 i2
k9-24 i t

t4
i3
i2

i l l

LINEAR
'ODER
mim

62.8
33.1

31.8
60.3
30.3

39.9
39.8
32.8

43.9
33.3

31.8
60.4
30.4

3B.9
39.0
31.0

31.9
37.9
39.3
37.0
30.4

48.1
37.1

34.6
63.8
31.2

41.7
52.3
61.5
34.6

32.1
38.9
60.8
38.0
31.3

INSIDE CLADDING
OIAKETER TEKP. VDID

(CM (K) FRACTION

.8398 783.72

.8387 833.62

.8470 706.14

.8613 782.30

.8492 838.74

.9047 781.93

.9064 772.23
.8733 823.06

.8423
.8402

.8634

.8838

.9039

.8931

.8694

.8420
.8392

792.91
863.63

.8303 706.22
.8606 773.31
.8493 B39.94

.9040 787.10

.9019 7B3.3B
.8726 826.41

.8419

.8844

.9026

.3907

.8701

711.03
746.4S
780.42
809.33
831.94

797.74
870.77

.8321 709.33

.8670 789.23

.1527 149.33

.8403 791.80

.9022 703.69

.9003 788.12

.8736 829.43

712.23
748.44
782.32
812.23
833.23

.2980

.2790

.2460

.3720

.2600

.3320

.3140

.2300

.2270

.2770

.3060

.3130

.2420

.2990

.3100

.2320

.1300

.1730

.2620

.3120

.2060

.1440

.2180

.1930

.2430

.mo

.2370

.2000

.3200

.1740

.1300

.1830

.2130

.1930

.1400

FUEL TEMPERATURE
AVERAGE SURFACE CENTER

(K) (X) (X)

1126.41
1128.99

980.42
1131.34
1093.33

1131.33
1102.14
1086.36

1112.01
1143.49

1003.72
1114.91
1087.04

1102.71
1103.93
1080.12

949.47
1013.41
1083.39
1119.41
1066.3B

1089.99
1133.44

973.88
1104.33
1109.40

1094.77
941,2B
1127.91
1069.97

931.48
1021.26
1069.04
1075.39
1031.84

880.34
929.83

1372.28
1328.16

790.31 1170.03
873.32 1429.36
909.64 1277.03

867.46 1393.24
337.33 1346.42
897.94 1274.77

889.63
W9.94

1334.36
1331.03

791.33 1219.91
848.83 1340.98
910.2B 1243.79

870.02 1333.40
867.36 1344.33
897.01 1243.23

792.33
831.63
864.37
888.83
901.04

893.32
947.78

1106.60
1193.19
1302.B2
1349.99
1232.09

1284.66
1323.11

796.84 1134.92
881.13 1327.33
922.47 1296.33

881.06 1308.47
783.74 1136.32
B73.21 1380.61
903.02 1236.93

793.B3
834.89
867.31
390.93
904.17

1109.10
1207.64
1270.81
1260.82
1199.31

GAP
CONDUCT.
(V/CH X)

FUEL CONDUCTANCE
SURFACE mm-

o wen K)

0.2310D+01 O.93BBD-O1 0.10180*00
0.27130*01 0.9961D-O1 0.10628*00

0.2299D+O1 0.10130*00 0.10680*00
0.24330*01 0.7924D-01 0.86730-01
0.26690*01 0.10300*00 0.10930*00

0.24390*01 0.82790-01 0.90330-01
0.24320*01 0.89830-01 0.9737D-01
0.24340*01 0.10480*00 0.11160*00

0.23740*01 0.10970*00 0.11819*00
0.27430*01 0.10040*00 0.10720*00

0.22720*01 0.89128-01 0.94361-01
0.24730*01 0.90430-01 0.99160-01
0.26840*01 0.10710*00 0.11330*00

0.23000*01 0.93300-01 0.1009D*00
0.24830*01 0.90980-01 0.933SS-O1
0.2t340*01 0.10430*00 0.11099*00

0.23330*01 0.12400*00 0.13130*00
0.24480*01 0.11890*00 0.12680*00
0.23020*01 0.10090*00 0.10879*00
0.23330*01 9.91300-01 0.9851S-01
0.26800*01 0.11510*00 0.12179*00

0.26380*01 0.13060*00 0.13939*00
0.28120*01 0.11420*00 0.12120*00

0.23330*01 0.11370*00 0.12140*00
0.23480*01 0.10370*09 0.11390*00
0.27130*01 0.10460*00 0.11330*00

0.2336D*Ol 0.10710*00 0.11300*30
0.23130*01 0.11130*00 0.11910*00
9.24960*01 9.89240-01 0.9701D-01
0.26970*01 0.12310*00 0.13G2D*00

0.23370*01 0.12410*00 0.13160*00
0.24320*01 0.11780*00 0.12390*00
0.25:70*01 O.U21D*OO 0.1200D-00
0.26330*01 0.11740*00 0.12490*00
0.27330*01 0.13210*00 0.13880*00
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Table G5.

(U,Pu)C Fuel Temperature Calculations for K7-Series Pins.
(Consider fission gas composition)

OMOIHS S10FKE R0U8HNES5 (CD)' 0.8155-0* SUtFACE R0U6HNESS (CHI« 0.1276-03

P:N urns
17-12
W-12
k7-12

17-14
k7-14
k7-H

k7-l !
kMS
k7-!S
k7-13
k7-15

k7-!l
k7-U

k7-l8
k7-iS
k7-18

k7-20
k7-2fl
k7-20

k7-19
k7-19
17-19
k7-!9

k7-24
k7-26
k7-24

k7-2S
k7-28
k7-29
k7-28
k7-28

•2
i l l

tS
•2
•11

ill
us
us
147

i2
•1

•3
i7
•11

•J
•2
i l l

US
iiJ
US
i*7
U9

k7-l7 til

k7-27 iJ
k7-27 |2
kT-27 i l l

•3
•2
i l l

i l l
U3
itS
Ii7
n9

k7-n ill

LINEAR
POHER
m/m

51.B
40.7
Sl.l

30.4
!?.l

so.o
49.3
15.1
37.0
34.3
48.2

34.8
46.4

34,3
43.7
33.8

31-6
60.3
31.5

30.7
34.7
38.6
ss. a

49.3

49.0

35.2
64.7
33.6
31.9
64.9
32.1

31.1
37.1
39.0
36.2
49.9

30.1

INSIDE CLAUDIUS
OIAIKTER TOT.

(CM (HI

.6883 710.92

.6893 746.98

.6874 809.14

.4929

.4988

.4904

.7001

.7092

.717!

.7142

.7044

.7132

.696!

.690!

.6920

.6889

.6964

.4993

.6966

.7036

.7090

.7179

.7149

.7049

710.92
744.88
809.14

712.72
739.63
743.12
781.79
794.15

737.SB
797.03

716.19
776.33
821.69

712.34
769.83
814.02

714.41
742.28
744.80
785.57
798.27

.6927 717.28

.4943 778.33

.4878 827.31

.7003 712.93

.7048 770.37

.6903 818.00

.7078

.7130

.7197

.7134

.7937

713.10
743.01
747.80
714.72
791.53

V010
FRACTION

.3330

.3380

.3050

.4740

.2770

.1730

.2430

.2890

.26SC

.3040

.2360

.2X20

.2640

.2810

.2610

.2230

.2590

.2230

,1680
.1930
.2160
.2300
.1870

.4993 803.40 .1740

.6963 808.34

.2630

.2440
.3230

.1130
.1970
.2030

.1340
.2230
.2010
.2070
.2230

.2030

FUEL TEKPERATURE
AVERAGE SURFACE CENTER

<K) (K) IK)

1274.73 1043.34 1486.10
1386.20 1143.28 1429.13
1299.33 1103.54 1493.14

1236.06 1084.79 1387.33
1374.47 1258.70 1890.64
1324.73 1147.49 1301.96

1244.78
U49.48
1403.46
tJ47.s4
1339.71

1348.60
1249.27

1232.39
1371.24
1219.39

1247.61
1393.48
1303.77

1262.23
1340.48
1373.40
1344.12
1287.49

1101.07
1168.40
U99.74
1180.73
1139.11

1143.97
1121.3!

1368.49
1330.96
1607.18
1334.34
1520.30

1333.22
1417.19

1061.91 M42.97
1143.84 1394.49
1114.21 1484.97

1102.32 1432.89
1190.38 1396.37
1142.34 1449.17

1117.22
1172.91
U93.14
1186.89
1141.18

1407.23
1308.03
lH3.e4
1341.3!
1433.81

SAP
CONDUCT.
H/Cfl K)

FUEL
SURFACE AVEKA5E
(N/CX K) (K/C.1 Kl

0.47930*00 0.92000-01 0.9763D-OI
0.74430*00 O.9339D-O1 0.9933C—31
0.7*810*00 0.9944E-01 0.10*09*00

0.4i9lDtOO 0.12711*00 0.13260*00
0.54720*00 0.69630-01 0.7*630-01
0.68090*00 0.10721*00 0.11230'vC

0.37700*00 0.13129*00 0.13665*00
0.37670*00 0,11551*00 0.12102*00
0.57990*00 0.10600*00 0.11140*00
0.4044D*00 0.11040*00 0,Jii7D*G0
0.3930B*00 0.10145*00 0,10633*00

0,60045*00 0.11271*1)0 O.1182S-OO
0.45410*00 0.11990*00 O.i:4?5*v0

0.72410*00 0.1C75B-00 O.UKHJO
0.79120*00 0.10631*00 0.11265*00
0.B494S*00 0.10995*00 0.11*63*00

0.60480*00 0.1 IBTC'OO 0.;2»!>3C
0.43473*00 0.11281*00 O.liaiu*^
a.7t45W0 0.12019*00 0.12335-JO

0,J494D*00 O.I3J71*OO 0.13925-00
0.39100*00 0.12908*00 0.13475*00
O.6O6-5-O0 0.1237B»00 0.1294C*0G
0.61720*00 0.11995*00 0.12540*00
0.64990*00 0.12930*00 0.13473*00

1233.14 1110.94 1395.39 O.nOllWO 0.13180*00 0.13710*00

1234.83 1040.78 1448.87
1348.93 1134.42 1541.47
1331.29 1134.30 1348.08

1191.49 1063.02 1333.97
1339.47 1121.12 1321.22
1299.30 HSa.41 1440.40

1233.33
1332.33
1338.01
1344.13
1303.22

1091.24
1172.39
1181.42
1173.24
1144.88

1372.80
1332.30
1534.39
1514.99
(443.34

0.71825*00 0.10720*00 0.11335*00
0.82870*00 0.11470*00 0.12136*00
0.83740*00 0,943311-01 0.10225*00

0.47370*04 0.14441*00 0.13230*00
0.70930*00 0.12740*00 0.13365*00
0.73900*00 0.12329*00 0.13043*00

0.39970*00 0.14240*40 0.14823*00
0.59205*00 0.12070*00 0.12631*00
0.43070*00 0.12721*00 0.13:S0*0O
0.44470*00 0.12330*00 0.13100*00
0.44780*00 0.12030*00 0.12555*00

1272.03 1117.48 1424.38 0.74030*00 0423*0*00 0.12923*00
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Table G6.

(U,Pu)C Fuel Temperature Calculations for K9-Series Pins.
(Consider fission gas composition)

CLMtlW SURFACE ROUGHNESS <CM> O.B150-04 FUEL SURFACE RBUSHNESS (CD)* 0.1275-03

m umi
M-lt
kMl

k9-14
k9-14
k9-14

17-22
M-22
M-22
k9-22

k9-26
k?-26

k?-24
k?-24
M-2«

12

k9-I3 i3
k9-13 i2
kf-13 i l

i4
i2

k?-!7 i 2
k9-17 i l

k9-21 13
k?-21 12
k?-2l it

k?-20 14
k?-20 12
k9-20 i l

U l
UJ
iiS
U7
iaf

|3
|2

14
k9-23 |3
k9-23 12
k?-23 it

k9-27 i l l
k9-27 ii3
k9-27 US
k?-27 U7
k9-27 H9

LINEAR
PUER
tw/m

42.8
33.1

Jl.B
60.3
50.3

59.8
51.3
32.3

65.?
33.3

31.8
40.6
50.4

SB. 7
39.0
31.0

31.9
37.?
59.8
37.0
30.4

48.1
37.1

34.4
63.9
33.2

41.7
32.3
41.5
34.6

32.1
SB. 9
60.8
!8.0
31.3

INSIDE OAOBINB
B1AHETER TEW.

(01) « )

.8S7B

.8387

.8470

.8613

.8492

.9047

.9064

.8733

.8423

.8402

.8303

.£606

.8493

.9040

.901?

.8726

.8634

.8838

.?03?

.8731

.8494

.8420

.8372

.8321

.8670

.8327

.8603

.9022

.9003

.8736

.8619

.8844

.9026

.8707

.8701

7B3.72
833.62

706.14
782.30
B38.74

781.71
772.23
823.06

792.91
863.63

706.22
778.Jl
839.74

787.10
783.38
826.41

7U.0S
746.63
780.42
809.33
831.94

797.74
870.77

707.33
787.23
849.33

791.80
703.6*
788.12
827.43

712.23
748.46
792.32
812.23
133.23

VOID
FRACTION

.2780

.2790

.2460

.3720

.2600

.3320

.3140

.2300

.2270

.2770

.3060

.3130

.2420

.2790

.3100

.2320

.1300

.1780

.2620

.3120

.2060

.1440

.2180

.1730

.2430

.2460

.2370

.2000

.3200

.1740

.1300

.1830

.2130

.1730

.1400

FUEL TEMPERATURE
AVERA6E SURFACE CENTER

(It) (X) (X)

1264.27 1027.33 1301.00

1233.72 1040.27 1427.17

1169.33 790.67 1348.39
1339.73 1096.36 1623.14
1241.33 1063.33 1417.72

1377.0? 1132.74 1643.44
1363.94 1136.03 1591.83
1270.87 1112.79 1468.94

1208.21
1221.46

771.83
1020.19

1424.37
1422.72

1193.89 791.32 1396.26
1306.69 1073.07 1340.31
1226.41 1036.34 1396.2?

1330.87 1133.07 1368.67
1337.44 1136.33 1382.34
1278.77 1103.32 1432.02

1178.24
1247.47
1324.73
1332.17
1230.26

1170.08
1178.89

1031.93
1079.81
1119.44
1133.34
1093.16

1324.53
1419.13
1330.02
1367.01
1407.33

979.72 1360.23
1014.33 1383.23

1129.94 739.38 1300.30
1262.67 1049.08 1476.27
1232.68 1032.11 1411.23

1343.77 1144.11 1343.88
1176.26 1032.73 1337.36
1389.39 1132.13 1624.64
1261.08 1102.70 1419.26

1179.30
1239.83
1300.71
1284.07
1224.04

1032.47
1083.70
1111.32
1107.34
1083.37

1326.14
1433.76
1489.90
1438.39
1364.32

SAP
CONDUCT.
( I / O ! K)

FUEL CONDUCTANCE
SURFACE AVERASE
(I/CH K) dl/CK Kl

0.98410*00 0.7876D-O1 0.10370*00
0.10910*01 0.10340*00 0.10930*00

0.68400*00 0.10920*00 0.11535+00
0.71160*00 0.83400-41 0.91379-01
0.83320*00 0.10830*00 0.11410*00

0.36730*00 0.90910-01 0.96740-01
0.37710*00 0.98530-01 0.10430*00
0.66710*00 0.11230*00 O.U8lO*CO

0.12319*01 0.11371*00 0.12130*00
0.13380*41 0.10310*00 0.10940*00

0.67930*00 0.95700-01 0.10200*00
0.74020*00 0.96930*01 0.10340*00
0.87170*00 0.11230*00 0.11810*00

0.59930*00 0.10180*00 0.10770*00
0.39010*00 0.99440-01 0.10340*00
0.66640*00 0.11180*00 0.11720*00

0.39610*00 0.13320*00 0.14126*00
0,62440*00 0.12930*00 0.13390*00
0.61960*00 0.10990*00 0.11600*00
0.62300*00 0.9897S-01 0.10470*00
0.70900*00 0.12270*00 0.12820*00

0.14130*01 0.13430*00 0.14260*00
0.13060*01 0.11480*00 0.12340*00

0.81610*00 0.12080*00 0.12730*00
0.90129*00 0.11200*00 0.11900*00
0.97920*00 0.11149*00 0.11739*00

0.64770*00 0.11670*40 0.12290*00
0.56380*40 0.12200*00 0.12300*00
0.39720*00 0.97490-01 0.10J?3*00
0.72361*00 0.13130*00 0.13740*00

4.60079*04 0.13320*00 0.14120*00
0.62810*44 0.12840*00 4.134BC*00
0.63210*40 4.12160*00 0.12800*00
0.69700*00 0.12629*00 0.13:30*00
0.73850*00 0.14020*00 0.14390*00
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IA5

o

Cracks

316SS N-LOT
Cladding

Figure G.I Cross Sectional Photomosaics of Samples IAl (z/zo
0.1), IA5 (z/zo- 0.5), and IA9 (z/zQ= 0.9) of Pin
K7-28 (peak burnup of 16 at.%).



IA5 316SS CORE-4
Cladding

Cracks

Figure G.2 Cross Sectional Photomosaics of Samples IA1 (z/zQ =
0.1), IA5 (z/zo= 0.5), and IA9 (z/zo= 0.9) of Pin
K9-27 (peak burnup of 12 at.%).
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Figure G.4 Pore Size Distributions for K7-14 M2 Sample as a
Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 um )
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Figure G.5 Pore Size Distributions for K7-15 IA5 Sample as a

Function of Radial Position in the Pellet.

• (per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 |jm )
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Figure G.6 Pore Size Distributions for K7-18 M2 Sample as a
Function of Radial Position In the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 pro )
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Figure G.7 Pore Size Distributions for K7-20 M2 Sample as a
Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 pm )
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Figure G.8 Pore Size Distributions for K7-19 IA5 Sample as a
Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 urn )
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Figure G.9 Pore Size Distributions for K7-27 M2 Sample as a
Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 jjm2)
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Figure G.10 Pore Size Distributions for K7-26 M2 Sample as
Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 urn )
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Figure G.ll Pore Size Distributions for K7-28 IA5 Sample as a
Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 pm )
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Figure G.12 Pore Size Distributions for K9-11 M2 Sample as a
Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 urn )
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Figure G.13 Pore Size Distributions for K9-15 M2 Sample as a
Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 pro )
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Figure G.1A Pore Size Distributions for K9-14 M2 Sample as a

Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,

(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 jjm2)
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Figure G.16 Pore Size Distributions for K9-21 M2 Sample as a
Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 jjin )
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Figure G.17 Pore Size Distributions for K9-2O M2 Sample as a
function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 fim )
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Figure G.18 Pore Size Distributions for K9-26 M2 Sample as a
Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 jim )
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Figure G.19 Pore Size Distributions for K9-24 M2 Sample as a
Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 \im )
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Figure G.20 Pore Size Distributions for K9-27 IA5 Sample as a
Function of Radial Position in the Pellet,
(per unit of measuring window, 130 x 130 jjm )
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Fuel. Temperature Computer Program
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1 c **********************************************************************
2 C THIS PROGRAM IS CREATED TO CALCULATE THE AVERAGE FUEL TEMPERATURE
3 C FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA COMPARISON. THIS IS FOR FAST REACTOR
4 C ANALYSIS. IT IS A CLOSED GAP MODEL.
5 c ———
6 C THE FILLING GAS INCLUDE HELIUM , XtNON, AND KRPTON.

8 C THIS PROGRAM APPLIES TO CARBIDE FUEL TEMPERATURE CALCULATION
9 C / .•;..;.;, " •'•'

10 C SUBROUTINE CAL
1 1 C ""':'-•• -•;•

12 SUBROUTINE CAL(H,KFP,KC,KG,TS)
13 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
14 REAL*8 KFl,KFP,KR,KRM,KS,KSMrKG,KC,KM
15 DIMENSION GA1(3),GA2(3),GA3(3),X(3)
16 COMMON /Wl/ POR
17 COMMON /W2/ TC.QL
18 COMMON /W3/ RF.RC
19 COMMON /W4/ DC,DF
20 COMMON /W6/ X
21 DATA GAl/1.43D-3,5.15D-5,9.05D-5/
22 DATA GA2/3.17D-8,1.69D-7,2.47D-7/
23 DATA GA3/-2.24D-10,-3.5D-H,-4.89D-ll/
24 C
25 C DEFINE ALL CONSTANTS
26 C
27 B=0.5D0
28 C1=3.2DO
29 P=9.8D7
30 Al=1.84D0
31 GSUM=8D-4
32 PI=3.14159265DO
33 C
34 C DEFINE EQUATIONS
35 C -•'•'•'• vr--:"-
36 DEFF=SQRT((DC**2+DF**2)/2D0)
37 YC=4.82D9-C1.08D7*(TC-555.DO))
38 TF=TC»(9D0/5D0)+32D0
39 KC=(4.475D-3*TF+7.13D0)*0.01731DO
40 HM=1DQ/3DO*YC
41 TK=TS+273DO
42 KBMsODO
43 KSM=ODO
44 KFlsO.1276+8.7lD-5*(TK-273D0)-1.88D-8*(TK-273D0)**2
45 KFP=KF1*(1.DO-POR)/(1.DO+POR)
48 TAC=(TS+TC)/2DO
47 DO 10 1=1,3
48 KSsX(I)*(GAl(I)+GA2(I)*TAC+GA3(I)*TAC**2)
49 KSM=KS+KSM
50 KR=X(I)/(GA1(I)+GA2(I)*TAC+GA3(I)*TAC**2)
51 KRM=KR+KRM
52 10 CONTINUE
53 ERMslDO/KRM
54 KG=B*KSM+(1DO-B)*KRM
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55 KM=(2DQ*KFF*KC)/{KFF+KC)
56 H=KG/(C1*(DF+DC)+GSUM)+KM*P/(A1*SQRT(DEFF)*HM)
57 RETURN
58 END
59 C
60 C Function F
61 C
82 REAL*8 FUNCTION F(TS)
63 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
64 REAL*8 KFP.KC.KG
85 COMMON /W2/ TC.QL
66 COMMOH /V3/ RF,RC
67 FI=3.14159265DO
6G CALL CALXH.KFP.KCKG.TS)
69 F=TC+QL/(2DO*PI*BF*H)-TS
70 RETURN
71 END
72 C
73 C
74 C Function TEMPM
75 C
76 C
77 REAL*8 FUNCTION TEMPM(TCL)
78 IMPLICIT RSAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
79 REAL*8 KF1
80 COMMON /Wl/ POR
31 COMMON /W2/ TC.QL
82 COMMON /W5/ TSC
83 £F1=(1.DO-POR)/(1.DO+POR)
84 AAA=0.1276D0*(TCL-TSC)
85 BBB=4.355D-5*(TCL**2-TSC**2)
86 CCC=e.2667D-9*(TCL**3-TSC**3)
87 TEMPM=4D0*3.14159DO*KF1*(AAA+BBB-CCC)-QL
88 RETURN
89 END
90 C
91 C MAIN
92 C
93 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-2)
94 EXTERNAL TEMPM,F
95 REAL*8 KFP,KC,KG,QLD(5),GAPD(5),PORD(5),DIAC(5),TCD(5)
96 REAL*8 KF1,KFA,X(3)
97 CHARACTER PIN(5)*5,SAM(5)*3,SEB*2*,GMX*30
98 COMMON /Wl/ POR
99 COMMON /W2/ TC,QL
100 tMMMON /W3/ RF.RC
101 COMMON /W4/ DC.DF
102 COMMON /W5/ TSC
103 COMMON /W6/ X
104 C
105 C READ INPUT
106 C
107 WRITS(8,*) ' THIS PJIOGRAM CALCULATES FUEL TEKTERATURE'
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108
109
110
111
112
113
114 201
115
116
117
118
119 211
120
121
122 202
123
124
125
126
127

WRITE(6,*) ' USING CLOSED GAP APPROXIMATION'
READ(5,*)GMX
WRITE(6,*)GMX
W R I T E C 6 , * ) •••* '
READ(5,*)SER
WRITE(6,201)SER
FORMAT(45X,'(U,PO)C FDEL TEMPERATDRE CALCDLATIONS ',/,57X,
A2,' SERIES',//)
READ(5,*)DC
READ(5,*)DF
WRITE(6,211)DC,DF
FORMAT(21X,'CLADDING SURFACE ROUGHNESS (CM)=*,D1O.3.4X,
•FUEL SURFACE ROUGHNESS (CM) = ',D10.3,/)
WRITE(6,202) '
FORMAT(20X, 'LINEAR INSIDE CLADDING
' FUEL TEMPERATURE GAP

20X,'POWER DIAMETER TEMP. VOID
'AVERAGE SURFACE CENTER CONDUCT.
' PIN SAMPLE (KW/M) (CM)

(K) (K)
128 C
129 READ(5,*)NPIN
130 DO 101 J=1,NPIN
131 READ(5,*)NDATA
132 DO 102 M=1,NDATA
133 HEAD(5,*)PIB{M),SAM(M)

(K) (W/CM K)

IRRADIATED',6X,
FUEL CONDUCTANCE',/,
10X,
SURFACE AVERAGE',/,

(K) FRACTION',7X,
(W/CM K) (W/CM K)', /)

134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164

102 CONTINUE
QLD(M),DIAC(M),PORD(M),TCD(M),(X(I),I=1,3)
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103

101

DO 103 N=1,NDATA
RC=DIAC(N)/2D0
PI=3.14159265D0
RF=RC
QL=QLD(N)*32.8D0*0.3048D0
TC=TCD(N)-273DO
TOL=1D-1O
PORsPORD(N)
Z1=TC
Z2=150000
TSC=ZEROIN(21,Z2,F,TOL)
Z3=TSC
Z4=4000D0
TCLsZEROIN(Z3,Z4,TEMPM,TOL)
TM=TCL*273D0
TS=TSC+273Dq
CALL CAL(B,KFP,KC,KG,TSC)
TAV=(TM+TS)/2D0
KFlsO.1276D0+8.71D-5*(TAV-273D0)-1.88D-8*(TAV-273D0)**2
KFA=KF1*(1DO-POR)/(1DO+POR)
WRITE(6,205)PIN(N),SAM(N),QLD(N),DIAC(N),TCD(N),PORD(N)>
TAV,TS,TM,H,KFP,KFA
FORMAT(2X,A5,4X,A3,6X,F4.1,7X,F5.4,3X,F6.2,4X,F5.4,6X,
3F9.2,3X,3D11,4)
CONTINUE
WRITE(b,«) ' '
CONTINUE
2ND
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1 C PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE FUEL 7L0UME CONSUMED
2 C THE FRACTION OF MASS CONSUMED MAS BASED ON THE RESULTS OF
3 C FISSPRO AND CAL3UHN PROGRAMS, AND WAS EXTRAPOLATED TO THE
4 C PELLET CENTER OF THE MET SAMPLE.
5 C
6 C THE VOLUME OF THE FUEL REMAINED WAS CALCULATED ACCORDING TO
7 C 1 2 . 9 GRAM/CC
3 C
3 C

10 C

12 C
13 C1234567390123456739012345678901234557390123456739012345678901234567390
U C
15 • DIMENSION BU(25),U(25),PU(25)
16 C
17 C PRINT HEADINGS
13 C
13 WRITE(6,*)' *** FOEL VOLUME CONSUMED CALCULATION «*'
20 C
21 C READ INPUT DATA
22 C
23 C ** FORMAT **
24 C
25 C NO OF PINS DATA
26

28
23
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
•17
43
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
53
59
3D
61
82
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

C PIN
C U %
C NO
C 3U,
C

15

20

C

SERIES, PIN NUMBER, NO OF DATA
OF FUEL, PU % OF FUEL, BU (ATX)

OF SAMPLES TO 3E EXTRAPOLATED
MASS OF THE PELLET SAMPLE

READ(5,*)NOPIN
DO 10 I=1,NOPIN

READ(5,*)K1.K2.NOD
IF(NOD.GT.25) THEN

W R I T E R , * ) 1 DATA EXCEEDED MEMORY OF 2 5 '
STOP

SNDIF
W R I T E R , * ) 1 •

WRITEC6. J.5)K1,K2
FORMATC/.IOX.'PIN K ' , I 1 , 1 - ' , I 2 , > HELIUM-BONDED'}

DO 20 Jsl.MOD
R 5 A D ( 5 , * ) U ( J ) , P U ( J ) , B U ( J )

READ(5,«)NOS
DO 30 J=1,NOS

READ(5,*)BUS,PWT

C EXTRAPOLATION CALCULATION
C

Q

UIM=PWT*UU)/100.
PUIM=PWT*PU(l)/100.
TIM=UIM+PUIM .

DO 40 NC=1,NOD
IFCBOS.GE.BU(NC).AND.BUS.LE.BU(NC+1))THEN
R=(BU(NC)-BUS) / (BU(NC)-BU(NC-H))
UF=O(NC)-R*(U(NC)-U(NC+1))
PUF=PU(NC)-R*(PU(NC)-PUCNC+1))
TFM=?WT*OIf/100. +PMT*PUF/100
DELTA=TIM-TFM
7C=DELTA/12.9*1000.

C PRINT CALCULATION
C

45

40
30
10

WRITE(6,45)J ,BUS,VC \
FORMATC/.3X,"SECTION ' , 1 1 , 4 X , ' B U 3 N U P (AT*)= " . F 7 . 3 X 4 X .

* ' VOLUME CONSUMED (MM3) =' , F 3 . 4 ) '.
GO TO 30

ENDIF
CONTINUE

CONTINUE
CONTINUE
STOP

END
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